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FLORENCE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

FOREWORD

It is the intent of this plan to: (1) establ ish a coordinated land use
planning process and policy framework to guide land use decisions and
related actions; (2) assure an adequate factual basis for those decisions
and actions; and (3) comply with the Oregon Land Use Act (ORS 197.D10)
and Oregon's Coastal Management Program.

The purpose of this Plan is further intended: to provide the Florence
City Council with a definite set of policies to guide future development
of the communitYi to enable the Council to view specific projects
against desirable long-range development decisions; to provide a suit
able forum for public discussion; to convey community concerns regarding
physical development problems and opportunities as they relate to social
and economic issues; and to prpvide a framework by which standards may
be applied to achieve a viable and aesthetically pleasing community.

In formulating this Plan. information was gathered on the physical
features of the community, existing land use, population, and employ
ment. The findings were then evaluated, taking citizens' concerns into
account, to project population estimates, future land use, and public
improvements in community facilities and services. The results were
then coordinated to arrive at the goal and policy statements.

An area has been identified within which the City'S future development
can bes t be accOl1lT1Odated. Appropri ately called an "Urban Servi ce Area,"
it illustrates a public decision in terms of geographic expansion, pop
ulation distribution, anticipated land uses, and expenditures of capital
for needed services and facilities. SPECIAL NOTE: For the purposes of
this Plan, the "Florence Area" includes the area within the City limits
and the Urban Service Boundary.

This Plan reflects an update and refinement of the original Florence
Comprehensive Plan. adopted December 15. 1975. The Goals and Policies
have not changed significantly; however, the Plan has been reorganized
and updated, and additions have been made to accommodate the Coastal
Goals requirements.

All Statewide and Coastal Goals have been considered in the preparation
and adoption of this Plan. Statewide Goal #3 (Agricultural Lands) and
Goal #4 (Forest Lands) are not included in this Plan due to a finding
that they are not applicable. (See page • Technical Report.)

(Exceptions have been taken to the Goals in the following instances:)
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INTRODUCTION

The City of Florence is located on the site of the former Indian community
of Osceola, meaning "Big Water." Traders of the Hudson Bay Company made
the first recorded visit by white men to the Sius1aw Valley in the early
1850's. The Indian reservation was first opened to white settlers in
the 1870's, and the early settlement, said to be named for the wrecked
sa111ng ship, "Florence," soon recognized its economic potential in
aval1ab1e lumber and resources and large salmon runs. ·;he City developed
along the ridge between the present Siuslaw Middle School on Quince
Street and the river wharf.

Dave Duncan built the first sawmill in 1878, William Kyle arrived in
1884 to open his mercantile store, and in 1902 loaded his three-masted
schooner. IIBellallt with 100.000 feet of lumber, 5,000 cases of canned salmon
and 250 barrels of salt salmon. His cannery, the second in the City,
produced 350 cases of salmon daily at a retail cost of $5.00 per case.
Coastal trade between 1900 and 1903 was so active that the Eugene
Morning Register accounts for 169 ships and 129 steamers which called on
the Florence Port for lumber, salmon and fur.

In 1883, the town had reached a population of 200 people, and the first
subdivision was recorded in 1887, extending along the north bank of the
Siuslaw River. It included 98 commercial and industrial lots and 41
residential sites along Bay Street, First and Second, laurel, Kingwood,
Juniper, and Ivy Streets. In the same year, the Morse Addition was
recorded between Fourth and 37th Streets to accommodate 3,058 lots, and
platting south of the river soon followed. Throughout this time land
speculation was rampant, but population growth was slow.

Florence became an incorporated city in 1893, and in 1913, the City
Counc 11 outli ned an ambiti ous plan for the future: .

Ill.
2.
3.

4.

5.

To 'build' a city wharf that would be modern and adequate.
To construct and man a life-saving station.
To install a telephone system, especially between Florence
and Mapleton.
To build needed houses quickly for many families in Florence
who were still living in tents.
To gravel the streets as the planks were too expensive to
maintain. II.

'lane County Historian, lane County Historical Society, Vol. XVI, No.
2, Eugene, Oregon, Summer 1971.
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PLAN ADOPTION, AMENDMENTS, REVIEW AND IMPLEMENTATION

Community-wide goals, objectives, policies and recommendations provide
the basic framework for the Comprehensive Plan. As such, they are
primarily directed to the City government, which has the responsibility
for their adoption. implementation, review and update.

Adoption of the Plan, following public hearings and acknowledgment of
compliance by the Land Conservation and Development Commission, confers
legal status to the Plan. City ordinances covering development and land
use should be consistent with the intent of the Plan. Federal, State,
County and Special District land use actions must also be consistent
with the Plan. Adoption of the Plan represents a commitment by the City
to attempt the achievement of what the Plan proposes and is considered
by other governmental units, the courts and the public to be a statement
of policy.

Amendments to the Plan are allowed, providing a public need and justifi
cation are established, and a factual basi's is shown for the change.
State law requires. 30 days' notice of the pUblic hearings on a proposed
change. Normally, minor changes should be made no more than once a
year. (Minor changes are described as changes which do not have a
significant effect beyond the immediate area of the change.) The
knowledge and participation of the City, County and affected property
owners are required for a change in the Urban Service Boundary. Adequate
findings of fact to support the change must be made by both the City and
County.

Review and u~date of the Plan should be conducted by the City on a
periodic baS1S. Due to the rapid growth taking place in the Florence
area at this t1me, a review in two years is suggested and thereafter
every three years unless unanticipated conditions should require an
update every two years. Any important changes in the factual data (such
as housing needs) on which this Plan ·is based may require a revision.
Planning is a continuing process. Conditions change and new information
may be available which would indicate that revision is appropriate, or
possible improvements to the Plan may become apparent ~uring the
implementation process.

Implementation of the Plan takes many forms. The most obvious would be
zon1ng, subdivision and special land use ordinances. These ordinances
must conform to the Plan. The zoning ordinance is more detailed and
specific than the Plan. It regulates and restricts specific uses,
provides standards for application to development permits and controls
the density of population in given areas. It also outlines such require
ments as height, placement of structures, lot size, amount of open space
and other factors. Other implementation measures include: public
facilities plans and construction, capital improvement budgets, an
nexations, extension of services, enforcement of the building code,
economic development plans, etc.
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PLAN ORGANIZATION

The Comprehens1ve Plan is applicable in the City of florence and the
florence Urban Serv1ce Area, wh1ch is descr1bed under the florence Urban
Service Area, Section VIII, and 111ustrated on the Land Development
Plan. Land which is 1n the unlncorporated area of Lane County, but
w1thin the Clty's Urban Service Area, shall be regulated as provided in
the City of florence and Lane County Joint Management Agreement for the
Urban Service Area and the florence Urban Service Area. element of this
Plan, Sectlon VIII.

The Plan consists of: (1) goals, Objectives, policies, and recommendations
arranged by subject; (2) plan background 1nformation and findings located
in the Techn1cal Report document; (3) general maps which have been
reduced and included in the Plan and Technlcal Report for reference
purposes; and (4) officlal maps which are on file at the City Hall. No
sectlon of the Plan ls complete by itself and the document must be
rev1ewed as a whole. Where there are apparent inconsistenc1es between
the po11cies and the Land Development Plan map, the polic1es shall
control.

General and specific provisions for each eleMent of the Plan have been
grouped under the followng defined categories:

Goals: General statements of intent; statements describing the kind of
community and env1ronment desired by the C1ty. Generally, a goal reflects
an 1deal that w1ll not change or be inva11dated as a result of future
developments. In many cases, a stated goal 1s obviously unachievable
and is intended to 1ndicate a direction for continu1ng effort rather
than a point to be reached.

Objectives: Specific ends or targets which would aid 1n achieVing the
~'s. Objectives also describe nore specific directions in which the
City wishes to progress.

Policies: The positions the City will take in order to reach stated
OSjectives. Policies are more specific and are subject to interpre
tat10n by the Plannlng Commiss10n and City Council. They are intended
to be used on a day-to-day basls and deal with part1cular aspects or
ram1ficat10ns of the broad goal stated for each category.

Recommendatlons: Part1cular actions that should be initiated and 1mple
mented to assist 1n ach1eving the Goals, Objectives and polic1es set
forth.

Plan background 1nformation and f1nd1ngs are contained in the Comprehens1ve
Plan Techn1cal Report under separate cover. The Technical Report covers
a variety of subjects, serves as a technical append1x to th1s Plan, and
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is to be considered an integral part of the Plan. Certain findings have
been made which serve as a basis for the Policies and Recommendations
which have been adopted within this Plan.

The Land Development Plan and other maps contained in this document are,
by necessity, of a size not as descriptive or precise as may be required
for site specific application. The official land use designations and
zoning maps, drawn to a larger scale, are available and on file at City
Hall and should be consulted for specific land use designations. Other
maps used as a basis for this Plan cover: Soils, topography, HUD
Interim Flood Hazard Zone, etc. The Technical Report contains a listing
of detailed maps available at City Hall.

For clarity and precision, certain words and terms have been defined and
are included in the Glossary, page

COORDINATION WITH AGENCIES

It is the intent of the City of Florence to:

1. Coordinate land use planning actions with affected public
agencies and jurisdictions,

2. Work with affected local, State and Federal agencies when the
Comprehensive Plan is revised and when actions are carried out
under the Plan;

3. Assure that the growth and development effected by those
agencies' actions are in keeping with the -Florence Comprehensive
Plan; and

4. Cooperate with Lane County on the establishment and change of
the Urban Service Boundary and the management of the area
within the boundary.

The City will participate in regional planning efforts in those instances
where proposed actions or lack of actions will affect the City.

POPULATION

This Plan does not attempt to establish control over the rate of growth
except in an indirect manner such as the availability of pUblic facilities.
Rather. the Plan is based on an attempt to gauge the growth that is
likely to occur and deal with the projected increase in population by
controlling the manner in which future development may take place.

Many factors have been considered in projecting the growth figures.
They include: the economic health of the community; the rapid growth
the City has experienced in the past five years; the growth created by
the influx of retirees to this area; the economic impact of the proposed
jetty expansion on the community; the increase in second (vacation)
homes 1n the area; the growth rate of the surrounding area, including
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Dunes City; the increasing demand for tourist facilities partially
brought about by the creation of the Oregon Dunes National Recreation
Area and the Sutton Creek Complex planned by the U.S. Forest Service;
and the proximity to the growing Eugene-Springfield area as it produces
a demand for recreational and tourist facilities and needs.

The population (including part-time residents) in the Florence area is
expected to reach 15,000 to 17,500 by the year 2000. While the rate of
growth is based on the best assessment at this time, there is no assurance
that it will take place.

Some of the factors which may have the greatest influence (up or down)
on the growth rate are: The national economy, energy shortage, the
Siuslaw National Forest Management Plan, the jetty extension, completion
of the projected regional sewerage facilities, the price of housing in
Southern California, the comparative price of land in this area with
other areas, and the financial ability of the City to provide services
and public facilities.
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GENERAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I. Quality of Life

Goal: To maintain a high quality of life, prized by the citizens of
Florence, that is in harmony with the natural environment.

Objectives:

1. To encourage economic development which will increase employment
opportunities in order to provide the citizens the wherewithal to
remain in Florence and enjoy the special qualities the community
offers.

2. To strive for an environment which is functional, visually attrac
tive, and al1aws for innovative responses to local conditons.

3. To recognize the existing natural and architectural assets of the
community and encourage development that enhances and is compatible
with those assets.

Policies: Special Note: Over and over, throughout this Plan, special
emphasis has been placed on using restraint in the removal of natural
vegetation, wherever possible, as the City develops. Due to the physical
environment (sandy soils, wind and heavy rainfall) and the desire of the
people to retain an aesthetically pleasing community, the importance of
retaining as much as possible of the native vegetation (such as the
shorepines, wax myrtles, huckleberry, salal, and the magnificent rhodo
dendrons) cannot be over-empbasized~ In addition to its beauty, the
natural vegetation whlch has adapted to the environment acts as a windbreak,
a soil stabilizer to prevent erosion, and a noise and visual buffer
between various land uses. Replacing vegetation destroyed during con
struction is an expensive substitute not easy to achieve in this environment.
It takes time to grow natural vegetation.

1. Open space should be used to protect and enhance the character and
identity of the community and serve as a buffer between imcompatible
land uses. Multiple use of these open space areas should be con
sidered, provided the uses are compatible. (Public utility easements
and bicycle paths are an example.)

2. Important scenic views of the river, dunes, ocean and jetty area
should be identified and protected. Scenic area designations
should be considered only in those locations where visual qualities
are found to be a community asset and there is a need to recognize
and protect them, however.
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3. Establishment of visual access corridors should be considered
during the permit process for nonindustrial areas bordering the
river and ocean, and when visual access is threatened by the
cumulative effect of development.

4. Existing public access should be protected to the beach, the river,
Munsel Lake and public land.

5. The preservation and restoration of significant historical or
unique bUildings, structures, and sites, especially in the Old Town
area, should be encouraged.

6. In order to enhance the "Coastal Village" atmosphere, the Design
Review Board should provide monitoring of construction in all
districts, with the exception of single family homes. This process
should consider the harmonious blending of the old and new, ex
isting and proposed developments, and the man-made and natural
environment.

7. When planning and management activities are likely to impact prop
erties included or eligible for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places, the State Historic Preservation Officer shall
be consulted concerning action to avoid adverse impacts on the
properties. Adverse impacts to those properties resulting from
public and private actions will be avoided where possible.

8. City Codes a.nd ordinances shall be enforced. Those which will
assist in the upgrading of the City include: building, fire,
plumbing and electrical codes; and zoning, design review, sign,
parking, revegetation l dog control, and subdivision ordinances.

Recommendations:

1. The scenic view from Harbor Vista Park should not be degraded or
spoiled by inharmonious development. An appropriately screened
aquaCUlture site and the Port of Siuslaw's proposed Harbor of
Refuge are considered compatible with the protection of the
aesthetic value of this area.

2. The City should encourage the State of Oregon to prOVide a visual
access corridor and a small parking area at the south end of the
Highway 101 bridge on the west side of the highway.

3. Conditions should be eliminated which contribute to blight, neglect
and unsightliness l such as shacks t abandoned vehicles and ma
chinery, dilapidated signs or fences, open storage and debris.

4. Every effort should be made to locate power and utility lines
underground.
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5. A tree planting program should be developed for city streets.

6. Excessive noise shall be abated in accordance with State Statutes.

7. Outdoor drinking fountains, public restrooms, park benches and
litter cans should be provided where appropriate.

8. Roadway and business signs, traffic signals, overhead wires and
utility poles should have an uncluttered appearance and be subor
dinate to their setting.

9. Developers should be encouraged to retain trees and natural veg
etative covering, by such means as flexibility in setback requirements
and clustering of lots.

II. Citizen Involvement

Goal: To develop a citizen involvement program that insures the opportunity
for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.

Objectives:

1. To encourage citizen input in the preparation of plans, imple
mentation measures, and plan revisions.

2. To take into account the desires, recommendations, and the needs of
citizens during the planning process.

Policies:

1. The Planning Commission shall act as the City's Committee for
Citizen Involvement. (Approved by LCOC, March 1, 1976.)

2. A Citizens' Advisory Committee, appointed by the City Council,
shall serve in an advisory capacity to the Florence Planning
Commission to assure the broadest input in the planning process.

3. The City Council shall insure that a cross-section of the Florence
citizens are involved in the planning process, primarily through
their appointments to the Planning Commission, Design Review Board,
Citizens' Advisory Committee and other special committees.

4. Official City meetings shall be well publicized and held at regular
times. Agenda will prOVide the opportunity for citizen comment.

5. Records of all meetings where official action is taken shall be
kept at City Hall and made available on request to the public.

6. Planning documents and background data shall be available to
interested citizens.
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7. The Citizen Involvement Program shall be reviewed annually by the
Citizens ' Advisory Committee, Planning Commission and City Council.

8. Citizen involvement shall be assured in the review and update of
the Comprehensive Plan.

Recommendation:

Funds for citizen involvement purposes should be considered as a part of
each year's bUdget for the Planning Commission.

III. Housing Opportunities

Goal: To provide the opportunities and conditions to meet housing needs
within the City of Florence and Urban Service Area.

Objectives:

1. To support a variety of residential types and new concepts that
will encourage housing opportunities to meet the housing needs for
households of varying incomes, age, size, taste, and life style.

2. To maintain a high standard of housing construction through enforce
ment of the Building Code.

3. To maintain a livable environment by placing open space require
ments in residential areas.

Policies:

1. The zoning ordinance shall provide for varying density levels, land
use policies, and housing types in support of this goal.

2. City codes and standards should be enforced for the purpose of
maintaining and upgrading the housing supply.

3. Sufficient land within the Florence area shall be made available
for high density housing development where pUblic services are
adequate and where higher densities and traffic levels will be
compatible with the surrounding area.

4. The City shall implement policies and practices that insure equal
housing opportunity for all the City's residents.

Recommendations:

1. Housing programs to meet the needs of the City's elderly and low
income families should be pursued.
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2. The City recognizes mobile homes and multiple family dwellings as
an important part of the overall housing stock if well situated.

3. The rehabilitation of substandard housing will be encouraged as a
method to meet the high costs of housing and to con~erve the
housing stock.

4. Unsafe or unhealthy housing conditions should be eliminated.

5. The City should encourage innovative design techniques (such as
clustering, town houses or condominiums) in appropriate areas. as
a method to preserve open space, to lower the costs of housing and
public facilities, and to maintain vegetative cover.

6. The City should adopt and enforce a fair housing ordinance that
forbids discrimination in the rental, sale or financing of housing
based on race, sex. color, religion, national origin, age, or
marital status.

IV. Economic Development

Goal: To diversify and improve the economy of Florence, recognizing
that our coastal economy needs special attention.

Objectives:

1. To consider the economic impact of all land use actions.

2. To increase year-round employment opportunities and reduce unemploy
ment, reduce out-migration of youth and accommodate the growth of
the local labor force.

3. To encourage economic development and employment opportunities by
providing a sufficient amount of commercial, industrial and marine
zoned land and by making available adequate pUblic services and
facilities to serve the economic needs of the community.

4. To encourage commercial activity and nonpolluting industrial
development which are compatible with the marine orientation,
natural resources and residential character of the area.

5. To protect those areas suitable for commercial and industrial
development from encroachment of incompatible land uses.

6. To encourage the clustering of commercial uses, intended to meet
the business needs of area residents and highway travelers, in
designated areas to prevent the undesirable effects of linear
commercial development.
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7. To plan for adequate public services and facilities to support
economic growth and encourage those uses which will have a minimal
impact on existing municipal services.

Policies:

1. The jetty extension project and adequate dredging of the river
channel are of utmost importance to the economic development of the
community since all facets of the economy are affected by these
conditions.

2. The development of the Florence area's resort atmosphere and
recreational opportunities that would attract long-staying visitors
year round should be encouraged.

3. The City should plan for economic growth with emphasis on the
fishing industry, tourism, light industrial development, recre
ational and residential development. Areas within the Florence
area for vacation home sites, recreational vehicle parks and resort
facilities should be provided.

4. The City will support the State of Oregon, Lane County and the Port
of Siuslaw in their efforts to attract industry, including water
dependent or related industry, which is compatible with the environ
ment and is supportive of the renewable resources of the area.

5. Labor-intensive light industry which will provide year-round
employment while having a minimal impact on municipal services and
the physical environment, should be encouraged.

6. Commercial and industrial activities which are water· dependent
should be encouraged within the marine zoned districts. The City,
County, and Port of Siuslaw should cooperate to determine the best
uses of the Siuslaw River shorelands.

Recommendations:

1. The City should encourage, support and assist the Port of Siuslaw
in reVitalizing the commercial fishing industry and increasing the
sports fishing industry by taking those actions outlined in the
Economic Development Section of the Technical Report.

2. State and County efforts to develop regional economic information
for the coastal section of lane County are necessary to do adequate
planning.

3. The Port of Siuslaw is encouraged to take positive steps to promote
the overall economic growth of the area.
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4. Land areas, where applicable, are to be designated for water
related and/or water-dependent uses.

5. The City should consider taking those actions outlined in the
Industrial Development, Tourism and Lumber Industry Position
Papers contained in the Technical Report.

6. The current study of the depths and boundaries of the aquifer
underlying the Florence area should determine the potential supply
of groundwater. It is expected that very large quantities of
groundwater can be withdrawn with safety. If this proves to be
true, the City should capitalize on this exceptional natural
resource by attempting to attract industry which has a requirement
for water.

7. The City should pursue the development of the airport· light indus
trial park. Only labor intensive uses should be allowed to locate
there. Federal funding has been approved for the extension of
Kingwood Street and provision for water and sewer lines.

V. Recreation Needs

Goal: To provide a variety of recreational opportunities, provide open
space and protect unique areas of the City.

Objecti ves:

1. To provide recreational opportunities which best serve the residents
of the City and enhance the City's environment.

2. To develop neighborhood parks, community parks, recreational facilities
and urban open space corridors, and to institute a plan for financing
park acquisition and development.

Policies:

1. The City, within its financial capabilities, shall continue to
develop, improve, dedicate, and maintain existing park areas
throughout the City.

2. The City recognizes the importance of providing recreational
opportunities for young people as an incentive to live in the
community.

3. Provisions for maintenance and supervision of park and recreational
facilities shall be given serious consideration before additional
facilities are approved.

4. Parks and/or open space shall be provided for in each new neighborhood.
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5. State and County efforts to develop bicycle paths from the City to
nearby recreation areas should be encouraged.

6. Limited recreation facilities for tourists and townspeople shall be
considered, but large-scale, amusement-type facilities with major
impacts are not felt to be compatible with the character of Florence.

7. The Oregon Dunes National Recreational Area and Lane County shall
be encouraged to provide adequate access points for individuals to
enjoy the many recreational advantages the area offers, and for
recreational vehicles to reach the dune area.

Recommendations:

1. The City should explore and pursue various funding options to
further this goal. Various options include: State and Federal
funding, sinking funds in order to accumulate matching funds for
state and federal programs, recreation district, user fees, and
private donations.

2. The State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreational Plan should be con
sulted as a guide for planning recreation areas and facilities.

3. Corridors 0" linear parks and bicycle paths should be designated,
where appropriate, to connect the various local parks. neighbor
hoods, and schools of the community.

4. The community and the school district should work together to Undeveloped
develop sites and facilities as joint-use park/playgrounds. An Property
area which is adequate in size to develop a community park with
recreation faoilities should be located. (Locating the park-type
recreation facilities on school district undeveloped property would
alleviate the necessity of the community acquiring more land for
park purposes. The property could be utilized by school children
during school hours and the general public when schools are not in
operation. )

5. Needed facilities include ball fields, tennis courts, and other
facilities, such as a community center and swimming pool when
funding is available. An area with good access, adequate drainage,
wind buffers from west winds, sufficient area for parking and
compatibility with the surrounding area is needed. The community
should set priorities for the sequence in which facilities should
be developed and provide for maintenance and supervision of the
area.

6. In the creation of parks and public recreation facilities. con
sideration should be given to wind and rain shelters to enhance
enjoyment O'f the coastal environment throughout the year.
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7. The City should establish a long-range acquisition and development
plan for park and recreation areas with priority given to those
areas possessing special physical features and/or subject to
future development.

8. The proposed Harbor of Refuge near the jetty should be developed in
such a way that it benefits the commercial and sports fishing
industry and local residents primarily. Large-scale disruptive
activities, such as recreation vehicle areas or commercial activ
ities, should be avoided. Parking lots, if properly screened, and
an aquaculture site are considered appropriate uses in that area.

9. A "rest area" for tourists and residents should be developed where
there is adequate space for public restrooms. a smail play area for
children, and parking.

VI. Energy Facilities and Conservation

Goal: To encourage economical energy systems and conserve energy.

Objectives:

1. To encourage the use of renewable energy sources.

2. To promote land use development and transportation planning policies
which will conserve energy.

Policies:

1. Energy conservation shall be considered when services are extended
and public facilities are upgraded.

2. Use of solar, wind and forest waste energy sources shall be encour
aged as a means to conserve eXisting energy supplie3.

3. Energy conservation shall be one of the considerations when planning
for transportation systems and land use density requirements.

Recommendations:

1. Development ordinances should allow for flexibility in design to
accommodate solar and wind sources of energy.

2 Solar access rights and opportunities should be protected in new
development through the use of variable height limits, setbacks.
and selective tree removal as appropriate. The siting of buildings
should take advantage of good solar exposure wherever possible.
The visual impact of solar devices should be minimized.
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3. Wind energy devices should be allowed and encouraged in areas where
visual and noise impacts can he kept to a minimum.

4. Buffers of trees and foliage provide a natural wind break which
acts to conserve energy. These benefits should be considered
before removing vegetation wherever residential development is

.p1anned.

5. Along with the economic and recreational benefits, the proposed
jetty extension project should be promoted for the purpose of
providing low energy-consumptive barge traffic. Down river moor
ages would also reduce fuel consumption for river traffic.

6. The increased use of new, energy producing products from woodwaste
should be encouraged.

7. Overhead high-voltage power transmission lines will be discouraged
from passing through residential neighborhoods until radiation
emission standards have been established by the U.S. Government
which set allowable safety levels of radiation.

8. Energy facilities, such as gas pipelines, wind and solar power
facilities and electric transmission lines which do not signifi
cantly affect the public health and safety, air, water or land
quality. should be allowed.

VII. Land Use - General

Goal: To establish a land use planning process and policy framework as
a basis for all decisions and actions related to use of land and to
assure an adequate factual base for those decisions and actions.

Objectives:

1. To maintain inventories of the physical and man-made environment,
population and economic characteristics of the area to aid in land
use planning.

2. To determine the land reqUirements for projected economic develop
ment and population 9rowth.

3. To identify lands suitable for development and areas where develop
ment should be restricted.

4. To be gUided by social, economic and environmental considerations
and long-range benefits and costs when making land use decisions.

5. To provide orderly development in those areas best suited for urban
use while recognizing that land is a limited resource to be well
planned rather than wasted.
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6. To discourage urban develo~lent in high risk hazard areas and areas
where public facilities and services cannot be made avail-able.

7. To classify land uses into categories of similar activities.

8. To provide a method for setting special requirements and standards
as condition~ for developmentj i.e., performance bonds, site investi
gations in areas with special physical constraints, design review,
and conditional use permits.

Policies:

1. The needs and desires of the people of Florence shall be considered
in the application of all development policies.

2. Vacant land where services are available or in close proximity
should be favored for development.

,

•

,

3. The relatively flat, older, stabilized sand areas, which have
sufficient elevation to be above drainage or wet areas, provide the
best opportunities for development with proper management.

4. All property should have legal access to a public street as a
condition of development.

5. Adequate public facilities and streets to serve a proposed develop
ment must be assured prior to development.

6. Standards for slopes, vegetation removal, erosion control and
drainage shnuld be applied to all development.

7. Off street parking shall be provided in connection with all land
development.

8. City-owned land will be set aside for public use unless it is
exchanged for land of equal value or it is determined there is no
long-tenn public need for the land.

g. Any exchange of private land for public land within the Florence
Area of Interest is opposed as a general policy of the City, due to
the large amount of land in Western Lane County which is in public
ownership. Removal of private land from the tax rolls creates a
hardship for the local governments and citizens. All public land
acqUisitions, disposals and exchanges within the City's Area of
Interest should be referred to the City for comment.

10. Performance bonds shall be required for any development where Perfor-
special conditions of development have been placed by the City. mance Bonds
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11. The plans and actions related to land use by special districts,
County, State and Federal Agencies shall be consistent with the
Comprehensive Plan.

12. Public use may be permitted as a conditional use in any zoning
district of the City following public hearing.

Recommendations:

1.

2.

3.

,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The amount of vacant land within the City should be reduced by
encouraging the consolidation of existing substandard lots, where
feasible, to allow development to take place.

Dilapidated bUildings and hazardous structures should be condemned
and eliminated through strict enforcement of the appropriate codes.

The City should consider assisting commercial districts in accom
modating off·street parking requirements. The Bay Street area has
an immediate need, and a public parking lot in the commercial
section along Highway 101 between the bridge and the intersection
of Highway 126 may become necessary in the future.

When approving any development, particular attention should be paid
to flood hazards; erosion potential; steep slopes; low wet areas
with inadequate drainage; open or conditionally stable sand areas;
and the area along the riverfront.

Zoning standards should reqUire appropriate screening or buffering
to separate residential areas from incompatible uses.

Panhandle lots will be discouraged except under unusual circum
stances. The need for panhandle lots within the City is not
anticipated due to the present platting of the land. Land parti
tions should be planned to avoid any future need for panhandle lots
within the Urban Service Area.

Lot size and coverage, building height and setback reqUirements
should be applied to all development.

In order to lnsure that development is timely. orderly and effi
cient, the City and County should recognize the following priorities
in reviewing development proposals:

A. Land currently subdivided and served by public facilities
within the City limits: This land has the highest priority
because it is efficiently serviced, and its owners are paying
property taxes within the City for the maintenance of those
services. Individual single family residential use reqUires
only building permit approval unless it is in a potential
hazard area. Other uses must be reviewed through the planning
process and/or design review process.
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B. Unplatted land within the City limits with available services:
This land will be reviewed through the planning process.
Attention should be given to potential building limitations
caused by physical constraints.

C. Platted land outside the City but within the ,Urban Service
Area: If water and sewer services are available. these areas
may be developed on a lot by lot bas's wlth County approval.
Large developments. commercial or industrial uses, rezoning
requests, conditional use permits, PUOIS or subdivisions shall
be reviewed by the City.

D. Unplatted land outside the City limits but within the Urban
Service Area: These areas may be developed if services are
available. Development or subdivision of these areas shall be
through the Lane County planning process. The City shall be
included in the review of development proposals listed in "c"
above.

E. In areas outside the City but within the Urban Service Area,
where a public water s~stem is available but connection to
the cit sewer s stem 1S not feasible, land may be developed
on an nterlm ow ens,ty as s prov ding: (a) the develop-
ment is consistent with the long-range sewerage plan for the
area; (b) the interim sewerage facilities will not adversely
affect other properties relative to water pollution; (c) the
property will not be preempted from later inclusion into the
Florence sewage system; and (d) the orderly provision of other
services and facilities is assured. When constructing structures
on larger lots. the placement of those structures should
provide for possible partitioning of the land in the future.

Land Use - Residential

Objective:

To provide residential living areas which are safe and convenient and
will contribute to the Housing Goal.

Policies:

1. Existing and proposed residential areas shall be protected from
encroachment of land uses with characteristics that are distinctly
incompatible with a residential environment.

2. Residential densities should be suited to the topography, drainage
and other physical conditions.
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3. All residential subdivisions shall be required to provide public
street access for each house lot, paved streets, sidewalks. curbs
and gutters and public facilities which conform to city standards.
Bicycle path easements and open space requirements may be placed on
the development.

4. Residential development shall be discouraged in areas within the
City and Urban Service Area where such development would constitute
a threat to public health and welfare or create excessive public
expense.

5. The City should revise its land development regulations to permit
changes in residential areas which reflect the changing social and
economic needs of residents.

Recommendations:

1. Local improvement districts for streets, sidewalks. curbs and
gutters, and other public improvements should be encouraged for the
purpose of rejuvenating residential neighborhoods.

2. Zoning for multiple family dwellings and mcbile homes shall be
established in the Florence area. These zones should be located so
that: Locations are convenient to community facilities. and the
higher densities and traffic levels are compatible with the surrounding
areas.

3. Planned recreational and retirement developments that make good use
of the land should be encouraged.

4. Density requirements or other restrictions may be placed upon
residential developments, based on slope, soils, drainage or other
hazards to development.

5. Residential development should be encouraged to locate in vacant
areas which are already zoned, serviced and developed for residential
use.

6. Neighborhood commercial development may be allowed in residential
areas where a need exists and if properly situated.

7. Residential development standards are established to provide a
quality environment at varying density levels. These criteria
shall be applied in all situations except where a use is allowed
due to special conditions. Replacement of pre-existing, nonconforming
single family residences in nonresidential districts will be subject
to a conditional use permit. The following criteria should be
applied to the various categories of residential development:
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A. Single Family Development

1. is intended for low and medium density use.
2. should not be constructed in coomercial, industrial,

mobile home. waterfront or marine zoning districts.
3. may be constructed in multi-family residential zoning

districts as a conditional use

B. Multi-family Developments

1. are intended for medium and high density development.
2. should not be constructed in single family, corrrnercial.

industrial, mobile home, waterfront and marine districts.
3. should not be so large in bulk or -density as to interfere

unduly with an established single family area.
4. are appropriate near major streets.
5. should have a minimal effect on the traffic carrying

capacity of any street.
6. may be suitable as a transitional use between single

family dwellings and more intense uses.
7. are considered appropriate near the cammerical areas of

the City.
8. should include ample open space and other· common conve

niences and facilities.
g. may be required to provide buffers or screening.

C. Mobile Home Development (Districts, Subdivisions, PUD's or
Mobile Home Parks)

1. are intended for medium and high density development.
2. should not be constructed in single or multi-family,

commercial, industrial, waterfront and marine districts.
3. must be located so that they are compatible with non-

residential uses.
4. are considered appropriate on larger parcels of land.
5. are appropriate near major streets or roads.
6. should have a minimal effect on the traffic carrying

capacity of any street.
7. should include ample open space for residents and may

be required to provide other conveniences and amenities.
8. may be required to provide buffers or screening.

D. Residential Planned Unit Developments (PUD's)

, .

•

"

1.

2.

may be required to conform to established density standards
in the vicinity.
will be required to undergo special review by the Planning
Commission and Design Review Board.
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3. will be expected to provide usable open space, community
facilities and other special amenities.

4. will be permitted to provide flexibility in site design.

Land Use - Commercial

Objectives:

1. To provide for adequate expansion and growth of commercial develop
ment which meets local, regional, and travel/recreational needs.

2. To encourage commercial development which enhances the positive
aspects of the community.

Policies:

1. It is recognized that additional commercial land and. development
will be needed as growth is experienced.

2. Commercial areas should be planned in relation to the capacity of
existing and future transportation systems and public facilities.

3. The quality of commercial areas should be assured by the enforce
ment of zoning, design review. parking and sign ordinances, and the
enforcement of building, fire. plumbing and electrical codes.

4. Commercial facilities along highways and arterials should be
designed to avoid congestion, where feasible, while still providing
for needed commercial growth.

5. A potential need for commercial development in the 1~ block area
bordering either side of Highway 101 has been identified. While
this area will not be needed for commercial development in the
immediate future, a long term need is expected to develop.

Recommendations:

1. Priority for commercial land use should be directed toward the town
center. Small scale neighborhood commercial centers, such as in
the Heceta Beach area and Heceta Junction area, should be allowed.

2. Declining commercial buildings should be either upgraded or elimi
nated through: (aJ enforcement of the appropriate codes, or (b)
condemnation of substandard buildings.

3. Local improvement districts for streets. sidewalks, curbs and
gutters, parking. and other public improvements should be encour
aged in commercial areas for the purpose of rejuvenating commercial
neighborhoods.
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4. Minimum design standards should be applied to new business structures.

5. Controls of outdoor advertising should be enforced.

6. Planting of trees along streets should be encouraged in the
commercial area.

Land Use - Industrial

Objectives:

1. To encourage industrial development that does not detract from the
positive aspects of the community.

2. To provide light industrial development by making available indus
trial zoned land and adequate public services and facilities.

Policies:

1. Industries locating in the area should be compatible with the
residential character and natural resources of the area.

2. Industrial sites should relate to existing or proposed transporta
tion, utility systems, and surrounding land use.

Recommendations:

1. The City, in cooperation with Lane County, should identify addi
tional industrial development locations in the Florence area.

2. The light industrial zoned areas within the City should have
priority for development since water, sewer and streets are nearby
and other public services are available.

3. The large undeveloped area northeast of the junction of Munsel Lake
Road and Highway 101 and a portion of the area along North Fork
Road (Which is northwest of the intersection of that road and
Highway 126) have the most potential within the Urban Service Area
for industrial zoning. Both areas are out of the anticipated major
residential growth areas. They are also on the east side of the
urban area where prevailing winds would carry any odor or smoke
emissions away from the population center. They are both located
near state highways and are in relatively large parcels. There are
a few existing residential units and an Indian Cemetery which must
be considered in developing the North Fork area for industrial
uses. Industrial use in this area could discharge treated wastes
to the North Fork of the Siuslaw and not burden the city sewer
plant. Water supply should not be a serious problem in either
case. The SE1/4 of the NE1/4 of Section 15, T18S, R12W, W.M.
(presently in 8LM ownership) should be reserved for industrial use,
also.
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4. The City should consider the enactment of additional industrial
performance standards for the regulation of noise, glare, dust,
odor and fire hazards to insure that air, water and land quality
are not adversely affected by industrial development.

land Use - Siuslaw Estuary and Shorelands

Objectives:

1. To improve management of the estuarine resources and conserve and
enhance the natural resource values of the estuary·,

2. To increase understanding of the natural and economic values of the
estuary and their usefulness to man.

3. To improve and diversify the economy of the Siuslaw River region.

4. To reconcile conflicting estuarine uses.

5. To classify the estuary and shorelands into management units for
planning purposes in order to establish policies and priorities for
the uses of the estuary.

6. To maximize the opportunities for use of the estuary as a primary
mode of transportation.

Policies:

1. Elements of the aquatic environment, such as the estuary, marshes,
mud flats, lagoons, riparian vegetation, wildlife habitats and
resources, should be considered areas of sensitive environmental
concern. Development of these areas is permitted within develop
ment management units when the economic benefits are weighed
against the environmental costs. The alteration of the aquatic
environment should be measured against economic benefits to the
community and the productivity of the above natural resources of
the total estuary when determining the classification of the
management units. The degree of protection provided for these
resources in the remainder of the estuary and its shorelands
should be kept in mind.

2. Restoration of areas of heavy erosion and sedimentation which have
an adverse effect on the quality of the estua~ine system or which
are threatening existing man-made development is allowed and
encouraged. Non-structural treatment, such as bank shaping,
vegetation, or sand nourishment shall be preferred over structural
protection, such as revetments, bulkheads, or groins. Structural
controls are allowed if conditions warrant.
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3. The Siuslaw River jetty extension improvements are considered vital
to support the economy of the area.

4. It is essential to the economy of the Siuslaw River region that
adequate dredged material disposal sites should be provided and
protected for the entire estuary in order for navigation to
continue.

Dredged
Material
Disposal
Sites

5. Dredged or fill materials may be placed on intertidal or tidal
marsh areas in conservation or development managem~nt.units when
part of an approved fill project. The effects of this material
being placed in an intertidal or tidal marsh should be mitigated.
State approved mitigation procedures should be followed for all
dredge or fill activities in intertidal or tidal marsh areas.

6. In order to protect the navigability of the river, sites (with the
exception of designated "stockpile" sites) included in the adopted
Dredged Material Disposal Plan shall be retained for that use until
such time as the filling capacity has been reached or the site is
removed in an adopted, revised dredged material disposal plan for
the estuary (following a public hearing). At that time the per
mitted uses will be the same as those allowed in that zoning district.

7. Temporary use of dredged material disposal sites will be permitted,
providing no permanent facilities or structures are constructed or
no man-made alterations take place which would prevent the use of
the land as a disposal site, and the use is consistent with other
policies contained in the comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance.

8. Sites designated for "stockpile" use, where the spoils will be
hauled away and the site used again for spoils, shall be retained
and designated as a disposal site until such time as an appropriate
alternative for disposal is designated in an adopted, revised
Dredged Material Disposal Plan for the estuary.

9. Federal and state water quality standards shall be considered
during all phases of dredged material disposal activity.

10. A 50-foot strip of vegetation shall be maintained, where possible,
along the Siuslaw River except in Development MU's which have been
designated for water-dependent/related uses. Access to the river
will be allowed by owners of riparian property.

11. The City will participate in the preparation and adoption of the
Siuslaw Estuarine Plan and will amend. if necessary. its estuarine
and shorelands policies in the Comprehensive Plan within the Urban
Service Area to be consistent with the mutually agreed to over-all
Siuslaw Estuarine Plan. This shall be done prior to Lane County's
submission for acknowledgement of their Comprehensive Plan.
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12. Existing uses and activities will be allowed to continue in
shore1ands MU's.

13. Water-related and nondependnet/nonrelated uses not requiring fill
(e.g., on pi11ings) are allowed in development mana9ement units on
a conditional basis, when the use is consistent with the resource
capabilities of the area and the purposes of the M.U.

14. The placing of riprap in development MU's is allowed to protect an
existing or permissable use when nonstructura1 solutions are
inadequate and adverse impacts are minimized. Riprap may be
placed in conservation MU's subject to the above findings and when
it is consistent with the resource capabilities of the area and the
purpose of maintaining conservation MU's.

Recommendations:

1. Dredged material disposal sites should be constructed to allow
proper detention of surface water runoff, to allow settling of
turbid water and to provide dikes for controlling the rate of
runoff.

for Dredged
Materlal
Disposal
$ltes

2. Timing of dredging activities should take into account the Corps of
Engineers' guidelines on this subject to avoid interfering un
necessarily with productive elements of the estuary, such as fish
runs and spawning activity.

3. Revegetation of filled disposal sites should occur as soon as is
practicable in order to retard wind erosion and to restore wildlife
habitat value to the sites. The Port of Siuslaw or Corps of Engi
neers should be responsible for revegetation projects.

4. The possibility of building up man-made clam beds with dredged
spoil materials and thereby increasing the productivity of the
river for clam harvesting should be explored.

5. The embayment near the mouth of the river (RM 1.5) on the south
shore should be watched closely and measures should be taken to
h.lt erosion in this area. A small strip of land behind the
foredune , and the foredune, are all that separate the river from
the oce.n. There is a real possibility of the south spit being
breached 1n this area in the future if erosion continues. The use
of this 're. for in-water disposal of dredged materials should be
considered, since it would have a positive effect in providing a
site for future disposal of dredged materials as well as correcting
a potenti.l problem. Treatment of the outlet from the deflation
plain to the south may be required.
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6. The NRA and L~ne County are encouraged to continue efforts made in
the past to stabilize the sand areas along the south bank of the
river from the point of stabilization at approximately RM 4.0 to
the mouth of the river. The southwest winds continue to move
substantial amounts of sand into the river which requires dredging
at considerable cost to the ·taxpayers to keep the channel open.
The open dune west of the Highway 101 bridge should not be stabi
lized, in order that its aesthetic value is retained.

7. In selecting ocean sites for the disposal of dredged sediments,
sites that allow for the nourishment of eroding beaches shall be
preferred when disposal in those areas will not contribute to
littoral drift into the area of the Sius1aw navigatinn channel.

8. Basic biological research and mapping of the benthos and signi- Research
ficant characteristics of the Sius1aw should be continued in order and
to have a better understanding of the productivity of the river and MaPping
to aid in establishing estuarine mitigation sites. The City should
not approve additional studies of the estuary which are conducted
at public expense and do not add to the knowledge which is now
available.

g. All development in Shore1and MU's shall have final City Council
approval following review of the Planning Commission, to insure
that the intent of this Plan is followed.

10. Upland areas which might be appropriate for additional, convenient
dry1and storage of sport fishing boats should be encouraged in
order to minimize the amount of water storage area and water
dependent shore1and area used for this purpose in the future.

11. Individual private docks should be discouraged with preference
given to docks which will be used for commercial or public
recreational uses.

12. Possible estuarine mitigation sites include: Mitiqation
S,tes

A. Old dredged material disposal sites located near the con
fluence of the North Fork of the Sius1aw and the Siuslaw River
could be lowered to the intertidal level. A marsh creation
project in this area would compensate for any marsh land
removed along the river in this area due to filling with
dredged materials.

B. Creation of additional calm beds on the southern bank of the
river in the area between RM 4.5 and RM 6, and also between RM
1 and and RM.5, would compensate for any filling in these
general areas.
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C. Additional mitigation sites may be designated in other manage
ment units when more detailed biological and physical infonmation
is available to determine the suitability of the sites.

13. The Siuslaw estuary is classified as a "shallow-draft development
estuary" by the Land Conservat ion and Development ConnJi ss ion.
(Shallow draft development estuaries have maintained jetties and a
main channel (not entrance channel) maintained by dredging at 22
feet or less). Development or al:eration is allowed on development
estuaries for navigation and other public, commercial or industrial
water-dependent uses which are consistent with the State Estuarine
Resources Goal. The Goal sets limits on intensity of development
on all estuaries. Development estuaries are required to have
natural and conservation, as well as development, management units
(MU's).

In designating management units, the following considerations were taken
into account: (1) Adjacent upland characteristics and existing land
uses, (2) compatibility with adjacent uses, (3) energy costs and bene-
fits, and (4) the extent to which the limited water surface area of the
estuary shall be committed to different surface uses. Additional information
on the Siuslaw estuary is located in the Technical Report.

It is reasonable to expect and provide for needed deve10pment along the
waterfront as the City grows. The proximity of the urban area to the
mouth of the river and the need to maintain and support the local economy
and recreational needs of the community are the basis for this position.

When designating MU's, the percentage of the total estuarine area which
borders the Florence area and the natural resource value of that area
have been compared to the total surface area and known natural resources
of the estuary. A substantial amount of the estuary outside the Florence
area is expected to be classified by Lane County into natural or conser
vation MU's. Areas where existing and potential industrial and recreational
sites are or could be located are expected to be classified into development
MU's by the County. These actions are appropriate.

It is also appropriate and consistent with the estuarine classification
system and the St3te Estuarine Resources. Shorelands, Recreation. Energy,
Housing, Economic, and Urbanization Goals that a majority of the estuary
and shorelands within the Florence Urban Service Boundary should be
classified into development MU's.

An overlay zone has been designated for the shorelands area along the
Siuslaw River, Munsel Lake and along the ocean. Special restrictions
and uses are placed on the use of this land.
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With the above in mind, and taking into account the LCDC requirements,
the following Estuarine and Shoreland MU's and permitted uses are
established. ("X" designates the use as pennitted within the MU.)

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 1
(Navigation channel

and jetties)

Estuary 1 - Development

The main navigation channel of the estuary and the jetties, beyond the
beach zone line, are designated a development management unit. All
estuarine MU·s extend to the navigation channel which may change as
river conditions change over the years.

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 2
(Jetty area)

Estuary 2 - Development
Shoreland 2A - Development = Limited

water-dependent/related
uses (see uses and
recol1luendations)

Shoreland 2B - Conservation

Description of area:

Estuary - From the point where the jetties cross the beach-zone line to
a point where the northwestern boundary of Tax lot 100, T18-R12W-S16
intersects with the river.

This area includes the north jetty which must be maintained and the
entrance channel which is essential for navigational needs. It also
includes some sand flats and clam beds. More productive piddock and
gaper clam beds are upriver from the north jetty area in MU3.

Shore1and 2A and 2B ~ This area includes all of the land' in the Division
of State Land ownership, Tax lot 500, T18-R12W-S9. Shore1and 2A includes
that portion of this parcel of land which is south and west of-rhe
deflation plain as shown on Soil Conservation Service Maps. Shoreland
2B includes the remaining land. Ownership of this MU is being challenged
Tn court at the present time.

Existing development consists of the jetty, navigational aids, a public
road. a large parking area, restrooms and a Coast Guard observation
tower. A permit has been issued for an aquaculture site; temporary
release facilities have been constructed there. Lane County leases this
area from the State of Oregon.

Two small lakes are located on the northeastern portion of this area.
The sand is mainly conditionally stabilized with low hummocks and an
area of deflation plain. Part of the area is made up of stabilized sand
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in heavy shorepine. The area is also vegetated by beachgrass, scotch
broom and lupine. There is a moderate amount of wildlife on this parcel
of 230 acres, although no unique species are known to exist in the area.
Birds, small mammals and bear use this MU.

The foredune near the north jetty parking lot was breached by a severe
storm in 1977. Riprap has been placed in this area along the beachfront
to protect the area and the parking lot. This area is aesthetically
important as viewed from above at Harbor Vista Park and by many visitors
who use the area to view the jetty, to fish, or to walk on the beach.

Allowed uses and priorities:

Shoreland
A B

Maintenance of the entrance and
navigation channel

Jetty maintenance and extension
Navigational aids
Active restoration measures
Disposal of dredged material

(Sites 1 and 2)
Aquaculture (release/recapture

facilities)
Moorage area, including dredge and fill

required for creation and maintenance
Low-intensity recreation
Approved sewerage outfall
Parking facilities for above uses
Salvage
Support facilities for above moorage area
Limited commercial facilities related

to above moorage area
Water storage area for water-dependent

uses

Recommendations:

x
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

Estuary

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Maintenance of the jetties and the navigation channel are of the highest
priority, followed closely by the proposed extension of the jetties.
The economy of the region is heavily dependent upon the continued
navigability of tile river. An area suitable for stockpiling of jetty
rock will be needed at the time the jetties are extended.

With the exception of the above development which affects the southern
portion only, this area should be retained in as natural a state as
possible to conserve the aesthetic and biological attributes of the
area. The aesthetic impact of a permitted use should be considered in
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"- the design of any development which takes place in this MU. The allowed
uses would not disturb the small lakes. Nature trails would be appro
priate in Shoreland MU 26.

One of the best opportunities and locations for a moorage"area to fill
the anticipated need for additional moorage, when the jetty is extended,
is the location inside the present jetty in the southeast portion of MU
2A. Downriver moorage facilities will assist in conserving energy.
(See Port of Siuslaw schematic drawings for the proposed moorage in
Technical Report.

Shoreland 3 Development = Residential,
Recreation, limited
Commercial wlth conditions.
Nondependent/nonrelated
uses allowed (Low density
prior to sewerage service)

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 3
(Cannery Hi 11 )

Estuary 3 Conservation

, ,

Description of area:

Estuary - From the southern border of MU2 to the northern boundary of
the Coast Guard Station, Tax lot 300, T18-R12W-S15. This MU is approxi
mately 3/4 mile in length.

The channel is mainly located near the opposite shore. The jetty has
deteriorated along parts of this area and there are several areas where
erosion and sedimentation are taking place at a fairly high rate.

This MU is best 'characterized as having sandy subtrate with no signifi
cant marsh lands and few points where high intensity, water-dependent
activities could be carried out due to the steepness of the terrain
along the shoreline. It contains a major area of piddock and gaper clam
beds.

Shoreland - This MU includes the area west of Rhododendron 'Drive from
the southern boundary of MU2, south to the northern boundary of the
Coast Guard property. The area is in private ownership except for Tax
lot 200, T18-R12W-S15, which is in the Corps of Engineers ownership.

The upland portion of this land is characterized as being stabilized
dune. Severe erosion and slumping occur along the high cutbanks in this
area. Existing development includes several residences, but the majority
of the area remains undeveloped.
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Allowed uses and prioritjes;

Shoreland
Maintenance of the navigation channel
Navigational aids X
Active restoration measures X
Water-dependent recreation X
Protection of clam beds
Estuarine mitigation sites
Groin construction and bank stabilization X

measures
Water-dependent uses consistent with this MU X
Residential use X
Commercial development with special conditions X
Water storage areas for water-dependent

recreational use
Salvage

Recommendations:

Estuary
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

"

Estuarf - This portion of the estuary should remain in a relatively
undeve oped state. Water-dependent recreational facilities would be
appropriate for this area if engineering capability makes access feasible.
The clam beds should be protected. Groin construction and jetty maintenance
may be necessary in the future to protect the river from further sedimentation
caused by erosion of the river cutbanks. Upland drainage measures may
also curb the amount of erosion that takes place along the cutbank
areas.

Shoreland • This area has an exceptional view of the river, ocean and
jetty area, and the scenic values should be recognized in future development
of the area. Special care should be taken to provide setbacks for
development along most of this MU due to the hazards of erosion and
slumping near the cutbanks. Only a minimal amount of vegetation should
be removed in the setback area. Stabilization measures should be taken,
if possible, to prevent further wind, rain and river erosion of the
cutbanks.

Commercial uses which are compatible with residential development might
be considered for this area. Any deyelopment should be of a low-density
nature prior to sewerage service.
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MANAGEMENT UNIT - 4
(Coast Guard and

Siuslaw Pacific)

Estuary 4 - Development

Shoreland 4A Development = Marine
water-dependent
Residential - nondependent/
nonrelated with conditions

Shoreland 48 - Development = Marine.
water-dependent/related

Shoreland 4C - Development = Marine,
water-related

Description of area:

Estuary - From the southern border of MU3 to the point where Rhodo
dendron Drive leaves the river (includes the northern half of Tax lot
1100, T18-R12W-S22). This MU is approximately one mile in length and is
characterized by having deep water adjacent to the shoreline. The Coast
Guard docks and Siuslaw Pacific Moorage are the only development in this
MU. It contains no known significant biologically productive areas or
habitats. The substrate is primarily sand except for an intertidal area
in the southern half where a shelf or hardpan occurs near the shoreline
and a small area Of cobble/gravel substrate occurs near the Siuslaw
Pacific Moorage.

Shoreland 4A - This area includes that portion of the SW 1/4 of the SW
174 of f18-R12W-S15. and the NW 1/4 of the NW 1/4 of T18-R12W-S22 which
11es west of County Road #65 and Rhododendron Drive. The property is in
private ownership and undeveloped except for the Coast G'Jard Station at
the northern end.

Older stabilized soil conditions make up the majority of the area,
except for a small area of open sand and the eroding banks along the
river. Small areas of low salt marsh occur along this MU.

Shore1and 48 - This area includes the area west of Rhododendron Drive of
the SW 174 of the NW 1/4 of T18-R12W-S22 and NW 1/4 of SW 1/4 T18
R12W-S22. This area is in private ownership.

The only development in this area is the Siuslaw Pacific Moorage and
extensive riprap along the southern half which is needed to protect the
road from river erosion. This area is within the City limits. A
narrow strip of low salt marsh occurs alpng a portion of the northern
half of this MU.
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Shoreland 4C - This area includes the two 1/16th Sections (SE 1/4 of the , ,
NW 1/4 and the NE 1/4 of the SW 1/4 of T18-R12W-S22) which are in public
ownership and the area east of Rhododendron Drive of the property described
in Shoreland MU4B, which ;s in private ownership. The only development
within this area ;s a small, relatively undeveloped recreational vehicle
park.

The area includes open sand areas, conditionally stable sand areas,
hummocks, and a natural drainageway at the north.

Allowed uses and priorities:

Maintenance of the navigation channel
Navigational aids
Water-dependent commercial, recreational

and industrial uses and activities
Dredge or fill to support the above uses
Water storage areas where needed for water

dependent uses
Water-related uses not requiring fill in

estuary (with conditions)
Residential use
Active restoration measures

Recommendations:

Shoreland
ABC

X X

X X
X X

X X X
X
X X

Estuary "

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Estuary - The river channel follows the shoreline for most of this MU
and is considered appropriate for development. Water-dependent develop
ment is not considered appropriate for a major portion of the area along
Shoreland MU4A. due to the steepness of the terrain, which would prohibit
access. Where access can be safely developed, however, marine uses are
appropriate.

Shoreland 4A - It is appropriate to allow residential development and
commercial development with special conditions at medium density when
the City is able to provide sewerage capacity to serve th'is area. Where
access can be developed to the river, zoning for marine uses is appropriate
if buffering is provided for residential areas. Setbacks to avoid areas
where erosion may contribute to slumping will be necessary.

Shoreland 4B - This area is partially developed with moorage facilities,
a boat ramp and lift. It should be reserved for water-dependent uses.
Water-related uses may be allowed under special conditions.

" .
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Shoreland 4C - This area is across Rhododendron Drive from Shoreland
MU4B and should be retained for water-related marine uses which support
that area. Adequate dune stabilization measures should be taken before
further development occurs. Buffering should be required for uses which
are not compatible with adjoining residential areas. Setbacks should
also be required for the drainageway. Height limitations will be imposed
in the airport clear and transitional zone. It is suggested that the
Port of Sius1aw consider seeking an arrangement with the County for the
use of this land.

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 5
(Greentrees)

Estuary 5 - Development

Shore1and 5 - Development; Residential
- nondependentjnonrelated
with conditions Commerical
nondependentlnonrelated
Recreation - water-dependent
with conditions

Description of area:

Estuary - From the southern boundary of MU4 to the Florence sewerage
treatment plant. This MU is over one and one-quarter miles long. The
channel swings away from most of this MU to the opposite shore. No
development has taken place on the estuary.

Erosion from the cutbank areas contributes sand sedimentation to the
estuary. There are no significant wildlife or intertidal marsh areas in
this area. The subtrate is sand.

Shoreland - This area includes all of the land west of Rhododendron
Drive from the southern boundary of MU4 to the Florence sewerage facilities.
This MU is in private ownership except for: Port of Siuslaw ownership
of a strip of land bordering the southern part of this MU, part of which
is in the intertidal area; Lot 53DO, which is in Lane County ownership;
and the area surrounding the sewerage plant which is owned by the City.

The parcel of land north of Greentrees is undeveloped and is bordered by
a high bank at the river. The soils in this area cont.in a dune complex
of varying degrees of stabilization, including open sand, and conditionally
stabilized and younger semi-stabilized dunes.

Greentrees (a mobile home P.U.D.) extends along the river for over one
half mile. It includes private access to the river for residents from
both sides of Rhododendron Drive. Residential development is scattered
in the area between Greentrees and the City's sewerage facilities.
Water and sewer service is available for this MU.
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Allowed uses and priorities:

Maintenance of the Navigation channel
Navigational aids
Water-dependent recreational uses
Active restoration measures
Dredge or fill as required for water-dependent

recreation activities
Disposal of dredged material (Site 13 and 14)

(including subtidal areas for in-water disposal)
Water storage areas for recreational uses
Residential use
Commercial with conditions

Recommendations:

Estuary: The steepness of the terrain along some of this area limits
access. Where the terrain is suitable and access can be established,
water-dependent recreational uses would be appropriate. Dredged mate
rial disposal sites are appropriate in this area if measures are taken
to control the return of the spoils materials to the channel.

Shoreland: Since residential development already exists along most of
this MU, any high-intensity, water-dependent recreational development
such as a small boat moorage or public boat ramp, should be compatible
with the adjoining residential development. Placement of dredge spoils
in areas along this MU would serve the purpose of protecting existing
structures and providing additional needed space to dispose of spoils.
Buffers may be required to separate residential zoning from recreational
uses. Parking areas could be a limiting factor for any public moorage
facility and would probably need to be located on the east side of
Rhododendron Drive. Building setbacks from the river will be required
in this MU, due to the erosion of the riverbank and must be reviewed
carefully. Steps to control erosion at the northern end nf this MU
should be taken before development takes place near the river.

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 6
(Bay Bridge)

Estuary 6 - Development

Shoreland 6 Development =
Residential - non
dependent/nonrelated
Recreation - water
dependent

Descri pt ion of ar'ea:

Estuary - From the eastern boundary of MUS to the western boundary of
Tax Lot 7900, T18-Rl2W-S34-12, near Kingwood Street. The channel is
nearer the opposite shore in this MU. Existing development consists of
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a private marina which requires dredging. There is a small area of
tidal marsh, a small mud clam bed and a small area of seagrass near the
Ivy Street pump station. The substrate is primarily sand.

Shoreland - This MU extends from the eastern boundary of MU5 to the
western boundary of Tax Lot 7900, T18-R12W-S34-l2, near Kingwood Street.
The inland extent of the area includes that area south of the followin9
boundary: starting at Rhododendron Drive east to the point where
Greenwood Street would cross Rhododendron Drive; then south along that
line to First Street; then east to Juniper Street; then south to Bay
Street; and east along Bay Street to the western boundary of Tax lot
7900 near Kingwood Street. A condominium development has been approved
and is being built in this MU.

This MU is mostly developed in single family homes. Public access is
available at the City's Ivy Street pump station. The Port of Siuslaw
and the City of Florence have small parcels of property ;n this MU.
Some of the rights-of-ways in this area have not been developed. The
terrain is low and accessible to the river. Water and, sewer services
are available.

Allowed uses and priorities:

Maintenance of the river channel
Navigational aids
Water-dependent recreational
Dredge or fill as required for water-dependent

recreation activities
Active restoration measures
Disposal of dredged material (Site 15)
Water storage areas for water-dependent

recreational use
Residential use
Approved sewerage outfall
Public Facility (sewerage plant)

Recommendations:

Estuary - Moorage facilities for recreational boats are considered
appropriate in this area. Commercial or industrial uses are not con
sidered appropriate, due to the proximity to residential development.

Shoreland - Any water-dependent recreational use should be compatible
with existing development. Adequate parking areas for moorages could be
an inhibiting factor in the development of moorages.
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Shoreland 7A - Development = , •
Commercial nondependent/
related allowed

MANAGEMENT UNIT - 7
(Old Town and Port of Siuslaw)

Estuary 7 - Oevelopment

Shoreland 78 - Development = Industrial,
Commercial, Recreation 
water-dependent. Water
related with conditions

Description of area:

Estuary - From the eastern boundary of MU6 to the Munsel Creek outlet.
The channel and turning basin follow this shoreline for most of its
length. Development in this area includes the Highway 101 bridge,
permits for utility cable crossings, the City dock at the end of Laurel
Street, piers, turning basin, Port of Siuslaw moorage facilities and
dock, a boat ramp, marina. and a spoils stockpiling site.

The substrate is primarily sand in the main part of the river, and mixed
sand and mud in the tideflat area. No significant areas of wetlands
occur in the area along MUlA, although a small amount of salt marsh is
found near the bridge. The habitat of the area north of the Port prop
erty is characterized as being primarily immature high salt marsh.

Shoreland 7A - This MU is part of the historic nOld Town" waterfront
area. It extends from the eastern boundary of MU6 to Maple Street and
includes that area from the shoreline to Bay Street at the western
boundary; then east along Bay Street to the Highway 101 Bridge; then to
First Street between Highway 101 and Laurel Street; and to the alley
north of Bay Street between Laurel and Maple Streets. Existing owner
ship and uses in this area are primarily private, commercial business,
except for the City's Mini-park at the end of Laurel Street and the pump
station at Maple Street. Riprap has been placed along most of this area
to halt erosion.

This area contains the Kyle Building which received Bicentennial funds
for restoration. There are additional buildings and sites in this area
which date back to the early beginnings of the City. The old ferry slip
was located at the site of the Mini-park. The old Mapleton railroad
station has been relocated to Bay Street and restored.

Shoreland 7B - This area extends from Maple Street to the outlet of
Munse! Creek. The northern boundary follows Bay Street to Nopal Street;
then north on Nopal to First Street; then east along First Street to
Harbor Street, where it intersects with the Port of Siuslaw property.
It then follows a northeasterly direction along the top of the bank of
the school property to the point where it would intersect with Munsel
Creek.
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This area is owned, for the most part, by the Port of Siuslaw and School
District 97J. Most of the marshland and tideflats are in·one parcel of
private ownership. The land east of Harbor Street was formed by dredged
spoils and landfill from the present site of City Hall.

Allowed uses and priorities:

Shorel and
7A 7B- -Maintenance of the river channel and turning

basin
Navigational aids
Water storage areas where needed for

water-dependent uses
Nonwater-dependent/related uses requiring

riprap for protection of existing uses
Water-dependent public, commercial or

industrial uses and activities
Water-related public, commercial or

industrial uses and activities
(With special conditions)

Dredge or fill as required for water
dependent uses

Disposal sites for dredged materials
(Sites 19 and 19A)

Active restoration measures
Aquaculture (release/recapture facilities)
Communication facilities (with conditions)

Recommendations:

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

Estuary

x
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

Estuary - The channel follows the shoreline for most of this MU, and is
considered appropriate for development. Existing development in Shore
land MU7A will preclude extensive water-dependent development in this
portion of the estuary; however, a small area of the shoreland east of
the bridge is not developed at this time, and water-dependent uses which
do not conflict with the existing uses should be allowed. The area on
either side of the bridge may be appropriate for dredged material disposal
at some point in the future. Mitigation would be required for any
filling where marsh grasses or benthic communities might be adversely
affected by the filling action.

Shoreland 7A - Existing development in the Old Town area would make it
unllke1y for extensive water-dependent uses to occur here. Maintaining
the bayfront character is a limitation which should be recognized in the
development of this MU. PUblic, pedestrian and visual access should be
provided, to the extent possible, when development takes place.
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Shoreland 7B - This area will probably continue to be the primary
commercial and industrial marine-related center on the bay. Access,
terrain, proximity to deep water, compatibility with existing uses, and
ownership patterns would support this reasoning. About one-third of
this MU is already developed into water-dependent/related uses. It is
important to the future economy of the Florence area that this area be
reserved for high-intensity recreation, commercial and industrial
water-dependent/related uses. Water-related uses should be reviewed
carefully by the Planning Commission to insure that this portion of the
shoreland is protected for future need for water-dependent uses.

Due to the proximity of the MU to the North Fork shoals, the mainturning
basin and the lack of suitable dredged sites near those shoals, a dredged
material disposal "stockpile" site has been designated in this MU. The
location of that site is critical; however, in the siting of the spoils
area, consideration should be given to the need for future requirements
for water-dependent industrial uses.

Improvements to the jetty which would allow more year-round, all-weather
bar crossings is expected to increase the damand for marine-related uses
and the needs of the fishing industry. This area has the highest
potential for meeting those needs.

Appropriate uses in this MU would include: fish receiving stations and
processing facilities, marinas/moorages, boat repair and servicing, cold
storage facilities, dock facilities for transshipment, marine ways and
a possible aquaculture release/recapture facility at Munsel Creek.

Because of the limited size of the area, the use of this space should be
utilized prudently.

Extensions of sewerage, water and road improvements will be necessary to
serve part of this area. Filling of the area west of Munsel Creek would
provide needed access and an area for dredge spoils and additional land
for water-depend~nt uses. (Site investigations by qualified soils
engineers should be performed, using core samples prior to allowing
heavy, load-bearing structures onto filled land.)

'.

MANAGEMENT UNIT 8
(Munsel Creek/North Fork)
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Description of area:

Estuary - From Munsel Creek outlet to the eastern boundary of the Urban
Service Boundary. This MU includes tideflats and tidal marshland, and
also a productive eelgrass bed. This area contains a large tideflat
where mudc1ams are found. Several man-made islands are located within
this area, most of which are in Port of Sius1aw ownership. The entire
area has significant natural value in the several types of marsh grasses
which occur here, including sedges, immature and mature high marsh, and
bulrush.

Most of the tideland area is floodplain alluvium, and the subtidal area
is sand. An immature high salt marsh is located below the dairy products
warehouse. The large island and the peninsuia below the North Fork
Bridge are mature high marsh areas. The area between the dairy warehouse
and the peninsula contains bulrush and sedge. Tax Lot 300 just west of
the Highway 126 bridge and the North Fork of the Sius1aw has been donated
by a private individual to the State of Oregon. This area contains
productive marshland.

Recreational use of this area is high because of the productive clam
beds located here. Waterfowl and shorebirds are found over most of this
MU.

Shore1and - From the channel of Munsel Creek to the eastern boundary of
the Urban Service Boundary (near North Fork Bridge), and bordered on the
north by Highway 126. This MU is mainly in private ownership and
contains the dairy warehouse and several residences. The steep banks
along the highway are mostly stabilized sand and riprap. Electric
transmission lines cross the river in this MU.

Allowed uses and priorities:

Maintenance of the navigation channel
Navigational aids
low-intensity water-dependent recreation
Active restoration measures
Nondependent uses not requiring fill

(with conditions)
Aquaculture (release/recapture facilities)
Commercial facilities (with conditions)
Estuarine mitigation sites
Research sites
Communication facilities, with conditions
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Estuary - This area is significant for its natural and aesthetic resource
value, aquatic and wildlife habitats and the productivity of the eelgrass
beds. This area has been designated a Conservation MU due to the proxi
mity of the area to the developed areas to the north and west, and also
the nearness to Highway 126.

Shoreland - Any allowed use in this area should be designed to protect
the natural and scenic resources of the area. Adequate access for the
public to use this area for clam digging should be provided. Most of
this area will remain undevelopable due to the shallow depth of the land
area between the road and the river.

LAND USE - OCEAN AND LAKE SHORE LANDS

Objectives:

1. To improve management of the shore1ands bordering the ocean and
lakes by classifying these shorelands into management units and
establishing policies and priorities for uses within these areas.

2. To conserve and enhance the natural resource and recreational
values of these shorelands.

3. To avoid predictable, natural hazards which may occur in these
areas.

Policies:

1. Shorelands along the ocean and Munsel Lake shall consist of a strip
(measured on a horizontal plane) of fifty (50) feet from mean high
water.

2. Allowed uses within these Management Units shall consist of resi
dential and water dependent recreational uses.

3. A fifty (50) foot minimum building setback from the high water mark
should be required along the ocean beach •.

4. BUilding on foredunes which extend inland beyond the fifty (50)
foot setback should be prohibited except in established neighbor
hoods on pre-existing platted land. A site investigation report
should be required in these instances, which would establish the
safety of allowing structures to be built in these areas.

VIII. Florence Urban Service Area

Goal: To provide for an orderly and efficient transition from rural to
urban land use and to provide the necessary facilities and services to
meet the housing, employment, livability and other needs to accommodate
the long-range population growth of the community.
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Objectives:

1. To establish a boundary to identify the area where the need for
urban level of services is projected and services are expected to
be provided by the year 2000.

2. To develop a cooperative process between Lane County and the City
of Florence for the establishment and change of the Urban Service
Boundary.

3. To cooperate with Lane County to develop policies and regulations
to manage land development within the Urban Service Area.

4. To encourage development to occur within the City limits with
controlled outward growth.

Policies:

1. Applicable development policies and recommendations found in other
elements of this Plan shall be followed when allowing development
to occur within the Urban Service Area.

2. All appropriate shoreland. estuarine. and beach and dunes develop
ment policies and recommendations contained in other elements
within this Plan shall apply to lands within the Urban Service
Area.

3. Land which is developed within the Urban Service Area may be
annexed to the City by the year 2000.

Annexation

4. Annexations for those areas within the Urban Service Area should be
considered only when the City Council deems such annexation is in
the best interest of the City. It is the intent of the City to
limit annexations to those areas to which the City can provide
services without placing an excessive demand on existing city
services or a financial burden on city residents.

5. Availability of water, sewers and streets as well as the appli- Density
cation of other land use development criteria shall determine the
density of development within the Urban Service Area.

6. Medium to high density development shall be allowed only if adequate
water and sewer capacity is available and the proposed development
meets all other development criteria.

7. Oensity levels within the Urban Service Area shall not be allowed
to reach the level which would require the master sewerage extension
plan to be revised in order to relieve health hazards caused by
failing septic systems.
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8. The minimum standard for parcel size for resiQential development in
the Urban Service Area shall be 1imited to 19,000· square feet in
the interim prior to extension of sewerage service. Each parcel
should meet basic requirements, including site investigations, as
provided for in the Plan as well as water pollution control standards,
road standards and other applicable requirements. Ultimate minimum
parcel sizes for single family residential development should be
limited to g,OOO square feet.

g. Some land within the Urban Service Area boundary may not be appro
priate for urban density, which may not become obvious until later,
specific evaluation. This land includes: (1) that which is unavail
able for urban development due to severe environmental constraints,
and (2) that which is not necessary to supply the long-range urban
land use needs of the community.

10. In order to insure that development is timely, orderly and efficient,
the City and County should recognize the following priorities in
reviewing development proposals:

A. Land currently subdivided and served by public facilities
within the City limits: This land has the highest priority
because it is efficiently serviced, and its owners are paying
property taxes within the City for the maintenance of those
services. Individual single family residential use requires
only building permit approval unless it is in a potential
hazard area. Other uses must be reviewed through the planning
process and/or design review process.

B. Unplatted land within the City limits with available services:
This land will be reviewed through the planning process.
Attention should be given to potential building limitations
caused by physical constraints. .

C. Platted land outside the City but within the Urban Service
Area: If water and sewer services are available, these areas
may be developed on a lot-by-lot basis wlth county approval.
Large developments, commercial or industrial uses, rezoning
requests, conditional use permits, PUD's or subdivisions shall
be reviewed by the City.

D. Unplatted land outside the City limits but within the Urban
Service Area: These areas may be developed if services are
available. Development or subdivision of these areas shall be
through the Lane County planning process. The City shall be
included in the review of development proposals listed in "c"
above.
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E. In areas outside the City, but within the Urban Service Area,
where a public water system is available but connection to the
City sewer system is not feasible, land may be developed on an
interim/low density basis providing: (1) the development is
consistent with the long-range sewerage plan for the area; (2)
the interim sewerage facilities will not adversely affect
other properties relative to water pollution: (3) the property
will not be preempted from later inclusion into the Florence
sewage system; and (4) the orderly provision of other services
and facilities is assured. When constructing structures on
larger lots, the placement of those structures should provide
for possible partitioning of the land in the future.

11. Only limited commercial development within the Urban Service Area
should be allowed prior to the availability of sewerage service.

12. Future revisions of the Land Development plan should provide for
more intensive land uses within the Urban Service Area as services
are made available.

13. Most of the public land within the Urban Service Area shall be held Public
in public reserve for future uses, such as; parks, public facilities, Lands
recreation facilities or open space. Any .acquisitions, disposals
or exchanges of public land should not occur without a public
hearing.

14. Criteria for establishing the Urban Service Boundary:

A. Land that can be provided public facilities or services in an
orderly and cost-efficient manner as it progresses through the
transition from rural to urban land use.

B. Land that provides sufficient land area for various uses to
insure choices in the market place and life styles.

C. Land that provides for positive environmental, economic,
energy and social benefits.

D. Land which can replace previously buildable land lost to
development by the LCDC requirements.

E. Land which can accommodate a continuity of areas even though
certain land is only suitable as t1 0pen space. II

F. Land which, if allowed to develop to an urban density in an
uncontrolled manner, will adversely affect the livability of
the community.
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G. Land which, due to past practices, will cause health, safety
or financial burdens on units of government if not included.

H. Land which will provide solutions to areawide problems--i.e.,
lack of public facilities and services, such as areawide storm
drainage, water systems, and sanitary sewers. i

15. Description of Florence Urban Service Area - December 31,1979:

The boundary of the Florence Urban Service Area is defined by
natural topographical limits which provide for natural drainage
from north to s,outh (the ubasin concept il

); by U.S. Government land
on the north; by the ocean and Siuslaw River at the west; the
Sius1aw River at the south; and generally by a hi9h ridge at the
east which divides the North Fork of the Siuslaw River from the <.
natural drainage area.

A site specific description of the Florence Urban Service Boundary
may be found in the Technical Report, page

16. In addi ti on to the above, the fo 11 owi ng development cri teri a, Deve1opment
agreed upon by the City and County, shall be applied to proposed Criteria
development:

A. Land Use Patterns

1. Infilling of accessible, buildable vacant areas that are
served by water and sewer systems should be encouraged.

2. Most commercial and industrial development should occur
in designated areas served by public facilities and where
their use would have the least impact on surrounding uses
and the phys i ca1 envi ronment. Intens i ve conmerci a1 and
industrial complexes should occur only if public water
and .sewers are available to the site. Additional indus
trial development locations and performance standards
will be developed in cooperation with Lane County.

3, Setbacks and clustering of commercial development along
Highway 101 are encouraged in order to avoid increased
congestion, safety hazards, the cluttered appearance of
linear development and the destruction of vegetation
along the highway caused by many entrances.

4. Land along the river which falls within, lIdevelopment, II

marine-oriented shoreland management units shall be
considered available for development, prOVided develop
ment criteria, included in the Shorelands section of this
Plan, are met.
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5. Mobile homes shall be allowed to develop at low density
prior to extension of services.

6. Factors such as flow of traffic, conflict with existing
nearby uses and adequacy of public servies (i.e., fire
protection, police protection and schools) should be
considered before development is permitted so as to avoid
later problems.

B. Transportation

1. Any road improvement or construction should be approved
only if it can be demonstrated that such improvements
support, and are compatible with. the recommendations of
this Plan relating to land use, density, environmental
protection and public facilities.

2. Further development of County collectors and minor arterials
should be limited to those areas which have been designated
by the City to receive sewerage service within the near
future. Emphasis should be placed on developing improved

'. and more efficient local street systems.
" ,

3. City standards should be appl ied to roads developed or
improved within the Urban Service Area when those standards
exceed those of the County. Upon annexation, the City
will not assume ownership responsibility for those streets
whjch do not meet city standards.

4. The City should coordinate road improvements with the
County's Five Year Capital Improvement Program for
county roads.

5. An airport obstruction zoning ordinance should be adopted
, by the City and County which is consistent with the

Florence Airport Master Plan recommendations.

C. Sewer and Water Service

1. All new medium and high density residential development
which occurs within the Urban Service Area shall be
connected to a community water supply sy;tem.

2. Upon completion of the regional sewerage treatment facility,
~ewers may be extended to land within the Urban Service

'Area to allow property to be developed to urban density
prior to annexation. Any extension shall be based upon
an adopted sewerage extension plan for the area. Approved
disposal systems are acceptable on an interim basis prior
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to sewer service. providing the feasibility exists for
later connection when the system is available. Any
development which occurs on a septic system must connect
to sewerage services within gO days of availability.
Alternate forms of sewage disposal should be considered
and allowed when their use is accepted by the Department
of Environmental Quality.

3. The extension of systems outside the City limits should
occur only after the service needs within the limits of
the City can be met.

4. Total costs of the extension of service shall be borne by
the benefitted property owners. City of Florence standards
shall apply to all sewer extension and connections
within the Urban Service Area. Only the City shall
authorize the numbers, types. volumes and service charges
of service connections.

5. Public sanitary sewerage systems represent a significant
financial investment in treatment plant, interceptors,
and trunk and lateral service lines; therefore. systems
enlargement charges shall be established by the City for
any extension of services.

6. The recipient of city sewerage service must agree to
annex to the City when contiguous, provided the City
Council deems annexation is in the best interest of the
City.

7. Development proposals must be measured against available
water storage capacity to provide adequate water for fire
protection.

D. Topography, Geology, Soils and Slopes

1. Due to the topography and soil conditions of certain
areas within the Urban Service Boundary. a site investi
gation by a qualified expert (such as an engineering
geologist. a soil scientist. a vegetation specialist, or
an individual recognized or qualified to conduct site
evaluations based on education, experience or knowledge
for the type of conditions evaluated) should be required
to determine suitability for private development or
public improvements. These areas include: Areas within
the Interim Flood Boundary, open or conditionally stable
sand areas. areas where standing water exists during part
of the year, areas with excessive slopes, and areas
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subject to severe erosion along the river, ocean or
Munsel Lake. Construction may be permitted, subject to
other development requirements, if a favorable site
report is submitted specifying the method of construc
tion, revegetation schedule or other requirements imposed
in the review of the proposal.

2. Proposed land uses should be carefully reviewed to ensure
that significant drainage or hydraulic flow patterns are
not adversely affected by development.

3. Erosion control standards and regulations shall be
established and applied to proposed developments.

4.' No development or improvement shall take place on open or
conditionally stable sand formations before an adequate
site investigation by a qualified person determines that
the site is adequately stabilized and the stabilization
effort will not contribute to sand movement into other
areaS and thereby create adverse conditions.

5. Removal of vegetation from stabilized sa~d areas, where
the consequent shifting sands will encroach upon and
adversely affect other properties, should be prohibited
or at least controlled.

6. Any new development near river terraces (cutbacks) should
not be located closer than 50 feet from the edge of the
terrace.

7. For those areas that have excessive slopes (generally
exceeding 12 percent) and/or constitute a geological
hazard, the proposed development shall ba keyed to the
degree of hazard and to the limitation on the use imposed
by such hazard. Accepted engineering practices shall
determine the extent of development allowed. The extent
of development shall be consistent with that which is
otherwise allowable in the Plan. Intensive development
should be discouraged in sand areas on slopes of more
than 6 percent unless special conditions exist which
minimize the risks.

8. Setback requirements beyond the strip of vegetation may
be imposed along the river, ocean, Munsel Creek, or
Munsel Lake in those areas where a natural hazard exists
or the area is affected by hydraulic action. (See E-3
and E-4.)
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E. Water Quality

New developments must be carefully reviewed to ensure
they do not contribute to water quality problems, whether
through waste treatment systems, individual septic tank
drainfields or erosion. Compliance with the Department of
Environmental Quality disposal system requirements
should be assured. DEQ approval/permit issuance ;s
administered by Lane County.

Land use decisions which affect the water quality of
Munsel Lake, Munsel Creek and the $iuslaw River must be
cognizant of their ecological and recreational signifi
cance. The same consideration in regard to maintaining
good water supply for residential use ;s doubly important.

3. A 25-foot strip of vegetation should be maintained along
Munsel Creek and a 50~foot strip of vegetation should be
maintained along Munsel lake. (This should be measured
on a horizontal plane.) Access to the Creek and lake
will be allowed. Trespass over private property in the
area of protected vegetation is subject to prosecution
for trespass by owners of this land.

, .

4. A 50-foot strip of vegetation shall
possible, along the Siuslaw River.
Policy #10).

be maintained, where
(See Estuarine

Recommendations:

1. The City and County shall review and comment on, or approve, as the
case may be, development proposals within the Florence Area and
Florence Area of Interest as provided for in the current City/County
Joint Management Agreement. .

2. City subdivision development standards should be applied, where
feasible. when Lane County standards are less rigorous than those
of the City.

3. The City should develop a master sewerage extension plan for the
Urban Service Area. The Plan should include provisions for treat
ment. collection and transmission facilities. It should also
include a timetable for the projected phasing and location of the
extension of sewers.

4. Cooperative efforts should be taken by the City, County and the
Soil Conservation District to: (l) stabilize sand areas, especially
where sand encroachment poses a hazard to pUblic or private develop
ment or improvements, and (2) construct flood water control projects,
when economically feasible, to alleviate the presence of ponding
caused by storm runoff which poses a hazard to development in
certain areas.
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5. The County is encouraged to designate the West Lane Planning
Commission to perform review and approval for all subdivisions,
partitions, and PUC proposals within the Florence Area of Interest.

IX. Public Facilities, Services and Transportation

Goal: To plan and develop a timely, orderly and efficient arrangement
of public facilities, services and transportation systems to serve as a
framework for urban development.

Policies:

1. A public street, water supply or sanitary sewerage system of
Florence should not be used to encourage development in areas where
development would constitute a threat to public health and welfare
or create excessive public expenses; e.g .• flood plains, exces
sively steep slopes or areas where severe development problems
exist.

A five-year Capital Improvement Program should be developed and
reviewed annually. The City should consider the following needs to
meet future growth and maintain existing services and facilities:
Water supply, water storage, sewerage facilities, storm sewer and
drainage system, city buildings, street system, libr'ary, recre
ational facilities, police and fire protection equipment, air
facilities, and street maintenance and public works equipment. The
program should also provide for the location of the proposed improve
ments and the priority and general timing of those improvements.

Capital
Improve
ment
~ram

3. Systems enlargement fees for streets, sewers and water facilities
will be charged for installing, constructing and extending extra
capacity streets, sewers and water facilities. A systems connec
tion fee will be collected for new capital expenditures in the area
of water, sewer, street, fire and police services.

System
Enlarge
ment Fees

IX-(A) Public Facilities and Utilities

Objective: To provide for properly planned water supply and sewerage
facilities, solid waste disposal and storm drainage to meet future
population and economic development needs and to avoid health problems.

Policies:

1. The first priority in the provision of public water and sanitary
sewers is to furnish all residents of Florence with an adequate
level of water for domestic use and fire protection, and sewerage
service which complies with prevailing health regulations.
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2. Public facilities may be extended outside the City limits in .
accordance with the criteria outlined in the Florence Urban Serv1ce
Area section of this Plan (page ).

3. The size of water and sewer lines should be adequate to serve
projected densities of the area.

4. All water supply systems should be required to provide fire flow
capacities and fire hydrants for fire protection.

5. No residential, corrrnercial or industrial development shall be
permitted within the City of Florence unless sewer and water
systems are available to the property.

Sewer
and
water

6.

7.

8.

Lane County and the City should cooperate to provide for and
control solid waste disposal. Sites for inert waste material and
hazardous waste disposal should be provided. Lane County should
secure an alternate landfill site to cover the landfill needs
during the planning period.

Underground public utility lines will be required for new instal
lations and extensions. When existing lines are replaced, they
should be installed underground except where a severe cost dif
ferential is proven.

Natural drainageways should not be adversely filled or altered.
Wherever possible in subdivision design, natural drainageways shall
be used and structures shall be set back sufficiently to protect
the capacity of the drainageway. Normally. high density develop
ment is not appropriate in close proximity to natural drainageways.

Solid
waste

Public
Uti 1i ty

Storm
Ora inage

g. Wet areas with standing water throughout part of the year, which
are not served by storm sewers or a drainage system, should not be
filled unless adequate provision is made for drainage of the area
and the fill will not adversely affect neighboring properties.

10. Adequate provision for controlling storm run-off shall be made
before development takes place in areas that have drainage problems.
This may be accomplished through larger lot sizes. use of special
facilities such as holding ponds. reduced lot coverage. or other
methods.

Recommendations:

1. Adequate water storage should be provided.
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2. The City should support the County's effort to determine the
capacity of the aquifer north of the Sluslaw to supply long-range
water needs for municipal use. The results of this hydrologic
study should determine whether future water supplies will be
produced by deep wells and/or surface sources.

Water
Supply
and
storage

3. The Regional Sewerage Facility should be completed as ·soon as
possible to provide for the rapid population growth in the Florence
area. EPA sewerage works funds should be pursued for completion of
the Regional Sewerage Facility.

4.

5.

6.

Mapping of public facility systems should be kept current.

Collection systems for the recycling of solid waste materials will
be encouraged in order to conserve energy and natural resources.

Construction of the proposed Soil Conservation Service flood
control system should take place at the earliest possible time.
First priority should be given tc the project which would provide
storm runoff for the area west of the School District property and
down the west side of the airport to the river. The construction
of the project east of Highway 101, which would drain into Munsel
Creek, should take place next, followed by a storm runoff project
in the Heceta Beach area.

Mapping

Sol id
Waste

Storm
Dra;nage

7. Adequate storm drainage facilities. which may include culverts,
drywells, catchment basins. natural or surface channel systems or
pipelines, as approved by the City Engineer, should be a part of
all subdivisions, planned developments, street construction or
improvements, or other developments which may impact storm drainage
patterns.

8. Stream flows for Munsel Creek should be monitored to establish the
capacity of the stream to contain future runoff.

9. The channel of Munsel Creek should be kept free of dead trees,
debris, and beaver dams which obstruct the free flow of the water,
in order to avoid flooding in certain areas along its bank.

10. Trimming of trees under public utility lines shall
only those limbs which interfer with the lines.

IX-(B) Public Services

be controlled to Public
Uti] ity
L;nes

Objective: To plan for social and public services to accommodate the
future growth and needs of the community.

Fire Protection - Policies and Recommendations:

\
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1. All development should be keyed to the adequacy of the water
supply system to provide fire protection, and to the road system to
allow for fire department equipment access.

2. The City should continue its llout~of-city" mutual aid agreement
with the Siuslaw Rural Fire District. .

3. Fire hydrants should be properly spaced before development is
permitted.

4. Building heights should be controlled to the degree necessary to
provide fire protection with existing equipment.

5. Small amounts of the gorse plant are growing in the Florence area.
The presence of gorse should be watched closely and steps should be
taken to eradicate the plant before it spreads and becomes a
significant fire hazard.

6. Fire breaks should be part of any large-scale vegetative plantings
of legumes, and woody plants should be established as soon as
practicable in order to minimize the danger of beach grass fires.

7. All development should have and use road names and numbers. Each
house should have the number clearly visible from the road.

8. Roads should not be excessively steep. Fire equipment moves with
difficulty on grades exceeding 12 percent. This may be exceeded
for short distances where ground conditions make more gentle
grades impractical. Adequate turn-arounds for emergency fire
vehicles shall be provided for dead end streets and also cul-de
sacs.

9. Dead vegetation and construction debris should be removed from all
new developments and new or improved rights-of~way.

10. Public power utility lines should be kept free of only those tree
11mbs which might cause fires.

Police Protection and Traffic Safety - Recommendations:

1. The State and County are encouraged to maintain police forces which
are adequate to control crime, preserve peace and protect citizens
and property in Western Lane County. The presence of many tourists
and vacation-type homes in the Florence vicinity requires a greater
amount of police protection than would be required ordinarily by
the existing population.
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3.

2. Traffic safety measures, including speed control. stop signs. an~
crosswalks, should be reviewed periodically to ensure that changlng
conditions are reflected in those measures.

The City should establish standards for c~rb cuts. vision clea~ance
and other public traffic safety measures 1" all areas of the Clty.,

4. Curb cuts onto' the State highways should be reviewed particularly
with safety in mind with the State Department of Transportation.

I
5. Traffic lights should be installed at major intersections as

growth increases. (See Transportation Element)

6. The protec~'ve street lighting program should be continued.
/

City Library - Recommendations:

1. A new Sii:and additional space for the City Library should be
provided 5 growth occurs.

2. It is an icipated that City Hall will be required to expand to
accommo~te additional services required by growth. At that time,
the City! Library should be relocated to a convenient site which
provides adequate space for parking.

Schools - Recommendations:

1. The Siuslaw Lower Elementary School is scheduled to be replaced in
the early 1980's. It is projected that the new elementary school
building will be built at the site of the present Rhododedron
School. The School District Adminsitrative offices are expected to
move to the Upper Elementary School. Future use of the site of the
present Lower Elementary School should be carefully considered.

2. The possibiiity of using a portion of the School Oi,trict property
between the Rhododendron School and the High School for a public
recreation area to be used by the students and the general public
should be explored. Various possibilities exist for financing the
improvements, maintenance and supervision costs.

Health and Social Services - Recommendations:

1. The Florence community depends on the Lane County Human Resource
Center for a large number of social services offered by Lane County
and the State of Oregon. Until such time when the City grows and
can support these services, it is appropriate that these needed
services be supported by the County and State.
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2. Western Lane Hospital District should be encouraged to keep pace
with the projected growth in the area by providing adequate ~erv;ces
and numbers of hospital beds to meet the needs of the communlty.

IX (C) Transportation

Object i ves:

1. To provide for an efficient and safe transportation system to
facilitate the movement of goods and to give mobility to all
citizens. A~l transportation systems should be considered, in
cluding air, water and land.

2. To minimize adverse social. economic, energy and environmental
impacts in the design of transportation systems.

3. To improve the flow of traffic. to reduce traffic hazards, and to
reduce conflicts between traffic on local streets and Highway 101.

4. To establish priorities for the sequence of improving. City Streets
and other byways.

Policies and Recommendations:

1. The City endorses the State's efforts to widen and improve Highway Highways
101 to include turning lanes, sidewalks. curbs and gutters. bicycle
lanes--i.e., Oregon Coast Bicycle Route, improvements and speed
control.

2. Curb cuts to Highway 101 should be carefully controlled to allow
only essential entry onto the highway. Considerable pressure for
development along the highway is apt to occur upon completion of
the scheduled widening of Highway 101. Adequate setbacks and
"clustering" of corrmercial development are encouraged in order to
avoid increased congestion, safety hazards, the cluttered appear
ance of linear development, and the destruction of vegetation
caused by many entrances onto the highway.

3. Consideration should be given to installing traffic control signals
at points along Highway 101, including. but not limited to, Rhododen
dron Drive. 30th Street. 35th Street. Munsel Lake Road and Heceta
Beach Road.

4. The City supports the proposed program of the State Department of
Transportation to widen and improve the safety of Highway 126
between Florence and Eugene.

5. Ease of movement and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists should
be encouraged.
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6.

7.

8.

A bike path plan should be developed which would encourage the use
of bicycles and provide safe routes between residential areas and
major activity areas, such as schools. parks and the commercial
center of town.

Subdivision developers may be required to provide easements for
pedestrian/bicycle paths to provide connections to the existing or
future pedestrian/bikeway system.

Sidewalks should be encouraged in all areas and are required for
new street and land development in residential and commercial areas
except under unusual circumstances.

Lighting9. The City should continue the orderly development of protective
street lighting programs.

10. The City should consider some limited form of public transit for Public
its citizens at such time when population growth makes it Transit
practicable.

11. Unauthorized off-road vehicle use should be discouraged on open ORV's
sand areas within the Urban Service Area and the City limits.

12. The Department of Transportation should permanently provide a Traffic
traffic counter 1n the Florence area, and the City should consider Counters
purchasing a counter to use on local streets as traffic increases.

13. Consideration should be given to future needs for river access to River
accommodate recreational and marine uses as well as transshipment Access
of goods when streets are developed or improved.

14. Regulations for speed control. weight limits and routes should be
established for truck traffic on local and collector streets.

15. Use and development of the Florence Airport and control of land
uses in the area of the airport will be in accordance with an
Airport Master Plan. The Airport Master Plan shall be included by
this reference as an element in this Comprehensive Plan.

16. The City should require a disclosure statement from any individual
selling land for residential use which falls within the 60 to 65
DBA noise contour.

17. Changes recommended in the Airport Master Plan for the Airport
Operation and Vicinity District should be incorporated in the
zoning ordinance.
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18. The Stage I development included in the actions should be implemented.

Streets and Roads

Policies:

1. Street systems should be planned in conjunction with the exte~sion
of public facilities in order to be efficient and cost effectlve.

2. Streets shall be accepted into the City system when they meet City
standards and utilities which require street excavation are installed.

3. City street standards shall apply to all construction or major
improvements of streets sponsored by the City, County or adjacent
property owners. In order to vary from these standards, the party
proposing the street or road improvement should show to the satisfac
tion of the City Council why a lesser improvement is.adequate,
based on topography or other unusual circumstances.

4. New developments, including subdivisions and PUDls, will be required
to provide paved streets, curbs and gutters and, except under
unusual circumstances, sidewalks.

5. Construction costs of streets in new subdivisions, PUO·s, and
rights-of-way where no street existed previously shall be the
responsibility of the adjacent property owner or developer except
for streets where the City requirements exceed the minimum standards.

6. When the City imposes street improvement requirements which exceed
the established minimum requirements and benefit more than one
development, the City should assume the costs of the additional
requirements.

7. Residences, with the exception of subdivisions and rUD's, may be
allowed on unpaved streets which are improved to minimum City
standards providing the property owner agrees, as a condition of
development, to sign a waiver of remonstrance for future street
improvements.

8. The City shall encourage local improvement programs to bring
substandard streets. sidewalkS, curbs and gutters up to minimum
standards.

9. Street construction procedures should not contribute significantly
to increased erosion and sedimentation of surface water.

10. Storm drainage, as determined by the City Engineer, may be required
for street improvement and construction.
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11. Dead end streets shall have adequate turn arounds fer emergency
vehicles.

12. Encroachment permits should be required for the installation of any
underground utility or other work, in a city right-of-way. The
City will require reasonable efforts to improve or restore the road
or right-of-way during and after construction. These efforts shall
include the protection of trees from unnecessary removal or damage.

13. Whenever possible. future subdivisions should be designed so that
private residentlal entrances do not enter onto major streets.
These entrances should be discouraged on collector streets and
prohibited on primary or secondary arterials. (See Technical
Report for definition and classification of streets.)

Recommendations:

1. The following major street improvement projects should be carried
out as growth takes place in the Florence area:

A. Improve end extend Oak and/or Pine and Spruce Streets to
provide better traffic circulation and to relieve traffic
volumes and congestion entering Highway 101.

B. Open and construct 9th Street through to Rhododendron Drive in
order to allow development of the area and relieve traffic
congestion on Rhododendron Drive.

C. Extend Kingwood Street from the airport north to open additional
industrial land.

D. Extend 18th Street from Kingwood extended east to Oak Street.

E. Extend 42nd Street through to Hunsel Lake Road (a distance of
approx'imately 1(2 mile).

F. Extend 27th Street west from Oak Street to Kingwood Street
extended in order to provide better access to the light
industrial land and the airport.

G. Consider opening and extending 30th, 35th and 18th Streets to
the east, and Yew Street from 18th Street southerly to Route
126.

H. Consider a future street which would connect Rhododendron
Drive and Highway 101 at a point in the vicinity of Munsel
lake Road. This street would provide a projected need for an
east-west lin~ betwee~ Rhododendron Drive and Highway 101,
would not serlously dlsrupt existing development, would
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provide a convenient tie-in with Munsel Lake Road, would
relieve future traffic loads on Heceta Beach Road and 35th
Street, and would provide access to public open space land.

I. Consider extending 42nd Street west to Rhododendron Drive from
Highway 101.

J. Consider a north/south street running from the proposed West
42nd Street to Heceta Beach Road in order to allow property in
this area to develop. This street should be located to the
west of the wet areas which lie west of the large open dune
west of Highway 101.

2. Future platting of streets should follow a grid pattern when
topography of the land lends itself to this system. This provides
for more economical installation of public facilities and allows
for the Itlooping" of water services for better water pressure. In
the event that topograp~ or other conditions do not lend them
selves to a grid street system, streets should conform as much as
practicable to the existing topography.

3. Road cuts should be made so as to avoid future soil slippage or
serious erosion problems, and open sand areas should be restabilized
as soon as practicable.

4. Paving with impermeable materials contributes to storm run-off.
Consideration of the cumulative effects of development on storm
runoff should be made when improving streets, parking lots, or
driveways and when fill is required in the construction of streets.

Stonn
Runoff

5. Nonessential platted streets and alleys should be identified,
especially where topography or other circumstances make future
street improvement inappropriate or impractical, ~nd the appropri
ateness of dedicating these areas for pathways, greenways, open
space or drainages should be considered before vacating them.

6. The vacation of any street which provides access to the river
should be discouraged except where a natural hazard exists or when
the opening of a street would contribute to severe erosion along
the ri ver.

Street
Vacatlons

7. Pedestri an sa fety shou 1d be cons idered when addi ng to or mod i fyi ng
street systems.

X. Physical Environment and land Use Constraints

Goal: To conserve natural resources and encourage their wise manage
ment. proper development and use; and to avoid natural hazards.
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x-tAl Natural Resources

Objective:
confl; cti ng

Policies:

To conserve natural resources on public lands
uses for such resources have been identified.

where no

1. The reduction of vegetative cover should not contribute to un
controlled increases in levels of storm fun-off or rates of erosion.

2. Policies contained in the Beach and Dunes section of this Plan
should be consulted as far as the removal or stabilization of sand
and vegetation are concerned.

Recommendations:

1. The City should consider a tree and vegetation removal ordinance
which would address the preservation and maintenance and/or require
permits for the cutting of trees of a certain diameter and height.

2. A vegetation buffer should be retained as appropriate to the uses
permitted along Rhododendron Drive and other major roads as a
condition of development.

3. Methods of conserving water resources should be considered in all
use and development proposals and decisions.

4. Natura1 buffers shoul d be reta i ned on pub1ic 1and 07' in "conrnon II

open space, whenever possible.

5. Productive marine habitat should be conserved in public waters in
the Florence area.

6. Wetlands, wildlife habitat and open sand dunes should be conserved
on public property in those areas where public facilities will not
be required. Open sand dunes may be stabilized in accordance with
the Beach and Dune policies of this Plan.

7. The 80 acres of land in city ownership east of Coast Village
Campground should not be developed until such time as it is deter
mined the aquifer is able to absorb development on that ground
without harming the quality and supply of water provided by the two
city wells in that area.

X(B) Air, Water, and Land Quality

Objective: To maintain the quality of the air, water and land resources
through control of waste and process discharges from future development.
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3.

Policies:

1. The City supports regional efforts to control environmental pollution
through its compliance with state and federal standards.

2. Department of Environmental Quality permits will be. reviewed to
insure that proposed activities are consistent with the Compre
hensive Plan. The City will respond only in those instances where
there may be a conflict.

Water recharge areas. lakes. and streams which have a direct
bearing on the quality of the water resources should be protected
to insure the continuous quality and quantity of oublic water
supplies.

4. Site construction procedures should not contribute ·to serious
erosion and sedimentation of lakes. impoundments. or waterways.

5. Solid, liquid. gaseous and industrial waste di~charges and/or
disposal from septic tanks and/or sewers must not contaminate land,
air. and water resources.

6. The City wi~l cooperate with Lane County for efficient and safe
disposal of solid waste.

Recommendations:

1. Erosion should be controlled through Chapter 70 of the Uniform
Building Code, and through policies designated to reduce erosion of
cleared sites.

2. Planning for future public facility needs, including the Regional
Sewerage Facility, should be continued.

3. The City must also insure that its drinking water supply continues
to conform with the Safe Drinking Water Act.

••

••

4. The County should be encouraged to maintain domestic water quality
standards for Clear Lake and Munsel Lake. ,

5. Regular street sweeping should be carried out in order to protect
the estuary by·diminishing the amount of sand and pollutants
entering the storm sewer system.

6. Estuary sedimentation originating from non-point sources such as
urban runoff, road building and streambank erosion should be
identified and controlled.
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7. Restoration projects which serve to revitalize, return, or replace
previously existing attributes of the estuary should be encouraged.
Particular emphasis should be given to projects that revitalize
aquatic habitat, including the lowering of dredge spoils islands,
marsh creation, shoreland vegetation planting for erosion control,
and dredging to re-establish former depths and flushing patterns.

X(C} Development Hazards and Constraints

Objectives:

1. To protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.

2. To retain areas subject to uncontrollable flooding, ponding or
severe soil erosion in open space until control can be established.

Policies:

1. To restrict or prohibit development in known areas of natural
hazard or disaster in order to reduce the hazard of loss of life
and economic investments, the costs of expensive protection works,
and public and private expenditures for disaster relief.

2. Prior to development taking place in known areas of potential
natural hazard, applicants shall provide a site investigation
report whidl clearly determines the degree of hazard present and
receive City approval for the measures to be taken to reduce the
hazard.

3. Prior to the issuance of the final U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) Floodplain map, residential development
shall be discouraged in the area along the river within the 8.44
foot elevation line as defined on the topographical maps on file in
City Hall. As specified in the Building Code, the HUD Flood
Insurance regulations and standards shall be followed for that area
within the boundary line established in the HUD Interim Flood
Boundary Map. Following the final designation of the flood bound
ary, all development should conform to the HUD Flood Insurance
requirements in flood-prone areas.

4. At a minimum, structures should be prohibited within the area along
the ocean beach and the interdune areas along the beach which have
a ground elevation below 20 feet above mean sea level. This is
determined by adding the highest predicted tidal flooding to storm
surges or the highest probable tsunami.
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Width
or
BUffers

2.

Recommendations:

1. A mandatory minimum building setback or "encroach[11ent line" of 50 Setbacks
feet. or a distance determined by the Planning Commission by review
of the special conditions of the proposed site or use, should be
established along the estuary, ocean frontage, Munsel Lake and
Munsel Creek in areas where serious erosion hazards. slide poten-
tial or possible flood damage are likely to occur. Structures may
be prohibited within this area in order to offer protection from
those hazards. No development shall take place beyond this line
unless by accepted engineering practices or treatment it can be
demonstrated that it is advisable to allow development to take
place.

Before construction begins, consideration should be given to the
width of natural vegetation buffers to minimize the hazards of
blowdowns.

3. Grading and excavation should, wherever possible, complement the Slopes
natural configuration of the topography.

4. For those areas that have excessive slopes and/or conditions which
constitute a geological hazard. proposed developments shall be
keyed to the degree of hazard and to the limitation on the use
imposed by such hazard. Accepted engineering practices shall
determine the extent of development allowed.

5. Topographical maps, to complete the existing set of maps, should be
obtained for the balance of the Florence area, when possible.

6. The possibility exists of one- to two-foot layers of compressible Soils
soils in the subsurface throughout this area. The construction of
heavy load-bearing buildings should be preceded by proper engi-
neering investigation, including core samples, to avoid differential
settling of structures. When better understanding of the compressibility
of the soi15 in the area is gained, this requirement may be waived.

X-(D) Beach and Dune Areas

Objectives:

1. To improve management of the beach and dune areas by classifying
these areas into management units and establishing policies and
implementation measures for managing these areas consistent with
the natural limitations.

2. To reduce the hazard to human life and property from natural or
man-induced actions associated with these areas.
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Policies:

Sand
ReITiOva 1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Due to the sandy soils and the fragile nature of the vegetative
covering, care shall be taken during construction to minimize the
amount of grading. excavation. removal of trees and other natural
vegetation in order to insure the stability of the soils. All open
sand area (pre-existing or newly created) shall be planted or
stabilized as soon as practicable after construction is completed.
Using accepted revegetation techniques, sand areas shall be re
turned to their previous level of stability, or at least to a
conditionally ~table level, following completion of construction.

During extended construction periods, temporary sand stabilization
measures shall be employed to minimize sand movement and erosion
caused by the removal of ground cover and soil.

Site investigation reports should describe and analyze topography;
past, present and forseeable erosion; geologic conditions such as
soils characteristics; ground and surface water conditions, in
cluding potential for flooding; potential impacts of construction
on site and nearby areas, including ground stability, and altera
tions to drainage and ground water; and alternate design and/or
site plans which would minimize hazard damages both to the proposed
development and to nearby property. The degree of analysis required
shall be appropriate to the risk presented by the site and the
proposed project.

No development or improvement shall take place on open or condi
tionally ~table sand formation before an adequate site investigation
by a qualified person determines that the site is adequately stabilized
and the stabilization effort wili not contribute to sand movement
into other areas and thereby create adverse conditions.

Grading and vegetation removal should be kept to the minimum
necessary for the placement of structures and accessways. Removal
of vegetation from stabilized sand areas. where the consequent
shifting sa~ds will encroach upon and adversely affect other
properties. should be prohibited or at least contrOlled.

Open space designations of open dune sand within the Florence area
shall not be required on private property. Stabilization efforts
shall not be prohibited except where stabilization measures will
have a detrimental impact on adjoining properties.

Sand removal shall be prohibited in the foredune area of the beach.

Sand removal or stabilization measures should be encouraged in
~hose areas where advancing dunes pose a hazard to developed or
1mproved land or are threatening the destruction of significant
areas of vegetation. drainage areas or surface water.
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9. Slope standards should be applied to areas where sand is being
removed to avoid over-steepened slopes which create a hazard of
cave-ins on unsuspecting visitors to the areas.

10. Sand removal or filling may take place in limited amounts for
construction site preparation where the removal or fill will not
cause ponding or erosion, or adversely affect neighboring properties.

11. Sand removal may take place to improve the aesthetic value of an
area.

12. Breaching of foredunes shall be prohibited except in emergency
situations or on a temporary basis to increase the sand supply
inland.

13. The "excavation or grading ll sections of the Uniform Building Code,
Chapter 70, shall be enforced.

14. Any beach or river front erosion protection programs necessary for
existing waterfront development should be planned to take into
consideration 3djoining properties as well.

15. Beach nourishment, including the disposal of appropriate dredged
materials, should be evaluated as a shoreline erosion control
technique in preference to structural protection.

16. Driftwood deposits should not be removed in any large quantity from
the ocean beach fronting the foredune. The presence of the driftlogs
provides a stabilizing effect on the foredunes.
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GLOSSARY

(Oefinitions for Purposes of this Plan)

Accommodate: The ability to adapt to changes which occur; particularly.
the ability of the community to meet the needs of the future population.

Accretion: The build-up of land along a beach or shore by the deposition
of waterborne or airborne sand, sediment, or other material.

Adversely Affect: Something that is unfavorable in its impact on another
individual or on the land.

Anadromous: Oceanic or estuarine fish species that enter fresh water to
spawn .

Aquifer: A water-bearing stratum of permeable rock, sand or gravel.

Beach: Gently sloping areas of sand that extend landward from the low
water line to a point where there ;s a definite change in the material
type or landform, or to the line of vegetation.

Benthic: living on or within the bottom sediments in water bodies.

Buffer: A separation between two incompatible uses or a street and
adjoining development to reduce negative impacts (such as air, noise,
pollution or appearance). The separation may be open space, natural
vegetation or a man-made structure.

Buildable Lands: Lands in urban or urbanizable areas that are suitable,
available and necessary for residential use.

Cluster: A grouping of development. Specifically, the locations of
structures on a given site in one area leaVing the remainder of the land
in open space.

Compatlble: The ability of different uses to exist in hJrmony with each
other. "Making uses compatible with each other" implies site develop
ment standards which regulate the impact of a more inten3ive use on a
less intens 1 ve one.

Conserve: To manage in a manner which avoids wasteful or destructive
uses and provides for future availability.

Cutbanks: River terraces possessing steep slopes and subject to erosion
and sloughing. Very active erosion usually occurs whel'e the active flow
of the main channel is directed toward the bank.
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Density: Low - Up to 4.84 units per net acre (Urban Service Area prior
to services).

Medium - 4.84 to 7.26 units per net acre (single family residential~

R-l and R-2).
High - Up to 20 units per net acre (multiple-family residential).

Develop: To bring about growth or availability; to construct or alter
a structure. to make a physical change in the use or appearance of land.
to divide land into parcels, or to create or terminate ~ights of access.

Drainageway: The bed and
waters from a given area.
preserve and maintain the

banks of a waterway used to discharge surface
It also includes adjacent areas necessary to

drainage channel.

Dredged Materials Disposal Site: A site which has been designated for
future disposal of dredged material in the Siuslaw Dredged Material
Disposal Plan. The~e sites may not be used for any purpose which would
interfere with future dredged disposal needs.

Ensure (Insure): Guarantee; make sure or certain somethi~g will happen.

Erosion: The weathering and displacement of rock and s081 by the force
of movlng water, wind and gravity.

Estuary: A body of water semi-enclosed by land, connected with the open
ocean. and within which salt water is usually diluted by freshwater
derived from the land. The Estuary includes: (a) Estuarine water; (b)
Tidelands; (c) Tidal marshes; and (d) Submerged lands. Estuaries
extend upstream to the head of tidewater. (The landward extent of the
estuarine management units is the line of non-aquatic vegetation or the
mean higher high water line where that line cannot be determined.)

Fill: The placement by man of sand, sediment or other material, usually
~ubmerged lands or wetlands, to create new uplands or raise the
elevation of land. Other activities and uses, such as diking. jetties.
groins, breakwater (nonfloating) and dredge material disposal (nonflow
lane), can also be considered as fill if they: (a) Involve the human
placement of materials; and (b) Create new uplands or raise the eleva
tion of land.

Finding: A conclusion reached after examination or inve$tigation of
facts. Also, a statement of fact.

Findings of Fact: Related to land use decisions~ must include the
following: (1) the criteria, policies or standards in the Plan or
Ordinance which is applicable; (2) the facts used in making the land use
decision; and (3) why the decision will serve the appropriate goals,
policies or standards.
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Flood (100 Years):
in any given year.
urban form.

A flood with the chance of occurrence of one percent
This is the flood of major concern in developing the

Floodplain: All land located within the normal area of the (100 year)
flood. The area of shorelands extending inland from the normal yearly
maximum stormwate~ level to the highest expected stormwater level in 100
years, and those lands defined as "Special Flood Hazard Areas" by the
Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development.

Florence Area: For the purposes of this Plan, the "Florence Area"
includes the City and the area within the Urban Service Boundary.

Florence Area of Interest: That area within which the City has a
legitimate interest in land use decisions which may significantly
affect the City. This area extends beyond Lily Lake to the north, to
approximately River Mile to the east, and south to the boundary of
Honeyman State Park. (See map, page 72, in lane County Coastal Subarea
Plan and map on file in City Hall for exact boundaries.)

Groundwater: Water in the zone of saturation beneath the surface of the
earth.

Hardpan: A layer of hard soil usually formed by clay par'ticles cemented
by iron oxide or calcium carbonate.

Historical Sites: Those designated sites, buildings, structures and
artifacts which have a relationship to events or conditions of the human
past.

Hydraulic: Relating to the movement or pressure of water.

Hydrologic: Relating to the occurence and properties of water.

Impact: The consequences of a course of action; the effect of a goal,
guideline, plan or decision.

Include: To consider as part of a whole. (It is not the intent in this
Plan to restrict the meaning or to imply it is all-inclusive.)

Intertidal: Between the levels of mean lower low tide (MllT) and mean
higher high tide (MHHT).

light Industry: That industrial activity which by its nature does not
create noise, odor, or other negative manifestations ajversely affecting
other properties.

livability: Those aspects of the community perceived by the City1s
residents which make Florence a unice place to 1ive, II
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Maintain: Support. keep and continue in an existing state or condition
without decline.

Management Unit: A distinct geographic area, defined by biophysical
characteristics and features, within which particular uses and activities
are promoted, encouraged, protected or enhanced, and others are discour
aged, restricted, or prohibited.

Mitigate: To provide measures which will enable an estuarine area to
develop similar fauna and flora to compensate for areas where intertidal
marshes are filled.

Natural Hazard: Land having a natural charact~iatic or combination of
characteristics which, when developed, could endanger the public health.
safety or general welfare.

Natural Resources: Air, land and water and the elements thereof which
are valued for their existing and potential usefulness to man.

Open Space: Land used for parks and recreation uses as well as areas
used for open areas undeveloped for use. It includes open landscaped
areas on the same tract with residential, commercial and industrial
development and utility rights-of-way, excluding areas devoted to
buildings and automobile circulation. It may also include the open
areas on large tracts reserved, but not fully used, for other purposes,
such as the airpcrt and golf courses.

Pedestrian Way: A walk or path designed to provide safe. direct,
convenient access for pedestrians.

Planning Period: The period from the present to the yeal~ 2000.

Performance Standard: A land de~elopment regulation tool in which
development standards are based upon established criteria related to
the effect of the development on the land or on abutting properties.

Pollution: The violation or threatened violation of applicable state or
federal environmental quality statutes, rules and standards.

Preserve: To save from change or loss and reserve for a special purpose.

Program: Proposed or desired plan or course of proceedings and actions.

Protect: To save for future intended use or shield from loss or destruction.

Provide: Prepare. plan for. and supply what is needed.
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Public: Lands owned by local, state or federal government used for
purposes which benefit the public health, safety or general welfare or
otherwise service the needs of society.

Public Facilities and Utilities: Refers to key facilities and to appro
priate types and levels of the following: fire protection, police
protection, schools, sanitary facilities, storm drainage facilities,
government administrative services, recreational facilities and services,
energy and communications services, and other services deemed necessary
by the community for the enjoyment of urban life.

Recreation (High Intensity): Uses specially built facilities, or occurs
in such density or form that it requires or results in a modification of
the area or resources. Campgrounds, golf courses, public beaches and
marinas are examples of high intensity recreation.

Recreation (Low intensity): Does not require developed facilities and
can be accommodated without change to the area of resources, e.g.,
boating, hunting, hiking, wildlife photography and beach or shore
activities can be low intensity recreation.

Residential Area: A given area of the conmunity in wh"ich the vastly
predominant character is residential. Uses which support residential
activity may be permitted as conditional uses in residential areas.

Restore: Revitalizing, returning, or replacing original attributes and
amenities, such as natural biological productivity or aesthetic and
cultural resources which have been diminished or lost by past altera
tions, activities or catastrophic events.

Riparian Vegetation: Vegetation situated on the edge of the bank of the
river or other body of water which contributes to the wa~er quality by
controlling erosion of the banks, and lowering temperature levels of the
water.

Salt Marsh: A tidal wetland supporting salt-tolerant vegetation.

Shopping Area, Neighborhood Commercial: A shopping area oriented toward
serving a very small residential section. Such areas are typically
small and provide a very limited range of functions such as a laundromat
or minimart. Because of their location within residential areas, very
strict site development standards would be applied to the location of
these areas.

Shoreland Area: An identified area, indicated on the Development Map,
which border the estuary, ocean or Munsel Lake and for which management
units have been established.
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Site Investigation: An investigation by a recognized authority or
expert to determine the suitability for development and/or to specify
the special requirements which must be addressed prior to development.
(A specialist or expert for site investigations could be a vegetation
specialist, a soil scientist, a geologist or an individual recognized
and qualified to condut site evaluations based on overall education,
experience and knowledge for the type of condition being evaluated.)

Standards: Requirements, generally expressed in quantifiable terms,
which regulate the use of land. ¥~st standards are found in the zoning.
subdivision or ot~er implementing ordinances. The requirements must be
followed unless the Planning Commission or City Council grants a variance
to them.

Structure: Anything constructed or installed or portable, the use of
which requires a location on a parcel of land.

Substrate: The medium upon which an organism lives and grows. The
surface of the land or bottom of a water body.

Subtidal: Below the level of mean lower low tide (MllT).

Surface Water: Water above the surface of the earth.

Tidal Marsh: Wetlands from lower high water (lHW) inland to the line of
non-aquatic vegetation.

Tsunami: "Tidal ll or seismic sea waves produced by submarine earth
movement or volcanic eruption.

Upland Areas: Land beyond or inland from land identified as "shore
lands." These areas are not adjacent to river or ocean.

Unbuildable: Land which because of its natural character or location is
unsuitable for urban development.

Underdeveloped: Land which is not developed to its highest economic
potential. Included are lands zoned for apartments which are used for
single-family homes. or land zoned for commercial use used for residential
purposes.

Urban Land: Those places which are developed to such a degree that
urban services are needed. Generally. this includes all lands within
the corporate boundaries of the City and land adjacent to that boundary
where significant development has taken place.

Urban Service Area: That area outside the City limits and within the
Urban Service Boundary.
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Urban Services: Those facilities and utilities necessary to permit
development at dens1ties greater than one unit per 19,000 square feet.

Urbanizable: Those lands within the urban service boundary which are
determined to be necessary and suitable for expansion of the urban area.
(See criteria for establishing Urban Service Boundary, page .)

Urbanizing Area: The area within the urban growth boundary which is in
the process of being urbanized.

Water-Dependent: A use or activity which can be carried out only on, in
or adjacent to water areas because the use requires access to the water
body for water borne transportation, recreation or source of water.

Water-Related: Uses which are not directly dependent upon access to a
water body, but which provide goods or services that are directly
associated with water-dependent land or waterway use, and which, if not
located adjacent to water, would result in a public loss of quality in
the goods or services offered.
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•
FOREWORD

The technical report is adopted as part of the Comprehensive Plan for
the City of Florence. The organization of the doucment parallels that
of the Comprehensive Plan. Background Information and findings are
included which form the basis for the goals, objectives and policies
in the plan.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND INVENTORIES

The findings which are contained in this report are based upon citizen
input as well as detailed studies of the community and its land use
patterns, population trends and characteristics, housing character
istics, natural character of the land, public facilities and utilities,
transportation, and,open space and recreation needs. The studies
listed in the Supporting Documents and Reference Materials (appendix )
form a large portion of the inventory and background infonmation of this
plan.

A glossary of terms may be found in the Comprehensive Plan.
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A. AGENCY COORDINATION

The following agencies or jurisdictions have been contacted for assis
tance and/or review of the Plan:

1. All local Oistricts and Municipalities - (including Dunes
City) .

2. Lane County, L-COG and Lane County Boundary Commission.

3. The State of Oregon, Departments of Energy, Fish and Wild
life, Land Conservation and Development, State land Board.
Water Resource, Transportation Parks Branch, Environmental
Quality, Geology and Mineral Industries, Soil and Water Con
servation. Economic Development, Historic Preservation Office,
Housing Division, and Emergency Services Division.

4. Federal Agencies: U.S. Forest Service, Department of Agri
culture, Bureau of land Management, Department of tnterior,
U.S. Corps of Engineers, U.S. Soil Conservation Service, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, Fanners Home Administration, U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development and U.S. Marine
Fisheries.

While certain agencies have been involved during the planning process,
others have only supplied data. All agencies have been given the oppor
tunity to review and conment on' the draft Comprehensive Plan.

The City is a member of the follOWing organizations and associations:
L-COG, Lane Economic Improvement Association, Oregon Coastal Zone Manage
ment Association, the local Chamber of Conmeree and the Home Builders
Association.
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B. IMPLEMENTATION

Among the various measures which the City will use to implement this
plan are enforcement Or implementation of the following:

Zoning Ordinance (including PUD's and Mobile Homes)
Subdivision Ordinance
Design Review Ordinance
Building, fire, plumbing. and electrical codes
Parking Ordinance
Sign Ordinance
Joint City/County Management Agreement for the Urban Service Area
Planning Commission with review and approval powers over land use

activities (ftdvisory to the City Council}
Citizen Involvement Program
The Design Review Board (review and approval powers over design of

proposed development)
Systems Enlargement Fees
Local Improvement Districts
Industrial performance standards
Housing assistance programs
Capital Improvement program and annual budgeting process
Site Investigation Reports
Coordination with other agencies. especially through L-COG, for:

(1) allocation of discretionary Community Development Block
Grant funds; and (2) Allocation of assisted housing through
HAP and areawide HOP

A-95 clearinghouse activities through L-COG
Annexation policies
Public Facilities plans
HUD Flood Insurance Program
Plan for park acquisition and development
Implementation of the Airport Master Plan
Support of highway improvement programs
Support of Port of Siuslaw's efforts for economic development
Review and update of Comprehensive Plan
State and Federal permit review
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C. DESCRIPTION

Florence. population 3,900. is located at the western end of Lane
County. It is nearly equidistant from the Washington and California
borders of Oregon. Because it is the major commercial center west of
the Coast Range in the County, it serves a community much larger than
the immediate surroundings. It is located at the intersection of
Highways 101 and 126.

Timber, tourism. recreation, fishing and retirement comprise the main
economic enterprises in the community. The valleys of western Lane
County support dairy and cattle farms. Other areas of concentrated
population west of the Coast Range include Dunes City, Mapleton,
Cushman, Heceta Beach and the areas surrounding several of the lakes.
Florence is located 59 miles west of the metropolitan area of Eugene
Springfield.

The geographic setting of Florence is characterized as a low, sandy
area located at the mouth of the Siuslaw River. The natural vegetation
consists primarily of shorepine. salal, wax myrtle, huckleberry,
rhododendrons and scotch broom.

The governing body is made up of a mayor and four council members.
The City has a mayor/council/city manager form of government.

City Assessed Valuation

1976 $33 million
1977 - $48 million
1978 - $60 million

Family Income Profile

The median household income was $7,092 in 1976 for the Coastal subarea
of Lane County, or $2,472 less than the County median (from Lane
County Housing Market Analysis).
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O. POPULATION

Any analysis of the population figures to arrive at projected needs for
facilities, services or land use needs should take into account the
significance of added Upart time lt resident population associated with
surrmer or second homes and the large "trans;ent ll population generally
associated with summer or weekend recreation on the coast.

The July 1, 1978, population estimate of the City of Florence was 3,900
and there were 1,856 registered voters. This figure is considered to be
very conservative when the building permits for the last five years are
taken into account and the figure is compared against those increases
shown in public utility connections within Florence.

In 1978, there were 1,955 electrical connections within the City and 565
within the Urban Service Area. The Telephone Company connections
gained at the rate of 12 percent during the first nine mcnths of 1977.
The PUO reported a 5. I percent gain during the period from September,
1976, to September, 1977.

The population growth of Florence since the turn of the century is shown
in the table below.

POPULATION FOR CITY OF FLORENCE

1910 - 311
1920 317
1930 33B
1940 458
1950 1,026
1960 1,642
1970 - 2,193
1975 - 3,100
1978 - 3,900

Sources: U.S. Census, Portland State University Center for Population Research.

Permanent Residents

From 1970 to 1978 population increase was 1,707 people. This was
an increase of 213 people per year or 9.73 percent of the 1970 pop
ulation. App1yin9 this annual increase to the 30 years from 1970
to 2000 yields a population increase of 6,401 people for· the City.

A second component of population increase is the community of Heceta
Beach and the remainder of the unincorporated area within the Urban
Service Boundary. The 1976 lands use survey show 451 single family
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units in this area. Applying the current p~rsons per household (2.81)
and the same growth rate, 9.73 percent. yields an estimated base year
population of 803 people and a 30 year population increase of 2,344
people. It is inteded, of course, that over the planning period. the
area within the County will be annexed into the City.

The table below shows projected population for the planning period. The
column titled "Total Pennanent Populat;on U 1s the sum of the two components
of increase discussed above. The total population within the Urban
Service Boundary (both City and Unincorporated area) provides the base
population for projecting growth at the rate of 9.73 percent.

Part-Time Residents

Part-time residents are people with second homes or recreational lots
but have a permanent home elsewhere. While these people may spend
little time in Florence, they do have an impact on land use. Second
homes and recreational subdivision require land and services just as
full-time residence do. Very often second homes or vacation lots are
converted to penmanent residences when the owner retires or wants to
sell for a profit.

The second home population was estimated for the City of Florence only
since second homes here unavailably included in the 451 homes counted in
the unincorporated area. The method used was to compare the population
projected by multiplying the number of housing units for 1976 by the
persons per household (2.81). This projected population was compared
with the actual 1976 permanent population. The difference between the
two was the part-time (second home) population.

1976 projected population (1,418 units times 2.Bl) equals 3,985
1976 permanent population (from the table below) minus 3,279

difference - second home population 706

The recreational lot population could not be estimated directly. There
are literally hundreds of small lots in the area without homes. In
addition there is at least one planned unit development which was
developed specifically for this purpose. The assumption was made that
an equal number of people have recreational lots as have second homes.
This is a conservative assumption. Since more people can afford just a
lot rather than a lot with a second home.
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Popluaton Projection to the Year 2000

FULL-TIME RESIDENTS PART-TIME RESIDENTS

Unincor
porated
Area

City of Wi thi n Sub
Florence USB TotalYear

1970
1975
1976
1978
Change '70 to '78
Yearly change

Percent
30 year increase
Plus 70 population
2000
1976 to 2000

increase

2,193
3,100
3,279
3,900
1,707
213.4
9.73%
6,401
2,193
8,594
5,315

803
1,194
1,271
1,417

614
76.8

9.73%
2,344

803
3,147
1,876

2,996
4,294
4,584
5,317
2,321

290
9.73%
8,745
2,996

11,741
7,191

Second Home Vacation Lot Sub-
Population Population Total

446 446 892
663 663 1,326
706 706 1,412
793 793 1,586
347 347 694

43.3 43.3 86.6
9.73% 9.73% 9.73%
1,300 1,300 2,600

446 446 892
1,746 1,746 3,492
1,040 1,040 2,080

Persons Per Households

1975 2.84
1976 2.81 I

1979 2.71
1980 2.61
2000 2.35

Source: L-COG "Population, Households and Employment" City and County
factors are projected to be the same.

Suntnary:

Population has been projected on a strai9ht line basis at the historical
rate of 9.73%. Historical population estimates are from the U.S.
Census and Portland State University. The 1978 figure is the latest one
used because there have been revisions to the 1979 figure and a final
one is not available. Land use and housing data provided by Lane Council
of Governments was used to project components of population which were
not directly available.

For the Year 2,000:

- permanent population will be
- permanent plus second home population will be
- all permanent plus part-time population will be
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I. QUALITY OF LIFE

According to the Florence survey, the City residents consider Florence
a ugood place to live" and most plan to remain. The sentiment is strong
to preserve the quality of life which is presently enjoyed. Those who
have chosen this community as their home place great value on preserving
those features such as II sma 11 town atmosphere, II and the natural beauty
of the area, as well as conserving the land, water and physical features
which make this town unique. At the same time, the conmun,ity is aware
of the need to create a stronger economy with more employment opportunities
to make it possible for them to remain here and enjoy a good life.

Although the physical environment is harsh in some respects (heavy
rainfall, fragile 5011 covering for the vegetation, heavy summer and
wi nter wi nds, and an abundance of sand) I the Florenee peopre see these
physical obstacles as challenges which can be met with wisdom and perseverance.

These obstacles have other qualities which brought many of the newer
residents to the Florence area and are the reasons the Iiold timers II have
chosen to remain. The heavy rainfall contributes to the lush vegetation
and beautiful forests that surround the City and provide employment for
so many; the climate is temperate; the fragile soil covering produces
magnificent rhododendron plants in whose honor the City has held a
festival each spring for the past 72 years. The winter winds bring in
the Japanese floats and driftwood for collectors and the beauty of a
changing sand dune is not reserved for tourist eyes alone. It is difficult
to find a compensating factor for the summer winds; but· then no place is
perfectl
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II. Citizen Involvement

The citizen involvement program was accepted by the Department of
Land Conservation and Development in December of 1977. The Program is
reviewed annually in July.

The Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) has been active in meeting with
local organizations and in soliciting their support and interest in the
process of bringing the Cityls Comprehensive Plan into conformance with
the Statewide goals. Twenty-six local organizations allowed the committee
members the opportunity to speak before their membership. Several
groups had a speaker more than once. Excellent news coverage was provided
the committee. A poster contest was sponsored in the Middle School
which was entitled "F1orence in the Year 2000. II The posters were then
displayed by local merchants.

Functional groups were established (outside of the CAC membership) to
study specific LCDC Goals. The economic development group assisted in
the development of a series of meetings with representatives from
business and government, and local citizens. These meetings were
organized into "structured brainstorming sessions, I' with the assistance
of a representative from the Department of Economic Development.
Position papers covering economic development in the fishing, lumber and
tourism industries as well as industrial development potential were
prepared as a result of those sessions.

The CAC has held weekly and then bi-weekly meetings since their inception.
The members of the CAC also participated in the Comprehensive Plan
Review Committee which consisted of the City Council members, Planning
Commission members and the CAC. This group reviewed the "discussion
draft" of the comprehensive plan. A staff member met regularly with the
CAC and informed them on the issues which had to be addressed in the
preparation of the comprehensive plan.

The original Siuslaw Estuary Planning Task force was composed of many
citizens as well as representatives of resource agencies and local
governments.

A community attitude survey was distributed to all residents and businesses
along with their water bills in October of 1978. The survey forms were
also made available to residents within the Urban Service Area. There
were 584 forms returned. A summary of the returns from the City residents
is included.

The City Council, Planning Commission, CAC and City staff reviewed the
questions prior to printing the form. A high school social studies
class, along with members of the Citizen Advisory Committee, assisted in
the compilation, publicity, distribution, collection and tabulation of
the survey. Printing and postage costs were minimal. The number of
forms returned is estimated to cover over 30 percent of the households
in the City.

Over 100 persons assisted in the preparation of the previous Comprehensive
Plan which was adopted December 15, 1975 .
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III. Housing

,
Florence has a variety of housing types which reflect the City's posi
tion as Lane County's major coastal city and only port. The city houses
those people and their families who work in retail commerce and services.
the fishing industry, and the tourist industry. Retirees ~ke up a
large population; approximately 18 percent of all households are low
income elderly. Almost all of the female-headed households requiring
assistance are ~lderly. No minority households requiring assistance
have been counted.

The City of Florence ;s also a bedroom community for several mills
located near Cushman, Mapleton and Gardiner. Only 65 percent of the
workforce residing in the City works in the City according to the recent
citizen survey. For example. approximately 40 percent of the employees
at the International Paper Company in Gardiner live in Florence; the
recent announcement of 250 new positions at the plant indicates that the
City may have to accommodate 100 new residents.

Citizen attitudes toward housing types were shown in the recent citizen
survey. Of the people responding, 69 percent said they lived in a
single family home but only 52 percent said they preferred a single
family home. Twenty-two percent said they lived in a mcbi1e home and 33
percent said they would prefer a mobile home. Seven percent said they
lived in an apartment and 12 percent said they would prefer an apartment.

While the citizen survey was not a scientific sample. it was answered by
almost 30 percent of the households in the City. The survey shows a
desire on the part of the citizens of Florence for a variety of housing
types. The existing housing listed below shows that, in fact, the
percentage of mobile homes and apartments to the total housing stock has
increased since 1970.

EXISTING AND PROJECTED HOUSING

Estimated Number of Units

The total population requiring housing is the permanent plus second home
population, or 13,487 (See Section D). Dividing the population by the
persons per household projected for the year 2000 (13,487 divided by
2.35) equals 5,739, Adding a two percent vacancy factor equals 5.,854
units.
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Housing Mix:

The table below shows the historical and predicted housing mix. The
future housing mix is assumed to stay at the 1979 ratio.

1970 1975 1976 1979 2000

Single Family 83% 63% 61% 55.5% 56%
Mobile Home 5% 18% 21% 28.4% 28%
Multi-Family 12% 19% 18% 16.1 % 16%

Source: Hi stori cal percentages from 1970 Census, 'upda ted
with building permit data. See table below "Estimated
Number of Housing Units."

The above percentages were applied to the projected number of housing
units (5,854) to estimate number of units by type.

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HOUSING UNITS

Projected

19752 19762 19792
Increase

Ill!£. 19701 2000 1976-2000

Single Family Homes 678 891 862 1,055 3,278 2,416
Mobil e Homes 42 255 298 539 1,639 1,341
Multi-Family Units 93 260 258 307 937 677

TOTAL 813 1,406 1,418 1,901 5,854 4,436

lFrom 1970 Census, First County Summary Tape, Tabulation 127

2Estimate from building permit data

MOUSING CONDITION

Lane County appraises all one, two, three and four-unit structures
(except mobile homes) at least once every six years. During this
process, the appraiser fills out a Residential Appraisal Characteristics
(RAC) data sheet on each dwelling appraised. Physical condition of the
dwelling is one of many variables on the RAC sheet. The instructions to
the appraiser on how to rate condition are as follows:

1. (Very poor) means worn out. Every normal repair and overhaul
is needed on painted surfaces. roofing , plumbing, heating,
etc. Found only in extraordinary circumstances.
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2. (Poor) means badly worn. Much repair is needed. Many items
need refinishing or overhauling.

3. (Fair) means evidence of deferred maintenance i·n that minor
repairs and refinishing are needed.

4. (Average) means no obvious maintenance required, but neither
is everything new.

5. (Good) means everything well-maintained, items having been
overhauled and repaired as soon as they showed signs of wear.

6. (Excellent) means everything that can normally be repaired or
refinished has just been fixed, such as new roofing. new
paint. furnace overhauled. etc.

In the above rating system, ratings 1. 2 and 3 are judged to be sub
standard and ratings 2 and 3 are judged to be suitable for rehabilitation.

Of 890 dwellings appraised the ratings were as follows:

Number Percent

1. Very Poor 24 0
2. Poor 24 3
3. Fair 219 25

'4. Average 400 45
5. Good 134 15
6. Excellent 113 12

According to the 1976 Florence Housing Assistance Plan, the City has 250
substandard units; this amounts to approximately 17 percent of the
existing housing stock. All of these units are suitable for rehabilitation.

Owner Occupi ed 148
Renter Occupied 85
Vacant, but available 8
Seasonal and other vacant 9
(not available)

TOTAL substandard 250

Several programs listed at the end of this section can assist the property
owners in the rehabilitation of these units.
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VACANCY RATES

Vacant houses and apartments are needed to provide a choice of location
and price ranges to housing consumers. If there are few vacancies,
prices tend to rise. "Desirable" vacancy rates, according to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Economic and Marketing
Analysis Division are listed on the following page:

RANGE OF DESIRABLE VACANCY RATES

Tenure
5% or More

Rapid Growth
1% to 5%

Modera te Growth
Less than 17%
Slow Growth

Owner-occupied
Renter-occupied 1"6

2%
8%

1
4

Less than 1%
Less than 4%

The Florence Housing Assistance Plan estimates vacancy rates of 1.6
percent for owner occupied units and 7.0 percent for rental units.
These figures were estimated from the 1960 and 1970 Census and the
yearly Postal Vacancy Surveys.

These rates are within the recommended ranges for a rapidly growing com
munity. Further breakdown of vacancy rates by rent and cost level are
not available. The vacancy data indicates that on an aggregate basis,
growth fn housing supply is keeping pace with housing demands.

LOW INCOME HOUSEHOL.DS

The Florence Housing Assistance Plan (1976) inventories the number
and type of low 1ncome households 1n Florence. This data is included
in the appendix.

INCOME AND HOUSING COST

The need for more units in varying price ranges can be estimated
through a housing gap analysis. The gap is the difference between supply and
demand. Supply is the distribution of units available at various levels
of cost (monthly payment or rent). Demand for housing at various levels
of cost is determined from the assumption that households can spend up
to 25 percent of their income for housing.

In the tables below, percentages are used rather than
households because the data 1s from a sample survey.
and owner occupied housing 1s shown separately.
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GAP ANALYSIS: RENTALS

Monthly Monthly Supply Demand
Housing cost $ Income $ (% of Units) (% of Households)

0 74 o - 299 0 12
75 149 300 - 599 50 50

150 - 225 600 - 899 31 19
226 - 300 900 -1199 6 6
300 + 1200 + 13 13

100% 100%

The gap analysis above indicates that there ;s an adequate supply of
housing for all but the lowest income level. Since it is unlikely that
the private market can supply housing at rents less than $75 per month,
programs such as HUO Section 8 rental assistance or FmHA Section 515
mi9ht be appropriate (see on the fo110win9 page).

GAP ANALYSIS: OWNER OCCUPIED

Monthly Monthly Supply Demand
Housing cost $ Income $ (% of Units) (% of Households)

0 - 74 o - 299 11 7
75 - 149 300 - 599 27 21

150 - 225 600 - 899 31 28
226 300 900 -1199 21 23
300 + 1200 + 10 21

100% 100%

The table above does not show a need for additional low cost Qwner
occupied housing. However. this does not take into consideration that
many low/moderate income renters might want to buy a home if such units
were made available through the FmHA Section 502 program, for example.

HOUSING PROGRAMS

The following County, State and Federal programs are available to help
meet housing needs in Florence. It is recognized that some of the
programs may not be applicable to the City of Florence and that govern
ment programs cannot do the job alone. The initiative of the individual
property owner and the private business sector will be needed to provide
a majority of the needed housing units in the next twenty years.

County Programs: The City of Florence can assist qualifying property
owners in making needed improvements by informing them of the home
repair and weatherization program being administered by Lane County
through Human Resource Center. Courthouse, Florence, Oregon, 997-8217.
A brief summary of the two elements in the program follows:
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Weatherization Program: Provides assistance including new or additional
attic insulationi weather stripping of doors and windows; storm doors
and windows; threshold repair or replacement; replacement of broken
glassi reputty sashes; repair or caulk walls and ceilings; repair floors
to stop air infiltration; roof repair or replacementi reduce under-house
air circulation. Those eligible are owner-occupants of a home located
anywhere in Lane County which does not exceed a 1975 assessment value of
$15,000, and whose gross family income of all persons 18 and over fits
within the income limits of the program.

Home Re~air Program: Provides assistance with the cost of labor and
materia s up to $500 for minor structural repairs, minor electrical,
plumbing and heating repairs. modification of home for occupancy by
disabled persons, and prOViding and installing smoke detection devices.
Applicants who are the owner-occupant of a house located within Lane
County outside the corporate limits of the cities of Eugene and Spring
field and not exceeding a 1975 assessment value of $15,000, and whose
income limits of this program can qualify for assistance. However the
following costs may be deducted when determining income: (1) extraordinary
medical expenses which are required on a continuing basis and (2) child
care expenses necessary to permit employment of a member of the household.

In addition, the City of Florence should encourage Lane County, as a
jurisdiction best suited to realize economies of scale in program
administration, to initiate a major rehabilitation program in Lane
County and all of the small cities, which would first be directed at
those dwelling units in most need of repair.

State Programs: Several State programs are available to help lower
income households •. These are sunrnar1zed below.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1973 Revenue Bonding Programs - The State Housing Division
provides long-term financing for construction or substantial
rehabilitation of housing for lower income households. This
program is used in combination with the Federal Section 8,
Rent Subsidy Program.

State Homeowners Program - Low interest loans are provided to
moderate income persons for the purpose of buying a home.
Homeowner and Renter Property Tax Refund Program -This program
allows a partial refund of property taxes for low and moderate
income owner and renter households.

Elderly Rental Assistance Program - This program provides
monthly payments to qualified elderly persons.

Repair Incentive/Deferred Maintenance - This program allows
homeowners to make specific repairs to their homes without
increasing their property taxes.
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6. Rental Rehabilitation/Tax Exemption - This program allows
owners of substandard rental units built over 25 years ago to
defer for five years the increased taxes that result from the
rehabilitation of the structure.

7. Elderly Housing Development - Rent subsidies for low income
elderly are provided through tax exemptions on new construction.
The developer is given total exemption on a housing project in
exchange for reduced rents on 40 percent of the units.

8. Residential Use Tax Deferral - Owners of single family residences
on land zoned for a higher use can defer a portion of their
taxes indefinitely.

g. Deferred Collections of Property Taxes for the Elderly - Taxes
can be deferred by an elderly person until the property changes
ownership:

Federal Programs: Assistance programs available through the Farmer's
HOme Administration (FmHA) should be publicized by the City. These
programs include FmHA 502, Rural Housing Loans which are intended to
assist rural nonfarm and farm citizens obtain decent, safe and sanitary
dwellings. FmHA 502 loans bring homeownership opportunities to those
who could not otherwise afford these; FmHA acts as a lender of last
resort. FmHA 504 Rural Home Repair Loans, are intended to assist low
income rural homeowners, including those on leasehold lands, to make
repairs and improvements which will make their dwellings safe and sani-
tary by removing hazards to the health of the occupants. However, the
dwelling does not necessarily have to be brought up to minimum property
standards. To qualify for a FmHA 504 loan. an applicant must: (a) own
and occupy a dwelling located in a rural area; (b) be without sufficient
income to qualify"for a Section 502 Rural Housing Loan and have no
reasonable prospect of increasing income; (c) have sufficient income
including any welfare payments to repay the loan; and (d) need to make
repairs and improvements to the dwelling in order to make it safe and
sanitary and remove hazards to the health of the applicant, family or
community. FmHA 515, Rural Rental Housing Loans, are intended to pro-
vide economically designed and constructed rental housing for low to
moderate income families and senior citizens. The units are to be
developed. purchased, owned and operated by eligible borrowers including
individuals, public or private nonprofit corporations, a public body, a
consumer cooperative, a profit corporation, or an individual or organization
operating on a limited profit, partnership or limited partnership basis.

HUD provides housing assistance payments to qualified households through
its Section 8 programs. Low income households paying more than 25
percent of their income in rent can qualify for rent subsidies. Federal
money must be allocated to specific rental units on a long term basis
before individual households can obtain this assistance. To be accepted
as an apartment development, units are usually built specifically for
this program.
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I

PROGRAM APPLICABILITY TO HOUSING PROBLEMS

Rehabilitation or improvement of substandard owner-occupied units

- County Weatherization Program - (low-income, assessed value less
than $15.000)

- Home Repair Program - (low-income, assessed value less than $15.000).
- State Repair Incentive/Deferral of Taxes for Maintenance

FmHA 504 Rural Home Repair Loans .

Rehabilitation or improvement of substandard rental units

- State Revenue Bonding Program (Rehabilitation Project)
- State Rental Rehabilitation/Tax Exemption

Low-Income Elderly

- State Elderly Rental Assistance Program
- State Elderly Housing Development
- State Deferred Collections of Property Taxes

All low income and moderate income (including elderly, handicapped.
female-headed households. other families)

State Property Tax Refund Program (low and moderate income)
- State Homeownerls Program (moderate income) .
- Federal Section B Rent Subsidy (low income)
- FmHA Rural Housing Loans (low and moderate income)
- FmHA Rural Rental Housing Loan (low and moderate income)

Assisted Rentals for low income

- State Revenue Bonding Program
- FmHA Rural Rental Program
- HUD Section B Program

The City of Florence Housing Assistance Plan calls for construction of
new houses and rental units through FmHA programs. It should be noted
that while the terms on FmHA loans are very favorable compared with
other sources. the availability of funds for FmHA Loans is very limited.
The State Revenue Bonding program should not be overlooked as a source
of funds for rentals when FmHA money is not available. The above pro
gram is likely to be used in combination with the HUD Section B. Rent
Subsidy Program.

The City intends to subdivide an eight acre parcel immediately adjacent
to and directly west of Casa Del Mar Subdivision on the south side of
35th Street. The purpose of the subdivision is to provide an area for
low-cost. single-family housing. The City is to receive financing
through a Community Development Block Grant Fund to fully improve the
subdivision with paved streets, vertical curb and gutter, sidewalks,
water, sewer, and storm drainage. Farmers Home Loan Administration is
expected to provide financing to applicants who can qualify. The
subdivision will accommodate 32 low-income houses.
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IV. Economic Development

Florence's economy is based on tourism and recreation, commercial
fishing, retirement, and several mills located outside of the City.
Also, the City serves as a commercial center for coastal Lane County.

Industry: At the present time there is little significant industry
within the City of Florence. Many residents work in plants located
outside the City. The Murphy Veneer Plant at Cushman, the Davidson
Industries and Champion International mills near Mapleton. and the
International Paper Company mill at Gardiner employ most of the City's
millworkers. Several small mills on the North Fork of the Siuslaw and
on the Siuslaw River employ small numbers.

Recognizing the seasonal nature of its economy, the City is attempting
to diversify. The City is developing a 10 acre industrial park at the
Florence Airport. A Community Development Block Grant of $30,000 is
designated for use to extend water and sewer lines and extend a street
through the industrial park property. Sites will be sold for light
industries with preference given to those who will provide the most
jobs.

The City needs an industrial tax base as well as a wider variety of
employment opportunities. To encourage the development of more industry
in Florence, a choice of sites is provided in this Plan. Also, extra
acreage needs to be provided because of erosion and drainage problems
which limits development in many areas, as shown by the Soil Conservation
Scenic Maps. A description of the industrial areas designated in this
Plan along with an estimate of the buildable area is shown below. The
following descriptions refer to areas shown on the "Land Use" map.

Airport Sites: North and Northeast of the airport is an area of approximately
65 acres. All of this area consists of Yaqhina Soils which has drainage
problems and requires a site investigation report.

Southeast of the airport is an area of approximately 18 acres, ten acres
of which is being developed as a light industrial park by the City.
This area also consists of Yaqhina soils.

Southwest of the airport is an area of approximately 32 acres, approximately
half of which has slopes greater than 12 percent.

West of the airport is an area of approximately 40 acres. This site is
-now a solid waste landfill site owned by Lane County. This area is
designated industrial, although it is recognized that it may not be
available for other uses (than a landfill site) during the planning
period.
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North Florence: This area, which is north of Munsel Lake road, encompasses
approximately 120 acres. About half of this area has slopes over 12
percent or drainage problems.

North Fork Site: This area, which is west of North Fork Road and north
of Highway 126, is approximately 160 acres. This site includes slopes
over 12 percent, the eastern edge of a large dune (which is advancing)
and a possible marsh. The buildable area, which includes area on the
open dune is approximately gO acres.

INDUSTRIAL AREA

Approximate
Site Acreage Problems Buildable Area

Airport
North/Northwest 65 Drainage Unknown
Southeast 18 Drainage 10
Southwest 32 Slope 16
West 35 Landfill site Not available
Subtota1 TIC 26

North Florence 120 51 ope, drainage 60

North Fork Site 160 Slope gO

Total 430 176

Although industrial acreage in excess of the projected need has been
designated (see Land Use Industrial), a majority of the designated area
has development constraints. The estimated buildable area of approximately
176 acres has been provided to allow some choice of sites to potential
industry. Essentially, this Plan provides two large areas, North Florence
and North Fork, and four smaller areas adjacent to the airport.

Commercial Fishing: The importance and potential of Florence's fishing
industry is discussed in Appendix _' "Fishing Industry Position Paper. II

In general, the success of the three aquaculture operations and the
improvement of the siuslaw jetty would lead to a considerable expansion
of this industry in Florence. The paper includes:

Some of the facilities that would be expected and needed to locate
in the area and on the river to accommodate the industry are: an
ice plant, cold storage facilities. moorage for large vessels,
processing facilities (and/or buying stations) which could employ
75 to 100 people, a full-time Highway 101 bridge tender, gear
storage areas. net shops, boat repair and servicing and an addi
tional supply of water if shrimp processing were considered.
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The proposed jetty extension (see below) is considered essential to the
future growth of the commercial fishing and ralated industries as well
as recreational fishing and barge traffic on the river.

Retirement: A significant proportion of Florence1s population. ___
percent. is retired·people. They come here because of the pleasant
environment and the recreation opportunities. Retired people have
savings, retirement, social security, investments and other sources of
income which they spend in the local economy.

Retirement as an lIindustry ll is non-polluting and not dependent on raw
materials or markets. As long as the high quality of the natural and
man-made environment is preserved, the number of retired people can be
expected to increase. The retirement community adds economic stability
to Florence, which helps to offset the seasonal nature of the other
prime sources of income (forestry, tourism, and fishing).

Recreation and Tourism: The principal attractions of the florence area
for recreation and tourism are: Fishing, boating. swimming, camping,
the natural landscape (beaches, dunes, forests. river. and ocean),
wildlife, and the City of Florence itself. Honeyman State Park and the
Dunes National Recreation Area attract thousands nf visitors to the area
each year.

Florence has a wide variety of commercial establishments which serve
visitors as well as the resident population. These include:

- 26 restaurants
7 motels
2 marinas
6 grocery and health food stores
7 antique, art galleries and book stores

- 16 florist, gift, craft stores

In addition. several recreational vehicle and mobile home subdivisions.
parks, and PUD's have been built which cater to the second home and
recreational market.

MATERIALS AND ENERGY

Florence has no special advantage with respect to raw materials or
supply of energy. Timber is the major raw material in the area. Mills
tend to locate outside the City where shipment in and out of the plant
is easiest. Douglas fir is used almost exclusively for dimensional
lumber and plywood. There is known potential for other wood products
manufacturing, including further processing of wood by-products and
hardwoods.
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LABOR MARKET

As noted above, the City of Florence does provide a labor pool for
several of the mills in the area. As the largest City in Coastal Lane
County, Florence i~ able to provide the services and amenities of a
small city. Also, Florence has sufficient buildable land to accommodate
these people and their homes.

The unemployment caseload at the State Department of Unemployment in
Florence ranged from 131 to 290 people in 1977, and 55 to 286 people in
1978. The overall unemployment rate in 1978 was compared with statewide.
The City of Florence recognizes the need to develop a larger and more
diverse economic base to provide more stable employment opportunities.
To do this, land should be set aside for future industrial use and all
segments of the City's economy should be encouraged.

TRANSPORTATION

Roads: Florence is located on Highway 101, the coast highway. Highway
126 provides a connection to 1-5 and Eugene. Greyhound Bus Company, a
motor transport company, and a taxi company service the City.

Railroads: The Southern Pacific Railroad has a line which runs from
Eugene to Cushman, several miles east of Florence, and then South to
Reedsport. The railroad is essential to the major mills in the area to
transport their finished products to marKet.

Airport: The City has an airport which is suitable for light planes,
executive, and small utility aircraft. Since Florence is somewhat
distant from Oregon's population center, the airport is a definite asset
to local business people. An expansion of the current runway is planned.

Port: The Siuslaw River and its port facilities are probably the sin91e
most important reason for the existence of Florence. The port provides
moorage, launching, storage and other services for recreational and
commercial fishin9 boats. The port and the related "old town" water
front district draw tourist and recreational business to the City.

The maintenance and improvement of the river channel and the jettys are
essential to the continued health and future growth of the port. The
Siuslaw estuary is classified es a "shallow draft development estuary."
As such, it requires periodic dredging to maintain a navigable channel
and a turn-around basin at Florence. The frequently rough bar con
ditions at the river mouth heve been a detriment to the port and heve
led to the loss of commercial fishing to other ports over the years. In
1978, Lene County licensed 248 commercial fishing boats (12 percent of
all commercial boats in the Statel. but the port landed only one percent
of the State's catch.
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The Port of Siuslaw and the Army Corps of Engineers have proposed a
jetty extension project which would prevent the current buildup of bar
sand at the rivermouth. The jetty improvements are the key to the
growth of the commercial and recreational fishing industry in Florence
along with the possible location of fish processing and other related
industries in Florence. Demand for land which is in close proximity to
deep water and is close to land transportation routes is expected to
increase dramatically when the jetty extension project is completed.

At least one mill uses sea-going barges as an alternative and supplement
to rail transportation. Since barge transportation is the cheapest and
most energy efficient form of transportation, there is a potential for
an increase of such traffic on the river. The possibility exists for
the future development of a trans-shipment point from barge to rail
transport. Returning barges, which now come back empty after delivering
lumber to other ports could bring back raw materials or partially pro
cessed materials for an industrial plant located at the trans-shipment
point. The possibility for warehousing or storage in conjunction with
such a facility is also possible.

The Port of Siuslaw is at a threshold of future growth and development.
The completion of the jetty extension will open up many new possibilities
(listed above and in the appendix) which will benefit Florence and the
economy of the State.

MARKET FORCES

The City of Florence exists because of its proximity to fishery and
timber resurces and its river port facilities. The unique beauty and
recreational opportunities attract people for recreation, tourism and
retirement.

RESOURCES

As stated above, the Florence area's fishery, timber, and scenic re
sources are essential to the City's economy and contribute to the
economy of the State. In large part, these resources are located
outside the City or, its potential area of growth. The nine square
miles, which represent the maximum area of growth for the next twenty
years, are small when compared to the large resource areas on the Oregon
Coast. It is proper then that within Florence's Urban Service Area,
urban development has the higher priority while outside this urban area,
conservation and protection of resources should have the higher priority.

In some areas, especially the estuary and shorelands, there will be
conflicts between development needs and preservation of resources. This
Plan has attempted to strike an appropriate balance between the two.

I
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LAND AVAILABILITY

The City of Florence recognizes the need to reserve land for future
industrial development. Specifically needs have been identified for:
industrial land in conjunction with port facilities which would be used
for water-dependent and water-related industries; land for light in
dustry to help diversify the economy; and other land for industrial use.
(See Land Use-Industrial.)

POLLUTION CONTROL

At present there are no significant problems with industrial air, water,
or noise pollution in Florence. The maintenance of a high quality
environment is essential to protect the fishery resource of the Siuslaw
estuary, recreation and tourism, and the retirement community. All of
these essential parts of Florence's economy and its contribution to the
economy of the State depend on pollution control. Also. the protection
of the dunal aquifer and coastal lakes which supply the domestic water
for the City is essential.

The City's zoning ordinance provides that any industrial use which would
be Ilhazardous, obnoxious, offensive or unsightly by reason of emission
of odor, sound, vibration, radioactivity, electrical interference,
flare, liquid or solid wastes, smoke or other air pollutants U is a
conditional use. Conditions for approval would be compliance with State
and Federal laws, and establishment of appropriate setbacks. buffers.

FLORENCE'S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The City has taken an activist role in economic development.

1. The City is working with the Port of Siuslaw to plan and
develop the area's marine potentials. The City is working
with the port to plan for dredge spoil disposal and jetty
extension, and land for port expansion.

2. The City is developing some of its own land for industrial
use, allocating Community Development Block Grants for site
improvements.

3. The City has hired a consultant to develop an airport master
plan, and has planned for airport expansion.

4. The City has joined the Lane County Economic Improvement
Commission, which acts to review and prioritize economic
development projects for possible funding by the Economic
Development Administration.

5. The City has allocated additional land for industrial use.
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V. Recreation

REGIONAL FACILITIES

The Florence area abounds in recreational and outdoor sports oppor
tunities.

Campgrounds:

- Dunes National Recreation Area - 12 campgrounds with capacity for
1,000 persons

- Sutton Lake (Forest Service)
Harbor Vista County Park - 38 campsites

- Honeyman State Park - 400 campsites
- Carl G. Washburn State Park - 58 campsites

Boat Launching:

The following lakes have boat launching sites:

- Mercer Lake - county (2)
- Munsel Lake - county
- Woahink Lake - state (2)

Cleawox Lake - state
- Sutton Lake - Siuslaw National Forest
- Siltcoos Lake - County (3), private (4)

The following is a list of public and private boat launching sites
on the north shore of the Siuslaw River:

- Sius1aw Pacific Moorage, River Mile 5
- Bay Bridge Marina, River Mile 4.B

Holiday Marina, River Mile 5.4
- Waterland Marina, River Mile 5.4

Houghton Landing, North Fork
Bender Landing, North Fork

- Midway Dock Landing, River Mile 10.8
- Proposed Harbor of Refuge, River Mile 0.5

Shore Fishing:

Among the areas of public access which provide opportunities for
fishing are the north and south jetties, the Bay Street Mini Park
and a public fishing pier scheduled to be constructed by the Port
of Siuslaw and Lane County at River Mile 1.3 on the south bank.

LOCAL FACILITIES

The abundance of nearby regional parks does not fu11fi1l the recrea
tional requirements for community or neighborhood parks for reasons of
the function of the latter, such as provisions for ball fields, covered
recreation areas, pools, tennis courts, play equipment, etc., for various
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age groups within walking distance from their homes; school playgrounds
are not considered in determining city-wide minimum park and recreation
lands because of their inaccessibility to the general public during the
day.

The following may serve as a general guide for the future distribution
of local park lands:

1. One neighborhood park serving about 2-4,000 residents within
an approximate service radius of 1/2 mile, the ~verage re
quirements being three acres if the proposal is adjacent to or
in close proximity to an elementary school, or five acres if
the site is not in proximity to an elementary school. Recre
ational amenities may include: play equipment, small picnic
areas, a ball diamond, etc.

2. One community park, serving about 10,000 residents within an
approximate service radius of one mile, the average requirements
being nine acres if the site is adjacent to or in close proximity
to a junior or senior high school, or 12 acres if the proposed
park is not in proximity to a junior or senior high school.
Recreational amenities offered may include: swimming pools,
tennis courts, shelters for large group picnics, play-fields
for softball or baseball, parking areas, community center.

In addition to the existing and proposed park1ands, it is recommended
that the rights-of-way of the anticipated city-wide drainage channels
and dedicated street rights-of-way become an integral part of an open
space program with provisions for bike, hiking, and riding trails to
serve as a direct link between the various recreation areas.

Citv Parks: The following table shows existing city parks:

CITY PARKS INVENTORY

Park

Gall agher' s

Singing Pines

Pocket (18th and
Vine Street)

Mini-park
(Riverfront)

Elm Street Park

Munse1 Road Park

Area Improvements

3 1/2 Acres Bike path, walking
trails, landscaping

7 Acres Picnic tables and
firepits

10,320 sq. ft. Playground

7,000 sq. ft. Gazebo, dock, and
landscaping

l29,600 sq. ft. None

Play equipment and
basketball court
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940 Spruce Street

1295 Airport Road

2305 18th Street

1290 Bay Street

605 10th Street

Munsel Lake Rd.



Private recreation facilities in the Florence Area consist of:

- a 9 hole golf course
- bowling lanes.
- movie theater
- tenni s courts
- health spa
- planned racquetball club with swimming pool
- dune buggy rides
- airplane rides (sea-plane flights, also)

horseback riding
- marinas
- sport fishing
- picnic areas
- campgrounds

Shorefront Access:

Federal and State Funding is available on a limited basis to acquire
shorefront access. Methods to acquire access include o~tright acqui-
sition, condemnation, or exchange of land. While funding may be dif-
ficult to obtain it is important that existing accesses (street
rights-of-way and public lands) should be protected. Private property rights
and trespass laws sh,ould be enforced, however. Addit1ona,l public access
for anglers may be required in the future when the jetty improvements
are completed. Visual or physical access to public areas across private
property may be negotiated through the use of the open space special tax
assessment law. Present public access is illustrated on the Estuary and
Shorelands Map.

Churches, Clubs and Service Organizations:

The City is served by 12 churches or more. One day-care center provides
child care. A Head Start program was initiated in Florence in 1978.
Numerous fraternal, civic and social clubs are available for citizens of
this area to join. Among them are: Elks Lodge, Moose Lodge, Masonic
Temple, VFW, American Legion, Grange, Lions Club, Rotary, Junior Chamber
of Commerce, Business and Professional Women, Soroptomists, Chamber of
Commerce, Girl and Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, AARP, Senior Citizens,
Boosters Club, Friends of the Library, Arts and Crafts Council, Audobon
Club, Square Dance Clubs, Oregon REACT Club, Softball Leaque, Vikings
Booster Club, bowling leagues, Odd Fellows, Rebecca, Job's Daughters,
Theta Rho, Order of DeMo1ay, Old Town Civic Association, Cal-Ore Club,
Rod and Gun Club, Eastern Star, Women of Moose, Florence Garden Club,
Kiwanis Club.

STATEWIDE PLANNING

The Oregon Statewide Outdoor Recreation Plan analyses needs at a state
wide and county-wide level.
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Special Needs: The statewide plan identified eight special needs which
have no precise standards but are in high demand. Two of these needs
are especially applicable to Florence; access to fishing areas, and
access to ocean shores. Opportunities for fishing and access to shore
lands are inventoried above and in the shorelands inventory. Also
listed in the statewide plan is the need for resource areas at low
altitudes and near urban centers. Tidelands, wetlands and shorelands of
the Siuslaw estuary are valuable recreation resources for clamming,
fishing, observing wildlife, and general enjoyment of a beautiful
setting.

CountyWide Needs: On a countywide basis, the most needed recreational
facilities are:

swimming pools
- walking trails

hiking trails
- biking trails
- bridle trails

Coast Bike Trails:

tennis courts
all purpose cpurts

- ORB trails
- neighborhood, community parks

district, regional parks

Florence is planning for a north/south bikeway on Oak Street which
could possibly provide a link in the Coast Bike Trial.
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VI. Energy Facilities and Conservation

No energy facilities exist within the Florence area at present except
for the electric transmission lines, and the P.U.D. substation near
North Fork Road and Highway 126. A relatively small amount of petroleum
products are stored at the Chevron site at 1839 Highway 101, and the
Texaco site at 398 Highway 101.

With the expected energy shortages and increased costs of energy, the
pressure for development of alternative sources of energy are expected
to increase. The most likely future sources of supplemental energy for
the coastal area appear to be wind, solar power, and the use of biomass
from wood products for electrical generation. Technical advances are
taking place in each field of energy production which may reduce the
costs of each new source and prove the feasibility of using them in this
area during this planning period.

Wind facilities are currently technologically feasible and the coast is
recognized as being a high potential area in Oregon. A wind power
anemometer is located at the Coast Guard Station in Florence. A con
siderable amount of public and private money is currently expended on
wind power research. This area may be a prime user of wind power when
it becomes economically feasible to produce. Use of residential to
community-sized wind generators is expected on the coast in the near
future. A wind generator is planned on a headland north of Florence in
the immediate future. The "Energy Facilities in the Oregon Coast" OLCO,
August, 1978, indicates that wind energy on the coast in this area has a
great potential for development.

Solar electricity from photovoltaic cells is currently technologically
feasible but so costly that it isn't practical at the present time.
Rapid advancements may change this assessment in the near to mid-future.

Biomass is likely to be utilized for the production of electricity in
industrial co-generation facilities. New separate facilites generating
electricity from biomass are considered unlikely, however. By-products
from woodwaste are now being used to produce steam at the International
Paper Company plant in Gardiner. The potential for using large quantities
of alder and other wood waste products from logging residues and dead
timber appears to be very possible; however, technical advances are
necessary to make it profitable to apply bioconversion to wood waste
materials. Also, regulatory barriers exist which must be resolved.

Natural gas is being stored at a site in Newport. It is possible that a
pipeline might be installed over the fifty miles distance to supply
natural gas to the Florence area if electricity supplies to this area
were to be reduced.
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The Central Lincoln Peoples l Utility District supplies this area with
electricity and operates within the City limits on a franchise agree
ment. Electricity rates are relatively low. Rates are expected to
rise, however, as higher costs are passed onto the district by the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The present P.U.D. contract with
BPA expires in 1984.

The boundaries of the District in Lane County encompass the following
area: from the Lincoln County line to the Douglas County line and east
beyond Swisshome and to the tunnel on Route 126.

The district had 4,829 residential, 678 commercial, 16 industrial and 8
street lighting district customers in June, 1979, in Lane County. The
assessed valuation for the Central Lincoln P.U.D. was $182 million for
the area within Lane County on January 1, 1979. Additional high voltage
transmission lines remain a possibility and will be required as growth
is experienced in this area.

Three offshore wells were drilled on the continental shelf about 16
miles offshore from Florence in 1965. No production wells were es
tablished. Since records of wells drilled on federal lands are not
released to the public, the productivity is unknown. Seven major oil
companies hold leases with the United States Bureau of Land Management
in this area. Prospects for commercial deposits of oil and gas offshore
from Lane County are considered fair to good.

Only one si9nificant well has been drilled in Western Lane County. The
deepest hole in Oregon (1288') was drilled by Sinclair Oil in the Maple
ton area. The hole was abandoned as a dry test. Hydrocarbon deposits
may exist in the middle and lower Eocene Marine sediments.

Energy facilities controlled by the Energy Facility Siting Council
(EFSC) include: nuclear power facilities siting, high voltage trans
mission lines, electric power plants with over 25 megawatts capacity,
solar collecting facilities using more than 100 acres of land or pro
viding more than 25 megawatts of power, and pipelines 5 miles or longer.

It is state policy that local comprehensive plans are the basic con
sideration in the siting of energy facilities. EFSC and all state
agencies issuing permits affecting land use do so only if the proposed
use or activity 1s in confonmance with the local comprehensive plan.
Similarly, federal consistency with the OCMP means that federal actions
must be consistent with local plans. The Coastal Energy Impact Program
(CEIP) is available to assist local governments in energy siting within
the coastal zone.

The impacts of the above energy facilities should be carefully reviewed.
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ENERGY CONSERVATION

The Centra1 Li nco1n P. U. D. conducts an II Energy Conserva ti on and Wea ther
fzat10n Program" which provides customers, on request: heat loss data;
advice on insulation; power use information on electrical equipment; and
infonmation concerning government weatherization programs and low cost
weatherization loans.

Individual efforts toward energy conservation efforts in gasoline and
electrical consumption should be encouraged. These can 'range from
taking the form of adding insulation and weatherproofing to homes to the
use of solar or wind power and the siting of new homes and buildings to
receive the most benefit from the sunls rays.

The protection of homes from the western winds by retaining the natural
vegetation can have a significant effect on the amount of energy consumed.

Special assessment districts can be created for the purpose of installing
underground utility lines.
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VII. Land Use

This section describes the land uses designated in the plan diagram,
inventories eXisting land use, projects future land use, and inventories
buildable lands within the urban service area.

LAND USE DESTGNATIDNS

Residential: Residential use are divided into three levels of density:
low, medium and high. The following table describes these in terms of
the primary uses which would be allowed and where they CO" !Ie applied
through zoning.

Low Density
Residential
Up to 4.84 units
per net acre

Medium Density
Residential
Up to 7.26 units
per net acre

Designation Criteria

- Areas not already com
mitted to a more dense
development pattern.

- Areas with potentially
severe development con
straints.

- Areas already committed
to standard city lots as
small as 6.000 sq. ft.
Areas close in to the
city center which are
already partially developed.

Primary Uses

- Single family residences,
either conventional homes
or mob; 1e home

- Single family residences
either conventional homes
or mobile home.

High Density
Residential
Up to 20 units
per net acre

- Areas adjacent to commercial - Apartments, townhouses.
public and other services.

• Areas where a more dense
development pattern is
established.
Areas close to a major
street.
Areas where a high level
of service can be provided
May be transitional between
single family and more in
tense uses.

The residential designations low. medium and high are described relative
to the specific conditions and needs of Florence. The "un its per acre"
are net; that is. for any undeveloped area approximately 30 percent
would be added to the net acreage for utilities, roads. parks. neighborhood
stores, schools, and other quasi-public uses. For example, 4.84 units
per net acre translates to 3.72 units per gross acre.

High density residential is intended to provide land for multi-family
housing. The Plan must provide at least as much area as the projected
need plus existing multi-family use. Since the City1s zoning ordinance
allows single family units in the multiple family zone, extra land must
be designated in the Plan.
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Medium density residential reflects a pattern of single family develop
ment which already exists. This consists of neighborhoods of 6,000
minimum square foot lots. While these areas are intended to be retained
at this density, new residential development is planned for a lower
density.

low density residential provides for minimum lot sizes of 9,000 square
feet. New single family residential is intended to be built at this low
density as a maximum. This density is designated for the majority of
the urbanizable area due to the severe development constraints of the
area. As described in Section X. "Physical Environment and Land Use
Constraints, II it is not expected that all of the area will be built at
the maximum allowable density.

Commercial: The commercial area of Florence has developed primarily
south of 21st Street on either side of Highway 101. This Plan encour
ages the further development of a downtown commercial area in this
location. In-filling on the side streets and improvement of the streets
themselves will reduce the orientation to the highway.

Future development in the north area of Florence is expected to generate
a need for an additional shopping area. The area at the intersection of
Highway 101 and Heceta Beach Road already has some commercial develop
ment. One drawback is that this site is in many ownerships. If. at
some future date. a shopping center developer wishes to suggest an
alternate site which can be developed according to a single plan. such a
site should be considered.

Industrial: At present Florence has virtually no industry. Provision
of adequate industrial sites is essential to the future growth of the
community. The following criteria were used for selection of industrial
sites:

- located on an arterial, or on a feeder or collector which runs
through a non-residential area

- site should be buffered from residential use on at least one side

- where site is adjacent to residential use, site must be large
enough or topography such that industrial use can be buffered

site should be in large parcels, not divided into trany ownerships

Highway Area: Many businesses desire to locate on Highway 101 or 126.
To discourage strip development but still provide locations for busi
nesses a highway area has been designated. This area is intended for
mixed uses, including both commercial and multiple family residential
uses. Lot coverage, setbacks and other development standards are more
stringent than in the commercial area.
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Waterfront: The Siuslaw Waterfront, particularly along and adjacent to
Bay Street, could be one of the City·s most valuable assets and chal
lenging opportunity areas. If carefully planned and devejoped, it could
add much charm and prosperity to Florence.

Bay Street is now undergoing a revival after many years of neglect.
Provisions for sales and services to an ever-increasing number of sport
fishermen have been neglected and the few remaining facilities have been
unable to generate their full potential economic benefit for the City.
Other ports outside of Lane County have captured the majority of Lane
County·s ocean sport fishermen and are providing marinas with docking
facilities, moorage bays, charter boat accommodations, services, supplies,
and etc.

In order to enjoy a larger share of this activity and income presently
lost to other counties, Lane County, the Port of Siuslaw and the City of
Florence should increase their efforts to strengthen the area·s economic
potential as a major resort community and sport-fishing center by coop
eratively encouraging the appropriate federal and state agencies to
resolve at an early date the issue of badly needed improvements of the
jetties and bar conditions at the mouth of the river. Should these
conditions be resolved, many of the following proposals may not be
realized. Concurrently, the City of Florence should initiate an imagin
ative and inspirational total plan for the renewal and restoration of
the waterfront to allow for a wide variety of mixed uses, including
specialty stores, professional offices, residential units, overnight
accommodations, restaurants, peripheral parking areas, dnd complete
bo.ting and fishing facilities, including marinas with docking faci
lities, moorage bays, charter boat accommodations, services, and sup
plies, extensive walkways, trees. open space and wind shelters, all
arranged so as to provide for a stimulating and pedestrian-oriented
atmosphere conducive to a variety of activities and social interaction.
Tow.rd this end. the City should. in cooperation with the Port of Siuslaw,
begin to provide a parking district for the Bay Street area for the
water-front property owners to alleviate present parking problems in
that area.

Marine: As the only port in Lane County. Florence has the opportunity
to further develop marine uses. Such uses would be facilities and
services related to recreational fishing and boating, commercial fishing
and seafood processing, industries requiring close access to the barge
channel, and other water-dependent commercial and industrial uses.

The criteria for designation as marine are:

- have pier or meorage facilities
- be close to the navigation channel
- have good truck access
- have land available for further development

Two areas in Florence meet those criteria, and should be reserved for
marine use, the Port of Siuslaw Holiday Marina area and the Siuslaw
Pacific Moorage and surrounding area. The area east of Rhododendron
Drive from Siuslaw Pacific Moorage may not be available as it ;s now
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owned by lane County and will be used in the forseeable future as a dump
site. This land may be retained by Lane County as a park or the filled
areas may prove too II soft" to support industrial buildings. However,
the future conversion of this area to marine use should be retained as
an option to be exercised after the site is no longer needed as a land
fill.

Public Land: The following major tracts of land are included in this
category:

U.S. Coast Guard
Army Corps of Engineers
Division of State Lands
Lane County
Lane County
Lane County
City of Florence
City of Florence

School District
School Distri<t
Lane Community College

Safety and Rescue Station
North Jetty Area
Beach and Dunes adjacent to North Jetty
Harbor Vista Park
Park at Heceta Beach
Areas south of Heceta Beach Road
City Airport
City well reserve
Park South of Greentrees
School site on Laurel
High School Campus near 30th
Campus north of 30th

Estuary and Shorelands: These critical areas are divided. into manage
ment units. Goa's and policies relating to the use of these areas are
set forth in Part I of this plan.

EXISTING LAND USE

The following table shows the breakdown of land uses within the Urban
Service Area:

Acreage, 1976

Residential
Single Family
Mobil e Homes
Mul ti-Family

Commercial
Industrial
Public/Quasi-Public
Undeveloped
Water
Total

£lli.
267.33

Homes 212.37
45.39
9.57

52.79
1.02

957.73
969.14
317.03

2,565.04

USB

272.43
228.00
43.63
0.80

36.39
2.01

95D.94
2,670.88

303.11
4,235.76

Total

639.76

89.18
3.03.

1,908.67
3,640.02

620.14
6,800.80

LAND NEEDS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

land needs for residential, commercial and industrial uses are estimated
in the housing and economic development sections. The results are
summarized below. An additional 30 percent is shown for ~treets, utilities,
governments, schools and parks.
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Residential: The projected number of housing units for the end of the
planning period (the year 2000) was determined by dividing the total
population by the projected persons per household. A two percent
vacancy factor was added. Housing types were split according to the
existing percentages (1979).

For estimating land needs. it was assumed that low and medium density
consist of single family homes and mobile homes. Since the medium
density is intended for only infilling of areas already developed in
6,000 square foot lots. 10 percent of the total single family and mobile
homes were assigned to this category.

Low Density Units Per Net Acre (4.06) is the average density for single
family homes within the city limits for 1976 (862 units divided by
212.27 acres). Medium Density Units Per Net Acre (7.26) is the maximum
density for 6,000 square foot lots (43,560 square feet per acre divided
by 6,000 square feet per unit). High Density is set arbitrarily at 15.0
Units per Net Acre; this is a modest apartment density.

Land needs were then projected by dividing the number of projected units
by the estimated carrying capacity. The resulting acreages were multiplied
by 30 percent to determine how much land should be added for public and
quasi-public uses.

RES1DENTIAL LAND NEEDS

Projected Increase Units Per Net Acres
1976-2000: Dwelling Units Net Acre Needed to 2000

Low Density 3,381 4.06 833
Medium Density 376 7.26 52
High Density 679 15.00 45

TOTAL 4,436 ~

NEW LAND NEEDED FOR PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC USES (30 PERCENT) 279 ACRES

Recreational (Camping) Lots: Florence has at least one planned unit
development designed specifically for recreational use. Full services
are provided to individual lots which can accommodate a motor home or
trailer. Penmanent residence is not allowed. Assuming that among
part-time residents an equal number will choose to own recreational
lots as will choose and build a vacation home. Dividing the estimated
population increase from Section D by projected household slze equals
the number of projected lots (1,300 divided ~y 2.35 equals 553 lots).
Dividing the number of lots by the Low Density Units Per Net Acre
equals the projected net acres needed (553 divided by 4.06 equals
136 acres).

NEW LANO NEEDED FOR PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC USES 33 ACRES (30 PERCENT)
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Commercial: Need for commercial land is estimated by multiplying the
projected population by the existing commercial acreage per capita
(1976).

89.18 acres divided by 5,996 people eqals .015 acres per person
- .015 commercial acres per capita times 9,271 projected population

increase to year 2000

- equals 139 commercial acres needed, year 2000.

NEW LAND NEEDED FOR PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC USES: 42 ACRES (30 PERCENT).

Industrial: Need for industrial land is estimated from several factors:
labor force participation rates, percentage employment in manufacturing,
and employees per acre.

- Permanent Population
- labor Force Participation
- Projected labor Force
- Percent Employed in Manufacturin9
- Employees Per Acre

- Acreage Needed

- Minus existing acreage, 3.03

11,741
40 percent (SOURCE: L-COG)
4,696

19 percent (892 persons)
Low 10
Hi9h 25
Low 36 Acres
High 89 Acres
Low 33 Acres Needed
Hi9h 86 Acres Needed

MAMIMUM NEW LAND NEEDED FOR PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC USES: 26 ACRES (30%).

ADDITIONAL INDUSTRIAL RESERVE: 90 ACRES

Public/Quasi-Public: This has been estimated separately for residential,
commercial, and industrial uses. This land is required for the urban
infrastructure which supports new development. Land needed to support:

Res ident ia1 279
Commerc ia1 42
Industrial 28
Recreational 33

TOTAL PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC 382

Surrmary:

Total land needs for new development are estimated as follows.

Residential 930
Low
Medium
Hi9h

Commercial 139
Industrial 176
Recreational 109
Public/Quasi-Public 382
10% for Market Control 178

TOTAL 1,914
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The following table shows the distribution of land uses existing and
planned, within the Urban Service Boundary.

ACRES
Land Use Existing Planned %

Residential 540 1,5791 23
Conmercia1 89 228 3
Industrial 3 179 3
Public 906 1,035 15
Transportation 683 9422 14
Open 3, 9604 2,2183-4
Water 620 620 9

TOTAL 6,801 6,801 100

1Inc1udes recreational lots.

2Assumes that 2/3 of the new public/quasi-public land is in streets.

3Inc1udes 178 acres included in new development needs for market
control.

4Includes 320 acres of land shown as public, but not intended
for development.

The large percentage of open land shown in the table above is due to
the fact that a large portion of the land in the Florence area has
erosion or drainage problems. (See Development Hazards and Constraints.)
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VIII. Florence Urban Service Area

DESCRIPTION OF FLORENCE URBAN SERVICE AREA

The boundary of the Florence Urban Service Area is defined by natural
topographical limits which provide for natural drainage from north to
south (the "basin concept ll

); by U.S. Government land on the north; by
the ocean and Siuslaw River at the west; the Siuslaw River at the south;
and generally by a high ridge at the east which divides the North Fork
of the Siuslaw River from the natural drainage area.

A site specific description of the Florence Urban Service Boundary
follows:

Beginning at the Northwest corner of Government Lot 3, Section 33, T17S,
R12W of the Willamette Meridian; thence East of the Northeast corner of
said Government lot 3; thence South to the Southeast corner of Govern
ment Lot 4 of said Section 33; thence East to the Northeast corner of
Section 4, T18S, R12W, WM; thence South to the Southwest corner of the
Northwest 1/4 of the Northwest 1/4 of Section 3, T18S, R12W, WM; thence
East to the Northeast corner of Southeast 1/4 of- the Northwest 1/4 of
said Section 3; thence South to the Northwest corner of the Southeast
1/4 of said Section 3; thence East to the Northeast corner of the South
east 1/4 of said Section 3; thence South to the Southeast corner of said
Section 3; thence East to the Northeast corner of the Northwest 1/4 of
Section II, T18S, R12W, WM; thence South to the Southeast corner of the
Southwest 1/4 of said Section 11; thence East to the Northwest corner of
Section 13, T18S, R12W, WM; thence South to the Southwest corner of the
Northwest 1/4 of said Section 13; thence East to the Southeast corner of
the Northwest 1/4 of said Section 13; thence Southwesterly to the North
east corner of the Southwest 1/4 of the Southwest 1/4 of said Section
13; thence South to the Southeast corner of the Southwest 1/4 of the
Northwest 1/4 of Section 24, T18S, R12W, WM; thence West to a point on
the quarter section line 200 feet East of the Easterly border of County
Road No. 1083, Section 24, Tl8S, R12W, WM; thence at ri~ht angles North
a distance of 250 feet; thence at right angles West a d,stance of approxi
mately 250.0 feet to the Easterly boundary of County Road No. 1083;
thence in a Southeasterly direction following the Easterly boundary of
County Road 1083 (Munsel Lake Road) to the intersection with the Westerly
boundary of County Road No. 733 (North Fork Road); thence in a Southerly
direction following the Westerly boundary of County Road No. 733 (North
Fork Road) to the point it intersects with Oregon State Highway 126;
thence West to the Westerly line of Section 25, T18S, R12W, WM; thence
South along the Westerly boundary of said Section 25 to the Northern
lane of the ship's channel; thence Westerly and Northerly along the
Northern lane of the ship's channel to the projection of the line of
vegetation as described in ORS 390.770, located in Section 9, Tl8S, R12W
of WM; thence along said line in a Northerly direction to the point of
beginning in Lane County, Oregon.
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

Growth Polic~: This plan projects considerable growth for Florence
durlng the planning period. This llpro-growth U policy must go hand-in
hand with sound fiscal management in extending city services and the
protection of the natural resources which provide the economic founda
tion for the community and its desirability as a place to live.

Population Needs: Projected population and land needs are the basis for
establishment of the Urban Service Boundary.

Carrying Capacity: Due to the limited carrying capacity of the land, a
substantial portion of the urbanizable area will remain undeveloped or
will be developed at less than the maximum density allowed in the zoning
ordinance. (See 1I0evelopment Hazards and Constraints," page 79.)

Open Space and Recreational Needs: Adequate open space is provided in
part due to the fact that severe constraints make high density develop
ment infeasible. Several large tracts of land now in public ownership
are preserved as open space. Also, considerable recreational opportunities
exist in the area due to coastal location. (See uRecreation;lI "0pen
Space," page 61.)

DEVELOPMENT PRIOR TO ANNEXATION

Where Community Water Systems are Provided: In general, recommended
min1mum parcel s1ze for urbanizable land is 19,000 square feet, where
provision is made for later partitioning of lots into standard city
lots, and where the carrying capacity of the site can support such a
density. Platted streets, building setbacks and other standards should
conform to the City of Florence Subdivision and Zoning Ordinances.
When a development is proposed, the tentative plan submitted to the
county would be required to show how lots would be divided into g,OOO
square feet lots when sewers are provided to the area. This plan would
look something like the diagram below, with alternate lots containing a
building site or a septic field. At the time of annexation to the City
(or when sewers are otherwise provided to the areal, the subdivision
could be replatted, or each lot could be partitioned by its owner.

e •, I

']. I

4iii- ~. ~
,
I ;}I I I I,
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While it is recognized that the 19.000 square foot lot size places some
temporary burden on the developer and the homeowner, there are definite
long-term benefits:

These lots could later be divided into standard city lots with some
extra to account for problems with topography, set backs, or future
easements and rights-of-way.

- This will provide ultimately for a more compact and efficient
pattern of urban growth. If lots are allowed to develop at the
minimum size for septic system approval, it is likely that most
lots will fall in the range of 12,000 to 15,000 sqare feet or
greater. Once this is allowed to occur, it will be possible at a
later date to divide these lots into standard City lots.

- The ultimate 9,000 square foot lot size will use up much less land,
will reduce the cost of providing services, and will be more energy
efficient.

- The ability to divide additional lots will provide an incentive for
property owners to annex to the City and to connect to the sewer
system.

- The soils which can support septic systems are also the soils which
can best support urban development. It would be a misallocation of
resources to allow these areas to develop at less than the maximum
ultimate density. Once the well-drained and stabilized soils are
used up. the open sand dunes and interdunal soils remain to bear
the brunt of future development.

Administration: The City of Florence is prepared to participate in
helping 1n the administration of these additional requirements. As
provided in the City/County Joint Management Agreement, the City would
review all tentative plans submitted to the County. As part of this
review, the City could take responsibility fOf determining whether this
requirement has been met and for assisting property owners in interpreting
City development standards and other substantive portions of City ordinances
which would be rele,ant.

The major work of re-platting or partitioning, conversion to sewers and
provisions of full urban land services would be done aft8f annexation
and hence would net be the responsibility of the County.

Where Community Water Is Not Provided: Land which is partitioned
should be maintained in parcels large enough to allow subdivision at a
later date. Ten acres is recommended as an efficient size.

Where Communit Water and Sewers Are Provided: Land which has urban
serVlces maln y, water an sewer can e eveloped to urban densities
and should be developed according to City standards.

The above recommendations are based on the following considerations.
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Forced Annexations: The City is concerned with planning for orderly
growth. On two occasions, the City has been forced to annex small lot
subdivisions which had dangerous health conditions due to failing septic
systems. This places additional demand on the City's services and
forces the City to provide full services further out from the City
center. Such annexations establish a leap-frog pattern and reduce the
overall efficiency of the urban pattern. With the City's limited sewage
capacity, additional forced annexations could delay development of land
already in the City.

Development Standards: Developments which will ultimately be annexed
to the City should be developed to City standards. Otherwise, property
owners will be faced at a later date with the need to form local improve
ment districts to upgrade streets and install sewers. Where streets
were substandard. the City might have to acquire land fro~ individual
homeowners to obtain an adequate right-of-way, leaving substandard lots
and inadequate setbacks. The worst of those problems can be avoided if
the City's development standards are used at the time of development.

Public Health: Where public water is available but not public sewers,
it has in the past been possible to develop at urban densities. A study
of the River Road/Santa Clara area near Eugene is underway to determine
the extent of problems there; a preliminary report did reveal contami
nation from septic fields. County and State staff are currently studying
the area North of Florence. Of particular concern are areas of public
access (such as Heceta Beach) which are adjacent to dense development.

Carrying Capacity: Where public water anq sewer are provided, the
carrying capacity of the land is determined largely by the nature of the
dune sheet which Florence rests upon. A community which is built on
sand, depends on the stabilizing vegetation to protect property from
erosion. (See Development Hazards and Constraints.) This Plan attempts
to balance the need to establish urban densities for efficiency with the
need to stay within the carrying capacity of the land.

In an attempt to balance urban efficiency with carrying capacity, the
City has established a minimum lot size of 9,000 square feet for new
development. This minimum lot size is established in conjunction with a
detailed site investigation procedure. The site review provides the
final evaluation of carrying capacity on a site specific basis. The
Comprehensive Plan performs several important functions in this regard.

The Plan designates areas which will not be developed because of
carrying capacity or need for other uses such as resource lands or
recreation.

- The Plan flags for both the City and the land owner the specific
concerns which should be addressed in the site investigation. The
Plan maps, for example, show where unstabilized sand, steep slopes,
flood hazards, and standing water exists.
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- The Plan evaluates overall carrying capacity so that sufficient
land can be provided for future growth.

AVAILABLE AND SUITABLE LANDS

The following table shows how much land within the city limits are
the Urban Service Boundary are available to meet future development
needs and are suitable for development. This can then be compared with
the land needs presented in Section VII to determine whether sufficient
land has been provided within the Urban Service Boundary.

ACRES WITHIN URBAN SERVICE BOUNDARY

Within Unincorporated
City Limits Area Total

Urban Service Area 2,565 4,236 6,801
Land Already Occupied - 1976 l,279 1,262 2,541
Water 317 303 620
Land Not Suitable for Development

or Conditinally Suitable 449 1,450 1,899
Suitable Lands 520 1,221 1,741

Land Needs (from Section VII) 572 1,342 1,914
Conditionally Suitable Lands

Needed 52 121 l73

The table above shows that of the l,899 acres which have potential
erosion and drainage problems, 173 acres (or 9 percent) will be needed
for development. This assumes that upon site investigation, 11 percent
of the land shown in Section Xas not suitable will turn out to be
conditionally suitable for development .

•

It is likely that among l,899 acres, 173 can be found which can sustain
development. On the other hand, it should be considered whether nore
than 173 acres are likely to be developed, leading to less dense development
overall.

It should be remembered that al' of the area within the Urban Service
Boundary is rated Itleast suitab1e ll for development. Even the areas
considered to be buildable have serious problems and some of the suitable
on site specific examination. In sum. it is assumed that any unsuitable
lands in excess of the 173 acres which are developed through the conditional
use procedure will be offset by Usuitable" lands which are found to be
unbuildable.

Also. site investigation procedures which have been adopted are stringent.
The added cost of draining swampy areas. stabilizing slopes or open
sand. or engineering special foundations provides an incentive to concentrate
development on the most suitable lands.
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URBANIZATION SUMMARY

The following seven factors were considered in establishing the Urban
Service Boundary:

1.

2.

3.

Demonstrated Need: The justification for the Urban Service
Boundary ;s based on projected land use needs shown above,
topographical considerations (the basin concept) which establish
a logical area, and the existence of development of urban
densities at Heceta Beach, which forms the northern tip of the
Urban Service Area.

Housin~, Emplo~ment and Liveability: Projections for land
"eedsor res1 ential. commercial. industrial and public uses
are shown above. Adequate land has been provided.

Provision of Public Facilities and Services: Public facilities
and services are inventoried 1n Section IX, below. Considerations
of water supply and sewage treatment capacity are addressed.
The City is in the process of planning and seeking federal
funding for establishment of a regional sewage plant in
Florence to meet future needs. In addition, the City has
begun a study to determine the rr.ost logical phasing of sewer
service extensions. The Heceta Water District provides water
service to Heceta Beach and along Heceta Beach Road to Highway
101. This area should be included in the Urban Service Area
so that full urban services can be provided.

Concerns about the development of land to urban densities
prior to annexation have been discussed above. This plan has
recommended minimum lot sizes and development standards which
would promcte orderly and efficient provision of facilities
and service; this will be done by applying city standards at
the time of development for subdivisions approved by Lane
County.

4. Efficiency of Land Uses in or Near the Urban Area: This Plan
recognizes that 1n general, "infilling" is more efficient than
IIl eap-frogging. II That is, land within the urban area should
be developed before land is annexed for development. In any
event, urbanizable land must be contiguous to the urban area
to be annexed.

The City requests Lane County to adopt policies stated in this
Plan which would either (1) preserve land in parcels, 10 acres
or morel which can be subdivided when full urban services are
provided or (2) maintain a 19,OOO square foot minimum lot size
and provide a II redevelopment plan ll for future division into
standard city lots.
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5.

6.

7.

Environmental, EnergY
j

Economic and Social Consequences: This
Plan has preserved cr tical elements of the environment and
still provided for economic growth. A compact form of growth
has been established, consistent with the carrying capacity of
the land. Socially, Florence is expected to remain largely
the same, although the population will increase substantially.

Retention of Agricultural Land: Though the inventory identifies
some class Iv soils, this land has not been designated agricultural.
Removal of the natural stabilizing vegetation and replacement
with seasonal crops or even pasture could have disastrous
consequences in terms of erosion. Also, the land has never
been used for commercial agriculture.

Compatibility with Agricultural Activities: There are no
(.rm,ng activities 1n the area Which would conflict with
development.
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IX. Public Facilities, Services and Transportation

PUBLIC FACILITIES

Groundwater ualit and uantit: The City of Florence is fortunate to
ave arge quan it,es of good quality water close by. In fact; the City

is situated on part of a large aquifer which is capable of producing
50,000 acre feet of water for use a year, or 45 million gallons per day
(gpd) according to Newcomb and Jackson. This amount i, capable of being
withdrawn and would still leave suffice1nt protection against sea water
intrusion into the aquifer. However, this withdrawal rate could have
the detrimental effect of lowering the water table and affecting the
growth of vegetation and removing the groundwater containment of certain
lakes such as Clear, Munse1 and Collard. However, a population of
17,515 at 125 gallons per person per day would use only 2.2 million
gallons per day (gpd), which is less than 5 percent of the maximum
possible production. The aquifers in the sand north and south of the
Sius1aw are described as the largest body of fresh water in the region.
The average depth of the northern sand aquifer is estimated to be 125
feet. The eastern boundarys of the sand deposit reaches the western
sloping top of the bedrock at the point where the coastal hills begin to
rise.

Recharge: An average annual rainfall in excess of 72 inches falls on
this area. It is estimated that over 75 percent of that amount reaches
the groundwater. This would account for 70,000 to 75,000 acre feet of
recharge per year in the 30 square miles of the Florence dune lands. In
order to maintain the westward flow of water and avoid salt water
intrusion into the aquifer, 22,000 acre feet a year would be non-removable
according to D'Arcy's equation. This would allow for 50,000 acre feet
of possible consumption annually. The present maximum rate of with
drawal from the two City wells is approximately 864,000 (gpd). Newcomb
and Jackson conclude that several tens of million gallons per day can be
used without detrimental effects on the existing water resources. "In
addition, there are great possiblilities for artificial recharging of
the groundwater by routing surface water, which now wastes to the ocean,
into recharge channels and basins in the dunes."

THE LANE COUNTY COASTAL WATER INVESTIGATION

This study, conducted by the Lane County Environmental Health Division
in 1978/79, was designed to advise the County and the local jurisdictions
on an ultimate water supply plan for all of Coastal Lane County, (Dunes
City, Glenada, Florence, and North Florence). The study covered the
present and future water requirements and present use; water supply (all
sources); collection and distribution systems; cost estimates; financing;
and options for future systems. The advisory committee, which was set
up to monitor the results of this study and make recommendations, has
not issued a final recommendation as of this date. The results of this
study indicate that the best source of water for the total area is from
the sand aquifers.
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The Federal "208 Water Quality Grant is expected to be applied to a
study of the water quality and quantity of the North Florence dunal
sheet aqu'fer during the fiscal year 1979/80 and will be carried out by
Lane County on a contract with the Ore90n Department of Environmental
Quality. By usin9 seismic methods and shallow and deep test wells, it
is expected that a more exact understandin9 of the aquifer depths and
limits can be acquired as well as knowledge about the rates and directions
of the water flow in the aquifer. This study should provide some of the
solutions to potential problems outlined in the above study such as:
rate of withdrawal which will have the least effect on the water level
of the lakes; the. vegetative ground cover; the movement of the groundwater
as it relates to possible contamination by septic-tank disposal systems;
possible aquifer recharge areas; and locations for future dril1ings for
municipal water supplies. The study is expected to require one calendar
year for completion and should assist in determining the potential of
the aquifer to supply the long-range needs of the area for a portable
water supply.

WATER PRODUCTION CAPACITY AND STORAGE

The City is presently served by two wells located east of Coast Village
Campground which have a production capacity of 864,000 gallons per day
(600 gpm). The City has had a storage capacity of 750,000 gallons since
1965, when a 500,000 storage tank was built. Both the production and
storage capacity are felt to be inadequate to meet present needs.

The City used a total of 217.8 million gallons of water during 1978/79,
and sold 187.2 million gallons. The difference is accounted for by
flushing procedures which are carried out periodically and municipal
usage. Municipal water consumption has almost doubled in the five years
since 1974 when 114 million gallons were consumed. The average residential
unit consumes 34 cubic feet of water per day during the month of maximum
use. Any water supply must be geared toward the maximum daily usage.
Heceta Water District supplies the balance of the City's.needs during
peak periods of water use.

The storage capacity is reaching a point where to achieve adequate
pressure for fire safety standards it is imperative that an additional
water tank be built before any new large demands can be placed on the
system. A storage site On the large dune west of Oak Street and north
of 35th Street is being contemplated for the installation of a 2,000,000
gallon water storage tank. This will alleviate the immediate storage
need. An elevation of 167 feet is needed for an overflow elevation to
accommodate the area. By providing 2,750,000 gallons of storage, however,
the capacity remains inadequate to supply a three-day supply to meet
peak periods and fire capacity needs.

An additional supply of at least four more wells are also needed which
would produce a total of 2,590,OOO gallons a day to make the City self
SUfficient in their water needs. (Each well produces 300 gpm.)
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HECETA DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY DISTRICT

The City's lines are tied into the Heceta District lines at two points 
on Rhododendron Drive and on Highway 101. The City purchased 30.5
million gallons (4.07 mil.cu.ft.) during fiscal year 1978/79 from Heceta
Water District. The peak amount purchased in anyone month is 10.0
million gallons. Heceta Water District is utilizin9 approximately one
third of their total "allowed drawl! from Clear Lake whicil is located
about one mile northeast of the City limits. The balance of the water
not used by Heceta's present pumping capacity and storage capacity are
not adequate to fill the needs of the City. The development anticipated
within the Heceta Water District boundaries, and allowed by the zoning
of that area, will decrease the amount available to the City in the
future.

Heceta Water District services an area of approximately seventeen (17)
square miles. It has 957 customers and 38 miles of waterlines. The
Heceta storage tanks have a capacity of 1,870,000 gallons. The District
officers estimate that Clear Lake is capable of supplying 730,000,000
gallons per year to service 3,350 customers. The assessed valuation of
the District as of January 1, 1979 was approximately $34 million. The
District had a tax rate of 3.18 per $1,000 in 1978.

The Heceta Water District in Resolution 10-24-77 opposed the extension
of water services by the City into any area encompoassed by its Urban
Service Boundary that is also included within the boundary of the Heceta
Water District. There are areas to the north and east of the City
limits within the Urban Service Area which are not within the Heceta
Water District, however.

The State Water Resources Board's water use policy statements have
established use reservations for municipal use on Clear Lake. Woahink
Lake is the only other coastal lake now designated for domestic water
supply in the mid-coast basin.

WATER SYSTEM INPROVEMENT PROGRAM

The following projects should be incorporated into the City's capital
improvement program.

- new storage reservoir of 2 to 4 million gallons
- additional wells
- additional connections to Heceta Water District
- replacement of 6 inch lines with 8 inch lines where growth is

anticipated
- routine replacement of undersized lines as necessary.

SEWERAGE FACILITIES

EXisting Plant: The City's present treatment plant is located on Rhodo
dendron Drive and discharges into the main stem of the Siuslaw River at
Mile 4.2 No domestic use withdrawal is located downstream from the
discharge point. BOD and SS concentrations are monitored and required
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not to exceed 20/20 in summer and 30/30 iA winter. The treatment plant
has just been expanded but only has capacity for a few years growth.
The consulting firm at Parametrix has just done a facilities study and
plan. The plan has determined that the existing plant can be expanded
to provide treatment for a peak population of 17,515. This is the
projected 2000 population. The plant has been selected as a regional
receiving station for wastes from septic tanks and campgrounds in the
Oregon coastal region between Reedsport and Yachats.

Collection System: The existing sanitary sewer system is shown on the
accompanying map. The Parametrix study showed that the pressure main on
Rhododendron Drive has additional capacity, while the older part of the
system is at or near capacity in several places. A grant has been
received for planning service extensionsi this will be a important
determinant in phasing future development.

Other Plants: The Pier Point Inn and Driftwood Shores have secondary
treatment plants which discharge into the estuary. The Pier Point Inn
is located in Glenada on the south side of the river. Driftwood Shores
is located at Heceta Beach, within the Urban Service Boundary.

Drainage: The hydrology of the area is complex and influenced by the
sand dune movements. The principal drainage channel is the Siuslaw
River. Munsel Creek is the major local sub-drainage channel. The
accompanying map indicates the approximate drainage area boundaries in
the planning area.

No master plan for storm sewers and drainageways has been developed to
provide drainage networks for the Florence Area. Curbs, gutters, catch
basins and subsurface piping are needed in developed areas. The Soil
Conservation District has preliminary plans for developing a drainage
system for the area within the Urban Service Boundary.

SOLID WASTE

County Solid Waste Disposal Site: The regional sanitary land fill
located on Rhododendron Drive within the City limits is the only dis
posal site for residents of Lane County within the Coastal Subarea.
This operation is manned and the refuse is compacted and covered daily.
During the hours of operation lThursday through Monday, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m',J an attendant is on duty. Private garbage collection service is
offered in the area for a contractual fee. The collectors pay a fee for
the use of the sanitary landfill site. Individuals who haul their own
refuse to the site do not pay a fee.

The Director of Lane County's Solid Waste Division estimates that the
current site will be sufficient for another 12 to 15 years. The County
should be making plans and acquiring land for an alternate site which
will meet the environmental requirements and provide for maximum citizen
convenience through their Solid Waste Management Plan.
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Sludge from private septic tanks and waste disposal facilities is
currently being disposed of at the site. The projected regional
Sewerage Facility in Florence is being designed to accommodate this type
of waste and is expected to be completed within the next 4 to 5 years.

Further efforts should be made to recycle solid waste materials and
assure adequate safeguards for the disposal of inert and hazardous waste
materials. The Solid Waste Management Plan for Lane County was approved
by DEQ; August 10, 1973.

PUBLIC SERVICES

Fire Protection: There are two fire protection organizations that
provlde protection within the Florence Area. These are City of Florence
Fire Department and the Siuslaw Rural Fire District.

Florence Volunteer Fire Department: The City of Florence has a fire
lnsurance rating of "3 li which is a favorable rating t and is supported by
the following equipment: a 500 g.p.m. pumper with 300 gallon tank, a
750 g.p.m. pumper with a 500 gallon tank, a 350 gallon tanker with a
1,250 g.p.m. pump, a 1,250 g.p.m. pumper (1,975); and an equipment
truck.
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ANNUAL ACTIVITY REPORT FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1978

Number of calls where equipment was used
Calls without equipment being used
Average of men on each call
Total man hours on alarms
Man hours on drill and training
Man hours on truck, equipment and

maintenance repair
Man hours on fire hall maintenance

and repair

45
11
14

455
1,200

750

272
2,222

Nearly 1 1/4 miles of hose were used during fires and wash downs. More
than 1 1/4 miles of hose were used on drills and testing.

The Siuslaw No.1 Rural Fire District: The Siuslaw No. 1 Rural Fire
District serves an area from the County line in the south to Lily Lake
on the north. Its eastward extension is generally three to five miles
from the Pacific, except along the Siuslaw. There, it extends about
one-half mile past Tiernan. Both Siuslaw No. 1 and the Florence Fire
Department belong to the Southwestern Oregon Mutual Aid Association,
headquartered in North Bend. Each District's equipment and personnel
are available on-call to nearby districts who are faced with a fire
beyond the home district's capacity to control. Both the Florence and
the Siuslaw No.1 Rural Fire departments will respond automatically to a
fire in a public facility. This District also has a working arrangement
with the Western. Lane Forest Protective Association (headquartered in
Veneta) Whereby the equipment and personnel of each is available to the
other in certain circumstances. One truck belonging to the West Lane
District is kept in a Siuslaw No. 1 station and at least during the
summer, one or two West Lane men are stationed on the Coast.

Police: Police protection in the Florence Area consists of five Oregon
Sta te Po1ice Offi cers Ci ncl udi ng one Fishand Game Officer), fi ve Lane
County Sheriff's Deputies, and six City of Florence Police officers.
Only one officer from .each police force is on duty at anyone time. The
State and County officers patrol from the Lincoln County line to the
Douglas County line and east to the Linslaw area. Each force is generally
considered to be undermanned by at least one or two officers. The three
police stations are tied together on a single communications system.

According to the County Coastal Subarea plan, the Lane County Sheriff is
seeking to increase patrol services to the Subareas to meet present and
anticipated needs. Additional growth in the area will require a greater
level of police protection. The U.S. Coast Guard provide protection for
water traffic on the estuary and outSide the bar.
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Library: The Florence Public Library has an inventory of approximately
12,OOQlvolumes. This number is supplemented through intergovernmental
library loans through the Oregon State Library, the Lane Council of
Librarians, and through a pilot project, the Lane/Douglas Library Region.

The Library, tax supported by the City of clarence and by fees collected
from non-residents, is an educational, informational, and recreational
center for local citizens. Area residents outside the City limits may
obtain a library card for a nominal fee. A Library Board is responsible
for library policy. An organization of local residents. liThe Friends of
the Florence Library" actively supports sr.ecia1 1ibrary projects and a
lecture series, the "Florence Folk Forum. I The Library also works
closely with various citizens groups in support of the arts, such as the
Florence Arts Council and the Arts and Crafts Association.

A major concern during the planning period will be the continued develop
ment of responsive interlibrary loan systems. Problems created by
dependence upon interlibrary loans should be limited by formal loan
agreements, delivery systems, and the development of a regional union
catalog.

The Library is located in the north portion of City Hall. Population
growth of the area will require additional space and facilities to
accommodate the rapidly increasing usuage of library services. The need
to provide more space for services furnished by City Hall is also expected
to require that the library be relocated to a readily accessible site
during the planning period. Building design should consider the multi
faceted nature of library service and include facilities for library and
related programs. Adequate space and parking should also be considered.

Schools: The Florence area schools are operated by School District 97J.
The District serves the area north to Big Creek and south to the Douglas
County line and includes the North Fork Valley of the Siuslaw River,
part way up the Siuslaw Valley to Mapleton, the Canary Road, Maple Creek
and Fiddle Creek areas and Dunes City. Children are brought to school
from these areas by 11 buses.

The three elementary schools, middle school and high school are all
located within the City limits. Kindergarten was added to the school
system in the 1977 school year. Enrollment figures for the District for
the past ten years indicate a steady growth despite the falling birth
rate and the increase in the percentage of retirees to the total popu
lation of the area. Kindergarten through 12 enrollment figures for
197B/79 were: .

Kindergarten 99
One 129
Two 1DB
Three 111
Four 123
Fi ve 97
Six 107
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Seven 133
Eight 97
Nine 126
Ten 117
Eleven 107
Twelve 98

TOTAL 1,452

The Sius1aw Elementary School, a 28-room facility, is serving 447 students
in grades K, 1 to 3. The building, located off Highway 101 between 6th
and 7th Streets, was constructed in 1948 and is in fair condition. The
School 80ard has indicated they plan to construct new facilities to
house these grades at the Rhododendron School by 1985.

The Rhododendron Elementary School, constructed 1n 1963, is located at
22nd and Oak Streets. It has ten classrooms and serves students in
grades four and five. The school site is considered adequate to meet
future needs and will accommodate the addition of needed classrooms to
replace those at Siuslaw Elementary School.

The Sius1aw Middle School on Quince Street, serves grades six, seven and
eight and has an enrollment of 337 students. This building was con
structed in 1951 for use as a high school and is in good condition. It
has the capacity to meet anticipated student enrollments for the next
several years.

The Upper Elementary School on Quince Street is part of the elementary
complex of K-3. It is· anticipated that this facility will be used
exclusively for school administration in the future.

The Sius1aw High School was constructed in 1968 and is located at Oak
and 30th Streets. It is located on the north end of the same tract of
land as the Rhododendron Elementary School. The 24-c1assroom facility
is now serving 448 students. No additions to this school are anti
cipated at this time and the site is adequate to meet projected needs.
All of the schools are served by gymnasiums.

The School District property consists of approximately 116.12 acres.
The total assessed value of the District was $153,146,113.00 in 1979.
It had a tax rate of $12.17 per $1,000.

Sfus1aw Area Skills Center: The Lane Community College was given a 20
acre site north of the High School on Oak Street to develop the Sius1aw
Area Skill Center. This facility was built in 1976 and has sufficient
land to expand beyond the expected needs of the planning period.

The Skills Center has no plans for expansion of their facilities other
than a small service building. Schools and public buildings are used
for the overflow of students which cannot be accommodated by the present
facilities. The Center has had an average enrollment during the past
three years of 350 students per term or a total of about 1,000 students
enrolled per year.
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The Center employs around 40 people in any given term. Approximately
100 individuals are on the payroll for at least one term during the
school year. The Center spends over $100,000 in the community each
year.

MEDICAL SERVICES

HOS~ital: The Western Lane Hospital is located on 12th Street between
Map e and Nopa1 Streets on 3.0270 acres. The hospital, which was built
in 1956, is partially supported by the Western Lane Hospital District
which covers the Florence, Mapleton, Deadwood, and Swisshome areas. The
District had an assessed value of $189,360,109 and a tax rate of $ .50
per $1,000 in 1978.

The 47 bed facility serves local as well as regional needs. It is
served by a staff of 6 local doctors who are in general practice, 1
surgeon, 3 radiol09Y consultants, 3 pathology consultants.

Major facilities provided by the hospital include 24 medical-surgical
beds, labor and delivery room, operating room, coronary care units,
laboratory. diagnostic x-ray, physical therapy, inhalation therapy,
ambulance service, emergency room, and a 23 bed skilled nursing facili.ty.

It is estimated that the present grounds can accommodate additional
expansion. About half of the property is being used at present. At
some point during the planning period of 20 years, it is anticipated
that a new hospital building will be needed. A decision on whether to
relocate the total facility might be necessary at that time.

Other Medical Services: The Florence survey taken in October, 1978,
indicated that 82 percent of those responding, go to another city for
all of their specialized medical care, and 38 percent go to another city
for their hospital care. In addition to the above doctors, three
optometrists and 5 dentists are located in Florence. The Siuslaw Care
Center. a private' facility located at 1951 - 21st Street, provides
nursing care for 91 elderly and developmentally disabled individuals.
The Department of Human Resources operates a health clinic at the County
Annex.

COMMUN ICATION

The City is served by three newspapers which report local news, The
Siuslaw ~, the Coos ~ World and The Eugene Register-Guard. In
add,tlon, two PortiilrUf newspapers are delivered in the area.

The Florence Cable TV supplies TV cable service to customers in this
area. The company operates under a franchise granted by the City.

The telephone company, Pacific Northwest 8ell, also operates under a
franchise agreement with the City.

A lDD,DOD watt FM station was authorized by the FCC in 1977. Currently,
three applicants are trying to gain the license to operate in Florence.
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PLANNING, ZONING, AND SUBDIVISION

The City has an adopted subdivision ordinance, zoning ordinance, and
building code. A planning commission, site review committee, planning
and building department and staff provide services to the public.

TRANSPORTATION

HighWats: Florence is served by two state highways--Oregon Coast High
way 1~ which extends from Washington to California, and Highway 126,
beginning in the City and extending through Eugene to Eastern Oregon.
With the exception of Rhododendron Drive and 35th Street, which serves
the community of Heceta Beach to the northwest, all other roads within
Florence are local streets.

Highway 101 divides the City throughout its length. Beginning at the
north end of the two-lane Siuslaw Bridge and extending for about 5,000
feet to 12th Street, the Highway is a four-lane facility. (In 1976, as
many as 13,100 vehicles traveled this section daily. During the tourist
season, traffic loads increased by 30 percent or more. Highway 101,
north of 13th Street, is a two-lane road bordered by commercial, industrial,
and residential development which is primarily dependent on the highway
for access. Although the traffic loads are less than in the central
city, the congestion hazards are greater. In 1976, the average daily
figures on Highway 101 north of Route 126 progressively decreased from
10,400 to 4,700 at the northern city limits and to 3,900 north of Heceta
Beach Road.

To accommodate the anticipated future traffic loads generated by com
munity growth and increasing tourist travel, past discussions included
such highway alternatives to Highway 101 as the construction of (1) an
easterly bypass, and (.2) a westerly highway skirting the City. Pro
posals for bypasses have been vigorously opposed by the community.

Therefore, to reduce congestion and traffic hazards along Highway 101
and to strengthen the future image of this major coastal route, the City
should support the U.S. Highway 101 improvem&nt project which is included
in the Oregon Department of Transportation Six-Year Highway Improvement
Program for Region 3. The widening project should begin at 9th Street
and continue beyond the vicinity of the Heceta Beach Road Junction to
the north.

As is the case with any highway-widening program, the construction of
this route to an approximately 100 foot right-of-way will cause the
demolition amd relocation of a number of commercial and light industrial
establishments and residential structures. Every effort should be made
to:

1. Ensure that certain critical highway improvements be imple
mented at an early date.

2. Require setbacks for all new developments so as not infringe
upon the future right-of-way of Highway 101.
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The proposed widening and improvement of Highway 101 will provide four
traffic lanes, a turning lane, sidewalk. utility easement and shoulder.
Elimination of the Oregon Coast Bicycle path from this stretch of road
(from 9th Street to 37th Streetl,and relocating the bike path on Oak
Street would eliminate the taking of as much property for the right
of-way, provide a safer route for bicycle riders, and provide a bike
path for the students at the local schools.

Impact of orainave: It is estimated that 22 acres of the highway right
of-way will be c eared and grubbed; of this amount, nearly all, 21.5
acres, will be paved. Most of the run-off will be diverted to Munsel
Creek near its mouth.

Bus Transportation: The lIGreen Bus ll was discontinued in 1979, which
provided transportation from Florence to Eugene twice a week. This
service was stopped when the number of bus patrons dropped to the point
where it was no longer feas i b1e to opera te the bus. .

The Greyhound Bus Company provides three buses each way, north and
south, on Highway 101 daily. A bus shelter was constructed in 1979 at
21st Street and Highway 101 for passengers using the north-south inter
city bus travel.

Rail: The Southern Pacific Company operates a line which extends from
Eugene to Coos Bay. The track is in poor repair at the present time.
The possibility exists that spur tracks could be constructed to possible
industrial sites in the area outside the City limits near Cushman or on
the south side of the river near the South Slough. No passenger service
is provided.

M: A taxi operates within the City on a fr.nchise agreement.

Air Service: Mahlon Sweet Airport in Eugene serves L.ne County with
four major airlines: United, Hughes Air West, Western .nd Air Oregon.
Airports .re also located at L.keside, North Bend .nd Newport.

Transport.tion for the Elderly: L.ne County Senior Services provides
tr.nsportation services to those senior citizens who .re un.b1e to
drive. This service is coordin.ted through the Senior Services Office
.t the Courthouse Annex. Tr.nsport.tion is also supplied to the elderly
nutrition meal site .t the Senior Booster Center.

Western L.ne Hospital provides ambulance service in Western Lane County.
The service is provided by individuals with emergency medical training.

Master Ro.d Plan: Historically, many of the City's streets developed in
an uncoordinated way. E.rly plats h.ve small blocks with many streets
which have never been developed. Some of these streets have been vacated
by the City, the land being returned to private owners. Consideration to
dedicating these areas for greenways, p.thways, open space, or future
utility rights-of-way should be given before vacating them.
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The City had 20 miles of streets and 226 tntersections in 1975. Many of
these streets remain in an unpaved condition. Local improvement districts
are used to bring these streets up to City improved street standards.

The accompanying road plan map, in conjunction with the road classifi
cation system below ;s intended to provide for orderly development of
roads in the City and within the Urban Service Area. This plan must be
implemented through the City1s subdiv;·sion ordinance and capital improve
ment program. Coordination with Lane County is essential.

Street Classification

Primary Arterials:
U.S. Highway 101
State Highway 126

Secondary Arterials:
Rhododendron Drive
Munse1 Lake Road
North Fork Road
Heceta Beach Road

Right-of-Way Width

variable

60 feet

Paving Width

variable

42 feet

50 feet

Collectors: 50-60 feet
Oak Street
Spruce Street
9th Street
35th Street
42nd Street

CHwy. 101 to Munsel Rd.)
42nd Street

CHwy. 101 to Rhododendron Dr.)

Feeders: 50-60 feet
Airport Road &West 15th St.
Kingwood Street
Bay Street
Second and Quince Streets
lBth Street CW. and E.)
25th CEo of Hwy. 101)
27th CW.)

Local: (all others)

34-42 feet

34 feet

34 feet

Airport: The City has adopted an airport master plan to guide future
development and operation of the airport. Of particular concern in
this plan are the effects of the airport on neighboring land uses.

Airport Approach: An approach zone is established which limits height
of potentia' obstructions and provides a clear zone at each end of the
runway. The City should purchase property in private ownership in the
South clear zone and County property which falls in the approach zone to
the north. If the property which lies to the north cannot be purchased,
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an easement or agreement should be secured from the County. An easement
or agreement should also be secured from the County for the clear zone
on the east side of Kingwood Street which falls to the west of the low
cost housing project. Lane County will need an airport obstructon
ordinance similar to Florence.

Sound Contours: The Airport Master Plan shows where noise levels are
predicted to be higher than can tolerated by certain uses such as residential.
Industrial uses, open space, and public uses are designated in this plan
to provide a buffer.

Other Considerations: 12th Street should not be opened and the remaining
portion of this right-of-way should be retained for a utility easement
only, since traffic and traffic lights along this route would interfere
with the approach zone. Light industrial zoning of the 40 acres in
which the County sanitary landfill falls would be compatible with the
airport master plan. The Florence City Council has agreed to set aside
money from the sale of industrial land near the airport for local matching
funds for improvements recommended in the Airport Master Plan.

Airport Operations: From July 1, 1978, through January 24, 1979, the
tOtal average daily activities count was 22.77 daily or a total of 4,244
operations. This would average 8,300 operations per year.
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X. Physical Environment and Land Use Cons~raints

GENERAL

Climate: The annual rainfall in Florence averages 72.2 inches per
year. The highest recorded rainfall during the last 22 years for any
three month period was for November, December, 1973, and January,
1974, when 60.85 inches were recorded. The highest rainfall for ~
one year since 1957 was 98.11 inches in 1968 and the lowest was 43.75
inches in 1976. The highest rainfall for ~ one month since 1957
was 26.03 for November, 1973. Approximately 911Percent of the annual
average rainfall occurs between October 1. and May 31. leaving the
summer months relatively dry. Summer rains consist of light rainstorms
or IIdrizzle. 1I

The lowest average monthly temperature ;s February, with 42.6 degrees
Fahrenheit. The highest average monthly temperature ;s August, with
61 degrees Fahrenheit. The average annual temperature is 51.8 degrees
Fahrenheit. The maximum temperature recorded in 1975 was 93 degree F
on September 4, and the minimum was 24 degrees F on January 4. The
climate is defined as temperature oceanic and is largely controlled
by marine air masses·which move inland from the ocean.

The prevailing winds are generally from the south and southwest
during the winter, then gradually reversing to the north and northwest
in the summer. late fall, winter. and early spring rains are the
result of warm, moist marine air masses encountering the higher
relief and relatively cooler land surface. The air masses are forced
to ascend and the resultant cooling intensifies the rainfall to about
60 to 90 inches annually throughout this coastal region. Snow and
heavy freezing are rare. In the warmer months a narrow coastal fog
belt often occurs.

TopO~raphY: The topography of the Florence Area is gener.lly fairly
leve. The major exception is the area on the eastern rim of the Urban
Service Boundary, southeast of Munsel Lake, which rises fairly abruptly
from 160 to 400 feet evaluation in a distance of about 400 feet. The
ground elevation within the majority of the Florence Area ranges from
sea level to about 80 feet. Generally the slopes do not exceed ten
percent; however, the leeward or advancing slope dunes may reach a slope
of over 45 percent. There are several exceptional cases of stabilized
dunes which reach elevations of 60 feet, or more, above the immediate
surrounding area.

Vegetation: The mild winters and dry summers of the region give ever
green conifers the advantages over other tupes of vegetat~on and contribute
to the enormous productivity of the forests which surround the Florence
area. The forests are predominantly Douglas Fir; however, Sitka-Spruce
occupies the narrow zone along the coast and Western Red Cedar and the
Western Hemlock are also associated with the area, especially in the older
stands with wetter conditions. Red Alder frequently colonizes in
open areas until being displaced by the evergreen conifers.

Shorepine is the predominant species found in the Florence area.
Rhododendrons, huckleberry, salal, manzanita wax mYrtle and scotchbroom
are also common in the area.
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A. Natural Resources

AGRICULTURE

Agricultural capability was inventoried, using the land use survey
prepared by L-COG in 1976 and the soils interpretations by the Soil
Conservation Service. The land use survey contained no land in agri
cultural use within the urban service boundary. Soil interpretations
are summarized below.

AGRICULTURAL CAPABILITY

Soil Type

Brallier
Dunal Sand
Heceta
Wes tport
Yaquina
Netarts
Bohannon
Preacher/
Bohannon/
Sl ickrock

Ratin9

IV w
VIII e
IV w
VI e
IV w
VI e
VI e
VI e

Crops

Pas ture
None
Pasture
Pasture
Pasture
None
None
None

Although some of the soils in the area have a Class IV rating, this is
qualified with the problems of wetness and potential erosion. Use of
this land as pasture would require stripping the existing vegetation,
which is composed of a wide variety of trees, shrubs and brush. In
general, this land cannot support agricultural use due to the instabi
lity of the duna1 sands When existing vegetation is disturbed.

FORESTRY

Forest lands were inventoried, using the L-COG land use survey and the
soil interpretations by the Soil Conservation Service. The land use
survey showed no timber lands within the Urban Service Area. The soils
data, however, showed some areas with forest potential.

FORESTLANO CAPABILITY

Wood1 and
Windbreak Wil dl ife Site

Soil Type Tree Sped es Perfonnance Habita t Index----
Brallier none none good none
Dunal Sand none none very poor none
Heceta Willow/Myrtle/Shore- fair poor none

pine
Westport Sitka Spruce fair poor none
Yaquina Sitka Spruce/Douglas fair fair - (115 est.)

Fir
Netarts Sitka Spruce/Shore- fair fair 30 (125-135 est.)

pine/Douglas Fir
Bohannon Douglas Fir poor good 3 (138)
Preacher/ Douglas Fir/Hemlock poor good 2 (155-182)
80hannon/
Slickrock
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Commercial Forestry: Only the area south of Munsel Lake and east of
Munsel Lake Road has commercial timber. This is a steep ridge which
faces west. toward the City. This area should be protected for either
commercial or urban forestry uses.

Urban Forestry: The majority of the Florence area has either open sand
Or a mixture of various tree species, shrubs and brush. These areas are
not particularly good for windbreaks or wildlife habitat. The main
value of the vegetation is for sand stabilization, urban buffers and
open space.

OPEN SPACES. SCENIC ANO HISTORIC AREAS. ANO NATURAL RESOURCES

Cultural Areas: Although the area did have a population of Indians in
the early days. no specific sites of importance within the planning area
have been identified.

Historic Areas: The waterfront district adjacent to the Port of Siuslaw
1S an historic area. Historic buildings include the Florence Grade
School. Callison Building. Florence lOOF Lodge hall. the Kyle Building
and the following homes: John Bergman, Kennedy-Johnson, and Severy.
The preceeding are listed in the Statewide Inventory of Historic Sites
and Buildings.

Natural Areas: Areas identified as important habitats are largely the
ones ldentified as estuary and shorelands.

Open Space: There exists considerable publicly-owned open space which
1S 1nventoried in the Recreation and Land Use-Public Sections. The
estuary and shorelands as well as the lands which cannot be developed
due to poor soils. contribute to provision of open space. The City
maintains an 80 acre reserve where its wells are located.

There are several devices, which are used to preserve open space. These
include estuary and shorelands overlay zones, other open space overlay
zones, restrictive covenants on private cluster developments. and dedication
of parkland to the City.

Scenic Areas: Scenic areas are numerous. Of particular value are the
points of shoreland access wnich are shown on the shorelands and estuary
map.

Mineral Resources: No known aggregate or mineral resources are found in
the area with the exception of the large quantitities of dune sand.
Policies and recommendations regarding sand removal are set forth in
Part I.

SIUSLAW ESTUARY

Inventory:

NOTE: This inventory is largely a summary of the Wilsey and Ham
Coastal Resource Inventory. Additional Information is included
as noted.
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The City of Florence, (including the Urban Service Area), is situated at
the mouth of the Sius1aw River and borders the river from the mouth to
River Mile 6. Due to the very significant present and future economic
as well as environmental benefits derived from the river, the City is
vitally affected by and concerned with the water quality of the river,
the protection of its vital resources, and the protection of appropriate
areas for future development.

The Sius1aw Estuary was classified a Shallow-draft Development Estuary
in the Estuarine Classification system. This classification allows and
requires development management units in appropriate urban areas to
support the economic requirements of the locality and for non-dependent
urban needs in areas not needed for water-dependent uses.

1. Physical Characteristics

,

a. Sius1aw Estuary Physical Description

Channel and Jetty: The Sius1aw channel is authorized by
COngress and mafritained by the U.S. Corps of Engineers at a
depth of 16 feet by 200 feet wide, with additional widening at
the bends, from the entrance channel to RM 5.5. The entrance
channel is authorized at 18 feet deep by 300 feet wide from
deep water in the ocean to a point 1,500 feet inside the outer
end of the present north jetty. A turnin9 basin 16 feet deep
and 400 feet wide by 600 feet long, is located opposite the
Port of Sius1aw dock at Florence. From RM 5.5 to RM 16.5 the
authorized depth is 12 feet by 150 feet. Overdred9ing is
allowed to insure channel depths are maintained between
maintenance operations. The river is navigable to RM 19.

The north jetty is authorized at 7,500 feet and the south
jetty is authorized at 5,700 feet. The proposed extension
project which the Corps of Engineers has approved, would
extend the north jetty 2,000 feet and the south jetty 2,500
feet (to the 30 foot ocean contour depth).

Dimensions: According to the Division of State Lands (1973)
the estimated surface area of the estuary is 2,245 acres (MHT)
and 1,489 acres (MLT). Tidelands are extensive upstream from
Florence but nearly nonexistent in the lower section of the
estuary. There are 756 acres of tidelands. 8y 1973, 40.63
acres of submersible lands had been filled. There are 1,458
acres of saltmarsh.

The drainage area covers an area of 790 square miles which
consists of 91 percent forest land, four percent cropland, one
percent rangeland and 4 percent of others. Total length of
the river is 117.9 miles to the South Fork of the Sius1aw,
which makes it the 10ngest in the mid-coast basin. Its major
tributary is the North Fork of the Sius1aw at RM 6.3. The
North Fork has a length of 25.8 miles and drains 65 square
miles. The elevations of the river range from sea level to
3,000 feet.
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The surface area of the estuary makes it eighth in size on the
Oregon Coast, but fifth in drainage area.

In comparing the Coast and Geodetic Survey maps for 1887 and
1971 for the area downriver from R.M.9, it is apparent that
the surface area (and tidelands) have increased a great deal,
perhaps by 30 percent.

Water depths of the estuary are shallow, ranging from 23 feet
MSL average depth at the throat to an average lagoon depth
below MSL of 7 feet. The navigation channel is dredged to a
depth of 16 feet.

The river yields 2,300,000 acre feet of fresh water annually.
The normal flow of the river at its mouth is estimated at
3,150 cfs. Extreme flows were recorded on January 27. 1970 at
32.300 cfs and August 30 and 31. 1970 at 70 cfs.

Tidal Influence: Tide water reaches to between RM 22.5 and 26
and to RM 6.9 of the North Fork of the Siuslaw. The mean tide
range is 5.2 feet with a mean diurnal range of 6.9 feet and an
extreme range of 11.0 feet .

•
The tidal prism (the total amount of water that flows into the
estuary and out again with the movement of the tide) is
estimated to be 276,000.000 cubic feet with a diurnal range of
366.000.000 cubic feet.

b. Water Characteristics

Salinity: This varies according to season. In January and
May, the estuary is classified as a two~layered system with
freshwater overlaying the denser salt water. During low tide
in January~ (when river flow is highest), freshwater has been
recorded throughout the estuary as far downstream as River
Mile 3. The estuary is classified as partially-mixed in
March, and well-mixed in October. The salinity of the estuary
varies, then from a maximum of 35 parts per thousand (pure.
seawater) to less than one part per thousand (freshwater)
depending on the influences of tide and flow of freshwater.
During the winter. salinity values are typically less than 20
parts per thousand over the entire estuary, except at the
mouth. During the summer, the lower and middle reaches have
salinity values near 30 parts per thousand.

Temperature: During the winter both the freshwater and
seawater have low temperatures, so the entire estuary is cold.
During the summer, the freshwater flow is greater than 20
degrees F so the temperature varies from a low at the river
mouth to a high at the upper reach.
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Dissolved Oxygen: The dissolved oxygen levels remain near
saturatlon during the winter months, but periodically
approach 6 mg/l in the middle and upper reaches during the
summer. This is probably due to a combination of warmer
temperatures, low freshwater flows and oxygen uptake by
tidal flats.

Coliforms: Coliform counts often exceed OEQ standards for
estuary waters (240 coliforms/100 mls). This occurs through
out the bay. The source is apparently agricultural runoff
or possible sewage failures.

The following table sUlTIllarizes the above factors. and others
which describe water quality.

WATER QUALITY DATA SUMMARY

Lower Reach Middle Reach
(RM 0-4) (RM 4-8)

Parameter Winter S.umner Winter Summer

Salinity H-tl H M-L H
Temperature L L L L-M
PH H H H M
Turbidity L L L-M L-M
BoD L L L L
Do H H-M H H-M

c. Substrate

From the Highway 101 bridge downstream to the mouth, large
quantities of sand are deposited within the river. Sources
of this sand deposition include littoral drift from the
ocean, and windblown sand from the surrounding dunes.
These sands make for a uniform substratum throughout the
width of the river.

Above the Highway 101 bridge, the tidal and sub-tidal areas
outside the channel are primarily composed of fine silts
mixed with sands, and is considered mud substrate. Muds
occur from the Highway 101 bridge upriver to Cox Island,
and up the North Fork.

2. Biology

a. Benthic Flora and Fauna

Other than micro-organisms, seaweed and eelgrass are the
main types of benthic flora. Areas with significant algae
growth have been mapped; within the planning area, these
are: along the north shore from Canary Hill for approximately
one mile, and the tideflats between the highway 101 bridge,
and the North Fork. A large eelgrass bed is also located
in the mudflats between the Highway 101 bri.dge and the
North Fork.
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No quantitative survey of fauna (other than clams and
crabs) has been done. Location of fisheries and other
biological information is shown on the Estuary and Shore
lands Map.

b. Fish and Wildlife Species

A wide variety of fish can be found in
are listed in the accompanying table.
following shellfish are found:

the estuary. These
In addition, the

soft-shell clam
1ittleneck clam
gaper clam
piddoc (rock oyster)
irus clam

battic clam
sea mussel
dungeness crab
ghost shrimp
mud shrimp

At present the estuary is closed to commercial harvesting
of shellfish due to high coliform bacteria counts.

Key wildlife areas are shown on the accompanying map.
These are not considered "significant areas,1t but they play
an important role in the life history of certain species.

- On the north side of the north jetty, seals are regularly
seen feeding in the waters. Because of the good
accessibility, it offers an excellent opportunity for
human observation.

The northwest shoreline of Canary Hill is commonly
used as a seal haul-out, according to Hutchinson.
This is an area of easy access to land from the water
with minimal disturbance from humans.

c. Shorebi rd Habitats

Approximately 200 whistling swans winter at the Siuslaw
estuary. The swans feed on the north tideflats, between
the Highway 101 bridge and the North Fork.

Aquatic birds including great blue herons, bald eagle,
osprey, and band-tailed pidgeons are in the area, but nest
on the south/shore and in the more remote areas.

In general the marshes and tidelands are habitats for
migrating and resident shorebirds.

d. Recreational Fishing

Clamming and crabbing areas are shown on the accompanying
map. A majority of the boat angling trips were made below
the Highway 101 bridge. Of all shore angling trips, 75
percent were in the jetty area. The most often caught fish
were:
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By Boat Number On Shore Number

staghorn sculpin 1,209 redtail surfperch 9,089
starry flounder 336 pil e perch 5,100
redtail surfperch 313 stag horn sculpin 4,011
shiner perch 180 shiner perch 3,287

pacific/herring 2,695
stripped seaperch 2,041
starry flounder 1,410
Buffalo sculpin 1,202

e. Estuarine Wetlands

The Siuslaw estuary contains 756 acres of tidef1ats and
approximately 1,458 acres of marshlands. The estuary contains
one of the largest and most diverse marsh expanses in the
coastal zone. These are shown on the Estuarine Wetlands Map.

f. Fish and Shellfish Spawning Areas

Marshlands (and mudflats) provide essential spawning and
nursery grounds for fish, crustaceans and other marine life.
No particular fish spawning areas were noted within the
Florence Urban Service Boundary.

g. Significant Natural Areas

There are no significant natural areas found within the Florence
Urban Service Boundary.

h. Commercial Aquaculture

The DOMSEA Company has an aquaculture operation located approxi
mately 2/3 miles from the river mouth on the'North bank.

3. Socioeconomic Characteristics

Economic Im~ortance: The estuary is essential to the economy of
~'orence an the surrounding area as a fisheries resource, for
sport fishing and boating, as a means of transportation for the
timber industry, and as a scenic attraction for tourists. (See
Economy Chapter.)

Land Uses and Man-Made Alterations: Present uses and development
of the estuary within the Florence area include:

- Navigation channel used by tug and barge traffic, commercial
fishing and sport fi,shing trips.

City dock and mini-park east of Highway 101 bridge.

- Moorage facilities: Coast Guard Station docks at RM 1.9; Bay
Bridge Marina at RM 4.8; Port of Siuslaw Holiday Harbor at RM
5.2; and Waterland Storage and RV Park Marina at RM 5.3.
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- Laundary
and ramp

I
facilities and ramp at/Siuslaw Pacific
at Waterland Marina.

moorage

,,
_ Treated sewerage outfall at RM 0.1 from Driftwood Shores

Condominium and at RM 4.2 from the Florence sewerage
treatment plant.

- Communication lines west of the Highway 101 bridge.

Rip rap at reasonable locations within this segment of
the river.

- Highway 101 bridge at RM S.

- Electric transmission lines at RM 6.1 and RM 7.3 upstream
from the bridge.

- Highway 126 bridge at the North Fork of the Siuslaw.

- Jetties at river mouth.

- Port fac i1 i ti es nea r "01 d Town. II

The following developments have been proposed:

- The Port of Siuslaw has proposed a small boat basin
(Harbor of Refuge) be constructed near the mouth of the
river. The proposed location is a 15 acre tidal flat,
located at approximately RM 0.5, adjacent to the north
jetty. The proposed basin would have a capacity of
approximately 75 commercial boats, 250 sport boats, and
10 transient commercial boats. A launching ramp and
other support services are expected to locate at the
basin. (See schematic drawing in appendices).

- A fishing pier is proposed for the south bank of the
river at RM 1.3 for use by pedestrians. This project is
being cooperatively sponsored by Lane County and the Port
of Siuslaw.

- The proposed jetty extension would extend the jetties to
the 30 foot contour depth.

Public Access: In addition to the moorages and City dock listed
above are the County Harbor Vista Park; and the State owned jetty
area. Present access appears to be adequate. Ninety-three percent
of those answering the Ci ty' s citi zen survey favored reta ini ng all
present access to the river and ocean beaches. .

Historical or Archaeological Sites: (See Open Space, above.)
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Existing Transportation Systems: The major transportation systems
affecting the estuary are Highway 126 which runs along the north
shore of the estuary from Florence to Mapleton and the Port and
navigation channel. (See Transportation, Economy Chapters.)

Waterfront Communities: A historic, unique and scenic waterfront
district is located between Highway 101, the Port of Sius1aw property
and extending to the school district property in the north and
east. This area contains many of the oldest buildings in the City.
This waterfront area provides access to the estuary in an urban
context and is a tourist area with shops and restaurants. This use
is protected and encouraged through the adoption of a waterfront
zoning district. (See Land Use-Waterfront.)

Transportation:

Dredge Spoils Disposal

The single mcst important impact on the estuary is the dredging of
the navigation channel and depositing of dredge spoils. The roles
of the various agencies involved fn this are as follows:

Port of Siuslaw - provides sites for dredge spoil disposal.

Lane County - land use planning for estuary with the City; participating
with the Port and the City of Florence to develop a dredge waste
disposal plan.

City of Florence - land use planning for estuary with the County;
participating with the Port and Lane County to develop a dredge
waste disposal plan.

Army Corps of Engineers - responsible for actual dredging operation.

Division of State Lands - issues permits for dredges and fills.

State and Federal Resource Agencies - review proposed projects for
impacts on fish and wildlife, water and land resources.

Four dredge spoils sites have been designated within the Urban
Service Boundary. Two are located on or adjacent to the Port of
Siuslaw property. Site 19 is a previously used site, which will be
filled to capacity in the winter of 19BO maintenance dredging. As
this land is leased to Waterland Marina and Storage, it will not
be available for future use. Site 19A, located directly to the
north, is provided for future use. Although the site is needed for
future dredging of the Florence and North Fork schools, it should
be noted that the site has not been approved by the State and
Federal resource agencies and cannot be used until an acceptable
mitigation plan is developed. The remaining two sites are the
north jetty beach and the interdunal area east of the beach.
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4.

Site 19A - This is a hi9h salt marsh located near RM 5.1. The site
is needed because of the lack of upland sites in the area of the
Florence and North Fork shores. The extra cost of pumping spoils
to more distant sites (such as site 25), 'is estimated by the Army
Corps of En9ineers to be $120,000 every three years. This cost is
more than can be borne by the Port. In addition, the use of sites
19 and 22 (which lies just upriver) as stockpile sites cannot be
justified since neither is available as long term stockpile pile
sites, and there is no demonstrated demand for use of these spoils
as fill at locations within economic trucki.ng distances.

Sites 1 and 2

Impact on the Estuarine System: The cumulative effect of dredge
spoil fills by the Port of Siuslaw has been the 105s of 24.4 acres
of submersible land. The addition of the above sites and the
possibility of future needs has been considered in relation to
their cumulative effects on the estuary and to the economic viability
of the Port. The Port has great potential due to its proximity to
the offshore fishery. This plan assumes that the jetty extension
will be completed within the planning period resulting in a dramatic
increase in barge traffic. commercial fishing, water-dependent
industrial, and other Port-related uses. (See Economy chapter.)
As the Port develops, it can be expected to take on the burden of
paying the extra cost of pumping spoils to upland sites or transporting
them to the ocean. Further, the loss of resource land can be
offset through mitigation. (See below.)

Dredging and filling projects for the purpose of maintaining the
navigation channel and water access to piers and landings have a
great potential impact on the estuary. Prior to 1975, the majority
of fills in submersible lands were done by the City of Florence
(7.1 acres) and the Port of Siuslaw (24.4 acres) all in 1958.
According to the State Land Board (Bill Parks), a total of 40.75
acres of submersible or submerged land have been filled in the
total estuary. A total of 40.53 acres of submersible land or five
percent of the total tidal area have been filled. It should also
be noted that large areas upstream from Florence's Urban Service
Boundary have been diked, including significant areas on the North
Fork of the Siuslaw. Although no acreage figures are ayai1able,
the total area of salt marshes which have been diked is much larger
than the area which has been filled. The impact of this dikin9 is
sign i fi cant, although it cannot be quantifi ed. (See miti ga t ion. )

Mitigation

Mitigation means to return areas to the estuarine ecosystem to
offset areas lost throu9h dredging or fillin9. Specifically,
mitigation sites are needed to offset the loss of Site 19A.
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Proposed mitigation sites are the existing dredge spoil islands in
Management Unit E-8. Compared with 19A, these islands (when
lowered to the tidal level) would have virtual.ly the same characteri
stics in terms of salinity regime, tidal exposure an~ evaluation,
substrate type, current velocity and patterns, orientation to solar
radiation and slope.

5HORELAND5

The area west of the Pacific Coast Highway and within 1,000 feet of the
5iuslaw estuary was inventoried. This information is contained in
several sections of this technical report and will not be repeated here;
sections containing parts of this inventory are: Development Hazards
and Constraints, 5iuslaw Estuary, Economic Development, and Recreation
Needs and Opportunities.

Designation of shorelands was made according to the following criteria:

- All area below 20 feet mean sea-level is subject to tidal flooding,
storm surge or tsunami.

- All area within 50 feet of the mean high tide has potential for
erosion.

- All foredunes are subject to erosion through wave undercutting.

- Existing marinas and shoreline parks and additional land required
for supporting facilities should be retained.

5iuslaw Pacific Moorage and the eighty acres east of Rhododendron
Drive are suitable for water-dependent and water-related.

Port of 5iuslaw Holiday Marina and surrounding land which is
available for water-dependent, water-related uses.

The shoreline of Munsel Lake from the seasonal high water line, 50
feet inland should be protected from erosion.

- Areas west of Rhododendron Drive in Management Units 5-3, 5-4A and
5-5 contain important view areas and hazardous cut-banks.

- 50ils classified by the 50il Conservation 5ervice as: beach sand
or Heceta Fij Sand, identify beaches, foredunes and deflation
plains.

I

These areas have been identified and divided into management units. An
overlay zone will be used to control land use in these areas. Policies
and r.ecorTl11endations governi,ng the shoreland management units are contained
in Part I of th~s plan.
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The Wilsey and Ham Inventory lists no significant habitats or natural
areas outside of the estuary. However, Munsel Lake is a habitat for
several species of fish. This lake does not have any significant
wetlands associated with it. Riparian vegetation is important, both for
erosion control and as wildlife habitat. The area designated shorelands
includes a 50 foot setback on ,the shore of the estuary and Munsel Lake.

- Areas west of Rhododendron Frive in Management Units S-3, 5-4A and
S-5 contains important view areas and hazardous cut-banks.

Soils classisfied by the Soil Conservation Service as: beach sand
or Heceta Fine Sand identify beaches, foredunes, and deflation
plains.
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B. Air, Water and Land Quality

AIR QUALITY

Florence is not located in an air quality maintenance area.

Due to the coastal winds and proximity to the ocean, ventilation 1s
excellent. Federal, State and County regulations control burning, slash
burning and the monitoring of carbon monoxide.

It has been determined by using the carbon monoxide screening procedure
in the DEQ publication DEQ Handbook for Environmental Quality elements
of Oregon Local Comprehens ive P1 ans tAi r Qual ity Secti on L. and supporti ng
documentation that the roads within the City of Florence Comprehensive
Plan area do not cause existing or future violations of the 8-hour
carbon monoxide standard.

At 0.01 mile north of Rhododendron Drive and Highway 101, the ADT of all
vehicles in 1976 was 13,100. The speed limit was 30 MPH. Based on this
information and the screening procedure outlined by DEQ, there is a
possibility that the 1990 volumes might violate the 8-hour CO standard
in the future. However, due to the ventilation provided by coastal
winds and the generally excellent air quality of the area, it has been
determined by the DEQ that future violations of the DEQ standards are
not anticipated.

It has been determined by using the guidelines in the DEQ publication
DEQ handbook for Environmental Quality Elements of Oregon Local Com
prehensive Plans (Air Quality Section) and support documentation that
the City of Florence Comprehensive Plan does not appear to conflict with
Class II PSD air quality standards.

Air Contaminant Discharge Permits and Indirect Source Construction
Permits should be reviewed and the DEQ advised if the application is
considered by the·City to be in conflict with the Comprehensive Plan.

WATER QUALITY

The State Water Quality Management Plan identifies beneficial uses which
should be protected: the public domestic water supply, industrial water
supply, anadronomous fish passage, salonid fish rearing, salmonid fish
spawning, resident fish and aquatic life, wildlife and hunting, fishing,
boating, water contact recreation, aesthetic quality of water, commercial
navigation and transportation.

The "208" Wastewater Management Program provides for water quality
management by monitoring dischages from treatment plants.

The City's treatment plant meets the DEQ standards.

Siuslaw River--Assessment of Non-Point Sources Problem: The U208"
Statewide nonpo1nt assessment identifies the Siuslaw River as having
severe sedimentation problems. It also lists the Siuslaw as having
additional water quality problems with elevated water temperatures,
severe streambank erosion problems and low dissolved oxygen water quality
problems in certain areas.
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According to the composite mapping of problems perceived by OEQ. the
North Fork of the Siuslaw has the most degradation.

Elevated water temperatures are related to low flows. high ambient air
temperatures and stream corridor management. The S1uslaw has the most
water temperature problems of any stream 1n the mid-coast basin.

The entire river and major tributaries are identified as having an
elevated temperature problem with the exception of several small tribu
taries .. The use most severely affected is the rearing of salmonid fish.

The OEQ identifies a severe streambank erosion problem along the North
Fork of the Siuslaw. Indian Creek and Sweet Creek. A severe sedimentation
problem exists in the main river and the North Fork of the Siuslaw. The
upper tidewater of the estuary is perceived as having low dissolved
oxygen water quality problems. This situation is viewed by the OEQ as
be; ng a III eca ti on of concern ll not as a 1oca tl on wi th defi n1 te problems.
Excessive debris is not perceived to be a problem 1n the river except in
a couple of minor tributaries on the North Fork of the Siuslaw.

The North Florence area has been identified by the Department of Envi
ronmental Quality as having a potential groundwater pollution problem.
The "208" North Florence Aquifer study being conducted by Lane County in
conjuction with Oregon State University is intended to identify the
sources and extent of possible pollution.

The 80 acres of City owned property east of Coast Village Campground
should be designated as open space until such time as the "208" water
quality study is completed. This study should assist in determining the
need to retain the watershed for the City wells in an undeveloped state
in order to protect the water supply.

NORTH FLORENCE GROUNDWATER STUDY

This study is to be funded by the "208" Water Quality Program. The
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has recognized the North
Florence Ounal Sheet as a groundwater study area. This study is de
signed to identify and establish water quality data and sufficient
aquifer characteristics to identify current pollution sources. predict
future impact of development and develop strategies to protect and
enhance water qualitY. The stUdy will cover approximately 18 square
miles of the dunal sheet from the Siuslaw River north to Heceta Head.
This study will establish the amount of groundwater degradation. the
direction. velocitY and amount of groundwater flow; the source and sinks
of contaminants in the groundwater. and strategies to deal with identified
problems.

Munsel Creek: Flow data 1s sparse for Munsel Creek. Creeks 1n this
area respond closely to the rain cycle, rising with the beginning of the
rainy season. reaching maximum flow around mid-winter. and gradually
tapering off as rainfall decreases. reaching extreme lows in late
summer and early fall.
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Munsel Creek, because of poor bottom cortditions caused by impending dune
sands, supports little aquatic life. Because large quantities of sand
are continually moving down the creek and changing and burying the
stream bottom, bottom organisms cannot permanently establish themselves.
Therefore, fish have nothing of consequence to feed on. Indeed, the
most notable characteristic of Mumsel Creek is its lack of observable
aquatic life except for microorganisms (algae) growing on debris in the
stream, even though the water is clear and apparently of good quality.
The ODFW district biologist reports that only a few anadromous fish
(coho, salmon and sea-run cutthroat trout) wander up Munsel Creek, and
that a few resident cutthroat trout rear in the stream, probably on
stray insects that drop down from overhanging vegetation. None of these
fish spawn in the stream because of the unsuitable bottom conditions.

Munsel Creek carries high quality water, based on measurements taken in
November and December, 1978. The only problems evident from the limited
data available were (1) low oxygen saturations observed in the creek-
this is largely due to low water temperatures at the time of sampling
(cold water can hold considerable more dissolved gas before becoming
saturated than warmer water), and (2) high dissolved iron 'content of
Munsel Creek waters, as well as much evidence of iron hydroxide preci
pitates in the stream channel--this is undOUbtedly due to the high iron
content of adjacent dune sands, and acidic water conditions. Neither of
the above two factors themselves would seriously inhibit aquatic pro
ductivity in the stream.

Implementation: This Comprehensive Plan should provide for water
quality management by:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Limiting the size of lots in the Urban Service Area in the
interim prior to sewerage service to 19,OOO square feet
maximum.

Encouraging Lane County to protect the water quality of Clear
Lake, the source of the Heceta Water Districts water and a
partial source of water for the City of Florence.

Designation that the area surrounding the sites of the City's
two wells shall remain as open space.

Requiring erosion and sedimentation standards for run-off.

Providing set-backs and vegetation strips along the river,
Munse1 Lake and Munsel Creek.

Limiting annexations until the Regional Sewerage Facility is
completed so as to protect the quality of wastewater discharge
from the sewage treatment facility.

Requiring regular street sweeping. This program permits the
sand and contaminants from entering the storm system with run
off. The cost of sweeping is considerably less than treating
the run-off.
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LAND QUALITY

Solid Waste: Lane County operates a solid waste disposal (landfill)
site on Rhododendron Drive. in accordance with the Lane County Solid
Waste Management Plan. This site is likely to reach capacity in fifteen
years. Lane County should designate an alternate site.

Erosion: Since the City of Florence is located on stabilized and
unstab;lized dunes, erosion is of particular concern. This plan deals
with .the erosion problem by identifying areas which should not be
developed due to extreme hazard. requiring that protective vegetation be
preserved. or requiring that proper stabilization be completed before
building.
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C. Development Hazards and Constraints

Potential development hazards and constraints have been inventoried and
appropriate land use restrictions have been applied to protect life and
property.

Stream Flooding: Areas subject to flooding have been mapped in con
Junct,on with the National Flood Insurance Program. These areas are
shown on the accompanying map and are protected in the shore1ands overlay
zone.

Tidal Flooding: The highest projected tide that can occur is the combination
of the highest predicted tide and the highest observed storm surge. The
area then below 10.4 feet mean sea level has the potential of tidal
flooding. This area is also shown on the accompanying map and is pro-
tected in the shore1ands overlay zone.

Tsunami: These are waves generated by earthquakes or particularly
violent volcanic activity. The highest observed tsuanami (on the west
coast) was 14 feet combined with the highest observed storm surge and
tide produces a figure for the maximum possible tsunami of 24 feet above
sea level. While 24 feet is a theoretical maximum, no such occurrence
has ever been observed in the Florence area. Consequently an elevation
of 20 feet above mean sea level has been used. The area below the 20
foot elevation is included in the shore1ands area.

Munsel Creek - It is generally accepted that the possibility of future
flooding along Munsel Creek exists if large quantities of storm water
are diverted to the east side of Highway 101. In order to avoid pos
sible flood damage in the future and to provide open space and protection
of the water quality, a provision for the maintenance of vegetation and
a set back requirement for building along the creek is recommended.
When a hydrologic study has been completed and accepted which adequately
addresses the implications of development in this area as it affects
storm run-off, this requirement may be revised.

The development of sediment or detention areas and holding ponds to
reduce rapid run-off should be explored. This method of flood control
provides the added benefits of contributing to the replenishment of the
aquifer as well as providing a relatively lower-cost method for the
treatment of storm run-off.

Flood Control Projects such as the previously proposed project on the
west side of Highway 101 should be encouraged as growth occurs.

National Flood Insurance profiram: Subsidized insurance is available to
Florence residents through t e National Flood Insurance Acts of 1968.
The City of Florence agreed to participate in the flood insurance
program on March 3, 1975.
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National Flood Insurance Program: Subsidized insurance is available to
Florence residents through the National Flood Insurance Acts of 1968.
The City of Florence agreed to participate in the flood insurance
program on March 3, 1975.

Interim boundaries along the river, Munsel Creek, and the ocean have
been established by the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD). The HUD Flood Boundary Map should be examined for
any development within this area, and sites within this area should be
subject to special site investigations by certified engineers. A 20
foot elevation line for the ocean shoreland has been indicated on the
Estuary and Shore1ands Inventory Maps. Topographical maps on file at
City Hall should be consulted to determine whether any proposed develop
ment would fall within this hazard zone. A 100 year flood hazard study
of the Siuslaw River is being conducted by Lane County. The results of
this study will be used by HUD in establishing the final Flood Boundary
Map. This is expected to be completed by March 31, 198D. At that time,
this map should take precedence over any other Flood Boundary Maps.

Erosion and Deposition: The Florence area is subject to particular
erosion problems S1nce the whole area is built on stabilized and un
stabilized dunes. This requires special attention to preserving existing
vegetation and to require stabilization measures, where needed. A site
review procedure has been developed for this purpose and is discussed in
the Beaches and Dunes Section.

River Erosion: The cutbanks adjacent to the "Greentrees" development
are of contlnuing concern. A dredge spoils site was proposed (site 13)
to halt this erosion but was rejected by the State resource agencies.
Further work must be done to correct this problem. In general, a 50
foot development setback has been established and included in the
shore1ands overlay zone.

Foredunes: Foredunes are subject to severe erosion during high storm
tides and ocean flooding. Further development on foredunes should be
prohibited and existing development should be designated a non-conforming
use.

Landslides: The eastern edges of the open sand dunes are advancing and
are identified on the accompanying map. The steep edges of the dunes
and the land below are hazard areas and should be protected from development.
The area of projected dune encroachment is shown on the accompanying
map; this information was obtained from the publication Beaches and
Dunes of the Oregon Coast, by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service.

Earthquakes: There are no known earthquake faults in the area.

High winds: Florence is located in an area where extreme wind speeds of
80 to gO miles per hour are expected to recur on the average of 100 year
intervals. Tie downs are required for mobile homes in this area.
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Fire: The gorse plant, when allowed to proliferate and accumulate a
large mass of dry material in an area, poses a fire hazard. Widespread
growth of this plant should be controlled.

Slopes: Buildings on slopes greater than 12 percent require special
attention to insure the stability of the foundation. Areas with slopes
over 12 percent are shown. so that they are "flagged for the site review. II

Development Suitability - Soils: The Soil Conservation Service and Lane
County have devised a system for rating the suitability of soils for
development purposes. A rating number from one to four is used, with
one being the most favorable rating. This rating is based on the slope,
wetness, depth to bedrock, shrink-swell potential, and other factors
which affect foundations, roads, utilities, and natural hazards. Using
this composite index virtually all of the City is rated "least suitable"
(4) for development.

The severe conditions for development have two implications which affect
this Plan as a whole:

- At the level of inventory which is possible over a large area, it
is difficult to distinguish which areas are buildable and which are
not. All areas are rated "l eas t suitable. I! Experience indicates.
however, that with proper treatment, part of this land is develop
able. Rather than identifying the areas which are developable
through a site specific investigation of the whole planning area,
this Plan establishes a site investigation procedure which will
require a site specific investigation before development is ap
proved. We have used the best information available to indicate
which areas are likely to be buildable and which are not. The
final determination, however, should be based 'on the site
investigation.

- The carrying capacity of this land is limited by the need to pre
serve stabilizing vegetation. the need to provide for recharge of
the dunal aqUifer, and the need to avoid building on seasonally wet
ground. The average density which is likely to be realized is less
than the maximum permitted in the City's zoning code.

The table on the following page shows the major soil types located
within the planning area, and several factors which affect their
capacity to sustain development. The information is compiled from
the Coastal Geology of Lane County and Soil Conservation Service
Soil Interpretations.
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·DEGREE OF LIMITATION FOR:

Dwell ings
Without Restrictive

Soil Type Basements Drainage Roads Utilities Features

Bra11 ier Sv Sv Sv Sv Floods
Dunal Sand S-SV not needed Sv Sv Slope; erosion
Heceta Sv Sv M Sv Wet; cutbanks cave
Westport M-Sv not needed S-Sv Sv Slope
Yaquina M-Sv M Sv Sv Wet; cutbanks cave
Netarts Sl-M not needed M M Unstable fill;

cutbanks cave
Bohannon M-Sv not needed Sv M Slope
Preacher/ Sl-Sv not needed M-Sv M-Sv Slope
Bohannon/
Sl ickrock

Corrments:

Brallier - These are wetlands which should not be developed due to
their resource, value and severe development constraints.

Dunal Sand- Development limitations on sand dunes can be slight to
severe, depending on slope and whether adequate stabilization ;s
done. These areas are superior to some of the other soil types in
that there is no drainage problem.

Heceta - These are interdunal swales and deflation plains. The
high water table and poor drainage make these soils generally
unsuitable for development.

Westport - These are sand dunes which are covered with stabilizing
vegetation. Conditions are moderate to severe, depending on slope
(less than 12 percent.) The particular need here is to preserve
existing vegetation and to stabilize soil which is disturbed.
Drainage is not a problem. Areas with slopes greater than 12
percent should not be built on unless a site investigation deter
mines the site to be buildable, with or without conditions.

Ya~Uina - These are somewhat poorly drained soils formed on an
1n erdune position on old stabilized dunes. These areas are wet
during the winter, but are better drained than Heceta. A site
specific investigation would be required to determine location of
swales and drainage channels.

Development Is less acceptable on Yaquina soils although large
portions of the urban and urbanizab1e area are composed of this
soil type. According to the buildable lands inventory, some of
these soils are needed for development. This includes the 83 acre
"Buildable Lands Deficit ll as well as land composed of Yaquina soils
but already surrounded by or adjacent to development. It was
assumed that in the latter case, the land is already committed to
development and that infilling is desirable. Drainage work and/or
some landfill may be needed before development can take place.
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Netarts - These areas are old stabilized dunes. Soils are well-drained.
The topography is undulating to hilly. Where slopes are less than 12
percent there are few development restrictions.

Bohannon; Preacher Bohannon Slickrock - These areas have no restrictions
except s ope an sUlta 1 lty for forestland. They occur east of Munse1
Lake Road in areas which are largely unbuildab1e due to slope.

In summary, Brallier, Heceta, Bohannon and Preacher/Bohannon/S1ickrock
soils are not "buildable" and should be designated open space. although
there could be isolated homesites which could be approved on a case-by
case basis. Yaquina and Westport with slopes greater than 12 percent
have significant development constraints and should not be built on
except where the surrounding area is already committed to development or
where a site investigation shows a site to be buildable. The remaining
soils, Dunal Sand, Westport less than 12 percent slope, and Netarts are
all buildable, though subject to the constraints noted.

SUBSURFACE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SUITABILITY

All development within the City will be connected to the municipal
sewage system. Within the Urban Service Boundary but outside the City
limits, the County will continue to allow development on septic tanks.

The soils in much of this area are rated severe for septic drainfie1ds
by the Soil Conservation Service; this includes Brallier, Active Dune
Sand, Heceta Fine Sand and Yaquina Loamy Fine Sand. Other soils are
rated slight or moderate limitation including Westport, and Netarts.

Due to the fact that effluent travels very rapidly through sand and that
many of these soils have a high groundwater level during the winter,
special care should be taken to avoid health hazards and contamination
of the duna1 aquifer. Particularly important is the need to avoid
concentrations of homes on small lots.

Where urban densities are allowed, particular attention must be paid to
cumulative effect of development.
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D. Beaches and Dunes

All of Florence, except for a small portion east of Munsel Lake Road,
lies on a large dune sheet. As a result Florence is subject to development
constraints which are particular to areas with stabilized and unstabi1ized
dunes.

GEOLOGY

The City of Florence is located primarily in the Coastal Plain Physi
ographic province which is adjacent to the Pacific Ocean and joins the
Coast Range Province on the east. It is comprised almost entirely of
sand deposits overlying tyee bedrock. These sand deposits have migrated
from the ocean, which in turn received its sand supply from the currents
that move along the shore. The currents flow northward in winter and
southward in summer. The sand is deposited from erosion along the shore
and from sediment transported to the shore by the rivers and smaller
streams. The sand areas are composed of fine-grained, wind blown sand
and minor amounts of silt, clay and organic minerial. Bands of iron
occur in the underlying sand.

Sedimentary Deposits: An unknown amount of land in this area contains
sed,mentary deposits composed of sand with thin layers of clay, silt and
in some locations peat. These thin layers are found below the duna1
sand areas and are probably the res 1t of deposits left by the Sius1aw
River ;n areas where it meandered er the past or are the remains of
old deflation plains which have be¢ covered over by migrating dunes.
The areas affected by these deposi are not presently known.

More specific mapping of the areas ffected by these soil characteristics
is recommended as future well dril1ings are made and information is made
available. At present, there have been no reported instances of sub
sidence of the land or building damage from settlement. However, since
there is a possibility that this condition exists, it is recommended
that for especially heavy foundation loads, subsurface dri1lings should
be performed before building to determine load capacity.

BEACHES AND DEFLATION PLAINS

The shore1ands section identifies beaches and areas subject to ocean
flooding. These ~reas are in management units. Appropriate controls
are established through an overlay zone to limit development which would
be subject to natural hazards Or would have adverse effects on the
natural environment.

The beach area extends from the North Jetty to Heceta Beach. The North
Jetty area is in public ownership, including the jetty, beach, deflation
plain and Harbor View Park on the bluff above. In addition, a County
park at Heceta Beach provides public access.
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In general, no development should be allowed on beaches, foredunes or
deflation plains behind the foredunes, if any. Use of these areas
should be limited to natural habitat, recreation, aquaculture, dredge
material disposal sites, or other uses which have minimal impact.

The community at Heceta Beach does include some development on foredunes.
While no new encroachment on the beach and foredunes should be permitted,
the existing community must be recognized.

DUNES AND INTERDUNAL AREAS

Since virtually all of the developable area in Florence consists of
stabilized or unstabilized sand, special controls are needed to insure
that proper practices are followed. Of particular concern are: the
preservation of existing stabilizing vegetation, the establishment of
stabilizing vegetation where needed, the protection of groundwater from
drawdown, and seasonally high surface water.

To address these concerns, the City has established a site investigation
procedure based on the publication by the OCZMA, "Beach and Dune Imple
mentation Techniques: Site Investigation Reports" by Wilbur E. Ternyik.
A site review will be required for all development within the City. To
facilitate this potentially burdensome process, a simple checklist
(Phase I, Site Investigation) will be used to identify areas which
require further investigations. It is intended that the inventory data
contained in this Comprehensive Plan, and supporting documents such as
the Wilsey and Ham Coastal Inventory be used to complete the Phase I
Checklist. In this way, the City Planning and Building Officials can
quickly determine whether a Phase II Site Investigation Report is required.

If required, the Phase II Site Investigation Report will be financed by
the developer. If it is determined that stabilization or other corrective
measures are needed, a performance bond will be required and a time
limit for re-establishment of protective vegetation will be imposed.

For sand areas other than older stabilized dunes las identified on the
Soil Conservation Inventory maps), the. uses shall be approved or disapproved
based, in part, on a site investigation report which has been prepared
by a qualified sand specialist and provided to the City by the developer.

The report shall evaluate the capability of the site to support the
proposed development without endangering life or property or having a
significantly adverse effect on the environment of adjoining properties.

The report should describe:

1. the type of development proposed;

2. the temporary or permanent stabilization measures and the planned
maintenance of the vegetation once it is established; and

3. the methods for protecting the surrounding area from adverse
effects of the development and stabilization.
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Development in sand area should avoid:

1. excessive damage to the existing vegetation including moisture loss
and plant root damage;

2. exposure of stable and conditionally stable areas to erosion~

3. slope instability; and

4. pollution of groundwater or surface water.

Many uses may be possible on a particular sand site depending on the
land-form type, the potential impact of the proposed use and the ability
to alter the natural limitations of the specific site. The site investi
gation allows for flexibility in making the decisions related to use of
these sand areas.

Management: Policies for use and management of dune and interdunal
areas is based on inventory data from the U.S. Soil Conservation service~

the following table "Major Impacts in Management" is suurnarized from
Beaches and Dunes of the Oregon Coast.

Open Dune Sand: These areas can support urban development only after a
vegetation stabilization program is completed. Before development can
occur a complete site investigation report is necessary. Unstabil1zed
dunes on private property within the Florence area should not be des
ignated as open space nor will stabilization efforts be prohibited.
This recommendation is based upon the need to protect adjoining bui1t
upon lands from moving sand and the future need to confine buildable
land to a compact area. With respect to drainage problems, the sand
dunes are better building sites than many other areas of the City.

Wet Deflation Plain: As described above, these areas should be retained
in open space. Development for recreation, aquaculture and similar uses
require a full site investigation report.

Wet Interdune: As described above, some of these areas have been
developed and additional development will be required to meet future
needs. Since these areas have a low tolerance level for low density
urban development, a full site investigation report is required prior to
development.

Stabilized Dunes: Younger and older stabilized dunes have a medium to
high tolerance to any level of urban development. These are the best
so11s for urban development. Where the soils map indicates slopes
greater than 12 percent. a site investigation is needed. From the
standpoint of natural carrying capacity these areas should have first
priority for development. However, there are locational considerations
which will affect staging as well. That is, some of these areas may
be developed after some less desirable areas which are closer to
existing services.
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MAJOR IMPACTS IN MANAGEMENT

DENSITY Urban Development
DENSITY, Water Table Subsurface Vegetative Vegetative

Low Medium High Al ternative Disposal Filling Remeval Stabilization

Open Dune Sand Dunal Sand 0 0 0 2 3A - - 1-2

Wet Deflation Plain Heceta Fine Sand lA 0 0 0 0 0 2 3

Wet Interdune Yaqu;na lA 0 0 °IA 0 0 2 3

Younger stabilized Dunes Westport 3 2 2 1 2A 2 2A 3

Older Stabilized Dunes Netarts 3 3 3 2 lA 2 2A 3

- not applicable
o no tolerance
1 tolerance level low
2 tolerance level medium
3 tolerance level high
A site specific

,
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FISHING INDUSTRY POSITION PAPER*

The siuslaw River is more centrally located than any other port to what
is one of the most productive fishing grounds off the oregon Coast---Heceta
Banks and the ocean area surrounding it.

The Heceta Banks area, which is located approximately 30 miles west of
the mouth of the Siuslaw, has consistently been one of the'top salmon and
bottomfish producing areas for Oregon commercial fishermen. An area known
as the "mudhole", located just inside (east) of Heceta Banks, has also been
a top shrimp producer. During the 1978 season, approximately one-half (25+
million pounds) of the total Oregon shrimp production was caught in this area.

In addition, the area on and around Heceta Banks provides a substantial
portion of the foreign catch of pacific whiting (hake) taken off the oregon
Coast during the June-OCtober period each year. Oregon fishermen fished oom~

mercially for this species for the first year in 1978. Two Oregon vessels
landed approximately 856 tons of hake during the season. Most of these fish
were processed by foreign (USSR) ships under a joint venture agreement. It is
anticipated that pacific whiting will become one of Oregon's major commercial
fisheries within the next five years.

The mouth of the Siuslaw is also centrally located to some of the finest
dungeness crab fishing along the coast. It has been estimated that from 50,000
to 75,000 or more crab pots are currently being fished in the area between Ya
quina Bay anJ Coos Bay.

Even though this vast resource exists at our doorstep, the commercial fish
ing industry in Florence has shown a dramatic drop over the past ten years.
There were two receiving stations being supplied with over 1,200 tons each an
nually and ten charter boats were operating out of the Siuslaw ten years ago.
There is only one receiving station handling about five percent of the earlier
tonnage now and only two charter boats are located on the river. The impact
of the industry on the economy today is represented by approximately 94 people
who are actively engaged in fishing, crabbing and shrimping. Secondary economic
benefits to the community are derived from expenditures in such areas as fuel,
groceries and ice and from the operating marinas in tne area.

The basic cause of this decline is the condition of the Siuslaw bar in
comparison with other coastal bars. The boats are unable to make safe cross
ings except during a limited summer season and then only under ideal weather
and sea conditions. The fishing vessels are being operated out of ports to
the north and south where th~re are significantly better bar condition~. These
ports have year-round favorable bar conditions and hare experienced a large
growth 1n the industry. Some of these ports are rap~ly reaching their capa
city 1n number of boats and processing plants they can support, however,

While commercial fishing has declined in Florence, sports fishing has had
a steady increase "to the point where in 1978 over 106,500 boat passenger days
were spent on the river either cross1ng the bar or fi.h~ in the river. Ac
cording to Coast Guard figures, approximately 16,700 ~~er trips were made
across the bar during 1978. The Port of Siuslaw repqreed 34,022 boat launch
ings for inland water and off-shore use. It is esti~ted that each passenger
spends $14.50 in the area per day, which would acco~t for over $1,500,000 in
come to this area. This is perhaps a conservative figure.
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Lane County is the second county in the state in number of registered
boat ownerships and the number is increasing at about a, a year. These
boaters would be apt to prefer the Siuslaw River for access to ocean fish
ing if there were dependable bar crossing conditions_ shorter driving
distances as they relate to predicted energy shortages and higher gasoline
prices would support this rationale.

With few exceptions, the future of the commercial fisheries appears
favorable. Predictability, however, is somewhat difficult because of the
cyclical nature of certain stocks such a~ dungeness crab and uncertain
political and environmental factors affecting others such as salmon.
Although shrimp production has increased rapidly over the past several years,
there is some speculation based on production in other parts of the world
that landings may level off or decrease in the future. Decreased fishing
effort by foreign fleets for Pacific OCean Perch, over the past several years
has resulted in more viable stocks for our domestic fishermen.

The salmon harvest is steadily decreasing and the silver harvest in 1978
was one of the poorest seasons on record. Probable causes of these declines
include over-fishing, lack of forest practices management in the spawning
areas and the increase in the number of marine mammals d~e to the prohibition
of harvesting them .

•
Implementation of the 200 mile fisheries limit is increasing domestic

control over fisheries resources. However, the number of foreign fishing
vessels has actully increased. Fisheries management plans are currently
being developed for each species. Research and data to support these plans
are not adequate at this time, however.

It is expected that aquaculture will have a great potential, but it
remains unproven. There are three operations on the Siuslaw now. The
largest operation, at the mouth of the river, expects to be employing 10
empolyees in their salmon ranching operation and will perhaps locate a
processing plant here which would employ 15 to 20 persons to handle their
operation in the future.

-The future of sea ranching may depend upon the industry proving that
commercial rearing will not harm the carrying capacity of the ocean and the
natural production of fish. The industry must also show a fish survival rate
which warrants the cost of pr.oduction and convince the Oregon Fish and Wild
life Commission to relax their restrictions on licensing aquaculture operations.
Salmon appears to be the most feasible fish to cultivate. A proving period of
six to ten years will be necessary in order to determine the viability of the
aquaculture industry and have any sizable economic impact on the community.

Pacific whiting, blue shark, dogfish, turbot, skate and anchovy are all
underutilized species that may provide the basis for expansion of the co~~er

cial fishing industry in the future. Because it is an extremely perishable
fish, whiting must be processed within a fairly short period of time after it
is caught. Before whiting can be processed in volume at shore-based plan~s,

therefore, technical improvements in both handling and storage aboard the
vessel must be made. Until such time, much of the whiting caught by domestic
fishermen will be processed by foreign vessels under joint venture Agreements
or by large (90 foot minimum) U.S. vessels with processing equipment aboard.
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Foreign markets wllL prabubly ~ontlnue to be very favorable for all fish.
Special educational efforts to lnfluenc~ U.S. consumer acceptance of under
ut.ill.zcd species are needed in order to establish markets and therefore make
it profitable to fl.sh for them.

Greater utillzatlQn of flSh by-products is a potential area for develop
ment if the fishing industry were to grow here. Whereas fish waste is a prob
lem for the entire l.ndustry now, considerable research is taking place to de
velop technology whereby the whole fish will be utilized. Fish by-products
are now be.!ng used by the l.ndustry for ml.nk feed, fertilizer, fish food, pet
food and certain extracted chemicals. The economlC feasibillty of using these
by-products is expected to 1ncrease as a result of technological advances in
this field.

The shellfish 1ndustry w1thin the S1uslaw estuary is limited by the amount
of tideflats and the low salinity of the water in the winter months. However,
there is d potential for 1ncreasing the mud clam production by building up more
mudflats, and commerc1al raft culture of oysters is a possibility in protected
areas. The potential demand for shore front for moorages and other water depen
dent uses on the estuary may preclude any increase in the areas reserved for
shellfish production. Commercial harvesting of crab and clams in the estuary is
now prohibited and production is limited to sports harvesting.

The f1Sh: shrimp and crab currently being caught off the mouth of the Siuslaw
are be1ng taken to ports to the north and south of here. With favorable bar
conditions, sufficient processing plants and supporting services, a substan-
tial portion of the oregon fishing fleet would probably use fish buying stations
on the river and a smaller number would relocate their moorage on the Siuslaw
~ver. Those starting to fish would be apt to locate here due to the crowded
condit10ns at other ports. Congressional authorization of the jetty extension
project is of paramount importance if that objective is to be realized. Also,
adequate dredging of the entrance and channel by the Corps of Engineers is essen
t1al along with sufficient dredged material disposal sites. It is anticipated
that the Jetty extension project will take at least two years to complete after
it is authorized and the money is appropriated for it.

Some of the faC1lities that would be expected and nceded to locate in the
area and on the river to accommodate the industry are: an ice plant, cold
storage faci11t1es, moorages for large vessels, processing facllit1es (and/or
bUylng statlons) which might employ 75 to 100 people, a full-t1me Highway 101
bridge tender, gear storage areas, net shops, boat repa~r and servtc ing and an
additional supply of water if shr1mp processing were considered.

Current faci11t1es on the river 1nclude moorage for about 440 boats, of
which about 100 can handle commercial boats; dryland boat storage; three boat
hoists; one railway; and one fish receiving station.

The City of Flcrence along with the Port of Siuslaw, and in some instances
Lane county and the State of Oregon, should consider taking the following ac
tions in order to promote the fishing industry and reallze the economic bene
fits:
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1. Provide strong su~port (or th~ jetty extension project as the most im-
portant factor in increasing the fishing industry in the Florence area. n

2. Accept a dredged material disposal plan which will provide for antici
pated long-range dredging needs.

3. Apply pressure to the Corps of Engineers and Congre~s to revise their
formula to recognize recreational traffic as well as tonnage figures as a basis
for dredging decisions.

4. Request Congress to restrict the foreign fishing catch within the 200
mile zone.

5. Est~blish a formal working relationship among the City, Port and West
Lane County Planning Commission to plan waterfront areas and set aside adequate
areas for marine uses.

.,

~d

6.
the

Adopt zoning to protect areas for future
protection of marshes for native fish.

water-dependent marine uses

7.
of the

Explore
river.

the possibility of providing marine zoning along the south bank

8. Alon~ with the Port, work with Lane County to rezone the area below Har
bor Vista to allow permanent adult fish recapture facilities.

9. Promote and allow aquaculture operations when they are tied to local
processing.

10. Support measures to increase fishing stocks, especially salmon, rather
than limiting licenses; i.e .• management of watersheds and enforcement of the
Forest Practices Act.

11. Promote a conservative yet commonsense approach to the issue of estuarine
mitigation until additional research data proves the value of habitat sites and
salt marshes on the lower river.

12. Continue to support research programs (such as the Sea Grant program)
which will provide information for management of the ocean resources off the
Oregon Coast and for determining the value of the salt marshes and fish habitat
of the river.

•

13.
trolled

Support measures to
harvesting of seals

revise the Marine
and sea lions.

Mammal Protection Act to allow con-

14. Promote educational programs for fishermen; the general public, school
children and government officials which should teach greater understanding of our
renewable resources, quality control in the fishing industry, and consumer ed
ucation on fish preparation and fish buying.

15. Apply pressure to keep Route 126 improvement on schedule.

16. Plan for the extension and upgrading of the airport to handle executive
and customer travel as well as small cargo.
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17. Draft d s~mplified document for usc on the local level which
would outline permlt procedures. Th~s guide should supplem~nt the
Waterway Development Handbook and identify the decision maklnq process,
permit agenc~es and their requirements.

lB. Pravldc for a large increase in water supply
to attract a shrimp processing plant or ice plants.
250,000 gallons of water per day) .

•

if the City expects
(Possibly an additional

* Based on fishlng Jndustry economic development "brainstorming" !;i£!SSIOn,
October 17, 1978, attended by: Steve Burdick, Department of EconomiC Develop
ment; Bob Jacobson, Oreqon State unlversity Marine Extension Agent and Salmon
Troller; ~~rrie Robertson, C.A.C.; Hollis de Henseler, C.A.C.; Paul Coyne,
Manager, Port of SJ.uslaw; Floyd Wlnte, Eureka Fisheries; Trig Norddhl, Siuslaw
PaCIfIc Marina O[~crdlOr and Fisherman; MJ.ckey Barnum, F)orc..:nce Planninq Com
missJ.on; Ray /<II.an::" ChaJ.rman, Flor~nce Planning Commission; Wilbur Ternyik,
Florence City CouncIl and POlt CommJ.ssioner; Richard Noble, Domsea Farms;
Dewey Weav~r, Dom::,~a Farms: dnd Marilyn Adkins, Resource dnd Development Planner.
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SECTION
.

BUILDING CONSTRAINTS OVERLAY DISTRICTS.

A. Purpose. The Building Constraints Overlay Distr"ict ;s intended to
restrict the use of lands which, due to potential problems of erosion,
high water table, or seasonal wetness cannot tolarate urban develop
ment. This District requires that before any urban development may
take place, a conditional use permit must be obtained. A site investi
gation report wi" be required as the basis for' consideration of the
permit and will provide information necessary tb determine what con
ditions, if any,'wi'l be required for development.

B. Identification. The boundaries of this district, are shown in the
Florence Comprehensive Plan, IIS oils Mapll, page . This District
is defined as areas composed of the following s~types:

Mapping Symbol

21 A
72K
2D4A
2060, 207H
225A
2410
570S, 577H
585S, 586K

Mapping Unit

Brall ier Muck
Active l Dune Sand
Heceta Fine Sand
Westpo~t Fine Sand, 12-70% slope
Yaquina Loamy Fine Sand
Netart~ Fine Sand 12-30% slope
Bohannon, Preacher, Slickrock
greater than 12% slope

C.

D.

,
Soils maps which may be made available py the U.S.Soil Conservation
Service as well as a site specific map~prepared by an engineering
geologist, soil scientist or other qua lified person, may be used in
addition to the map cited above, to de ermine whether a given property
lies within this District. ~

Permitted Uses. Only low intensity ules which will preserve existing
vegetation, natural drainage and aqui~er recharge areas, wildlife
habitat, forestry uses, or scenic values are permitted outright in
this District.

Conditional Uses. The Planning Commission, subject to the procedures
and conditions set forth in Section 16, may grant a conditional use
permit for all uses permitted (either outright or conditionally) in
the underlying district.

E. Specific Approval Criteria. In addition to the general approval cri-
teria set forth in Section 16.1, additional criteria shall apply to
the consideration of a conditional use permit in this District, as
set forth in the publication "Site Investigation Reports ", published
by the Oregon Cdastal Zone Management Association. A site investiga
tion report shall be required and the information contained in the
report shall provide a basis for approval or denial of the request.

F. Conditions. In addition to the general conditions listed in Section
16.J and 16.K, special conditions may be required.

1. Land stabilization measures where potential for soil erosion
exists.
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2. Preservation as open space areas which are not developable
due to factors such as excessive slope, poor drainage, fragil'e t

vegetative cover, or important wildlife areas.

3. Preservation of scenic areas, views, historic or archaeological.
sites.

4. Other conditions deemed necessary as a result of the Site
Investigation Report. . .

5. Other conditions, standards, or requirements set forth for
the underlying district.

"

"
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SECTION ESTUARY AND SHORELANDS OVERLAY DISTRICT.

A. Purpose. The Estuary and Shorelands Overlay District is established
to: protect wildlife habitat, scenic and other natural resources;
limit development or other uses which, if allowed, would endanger
life and property; provide and reserve sites for water-dependent and
water-related uses. This District is composed of the Estuary and
Shorelands Management Units adopted in the Florence Comprehensive
Plan and provides the implementation of the policies adopted by the
City of Florence with respect to those management units. This district
is intended to add to rather than replace the requirements in the under
lying district; all requirements of the underlying district must be met
in addition to those provided for below.

B. Permitted Buildings and Uses. Permitted buldings and uses are those
which are permitted in the underlying zone and are also listed as
allowed uses in the applicable management unit adopted in the Florence
Comprehensive Plan and which either (1) are low intensity uses which
do not significantly-Qr permanently alter the estuary or shoreland,
or (2) are regulated by Federal or State legislation which pre-empts
local decision-making.

1. Maintenance of the entrance and navigation channel.

2. Jetty maintenance and extension.

3. Navigational Aids (in the estuary).

4. Active Restoration measures.

5. Disposal of dredged material.

6. Low intensity recreation.

7. Approved sewerage outfall.

B. Salvage.

9. Water dependent recreation such as boating and fishing.

10. Clamming

11. Estuarine mitigation.

12. Groin construction and bank stabilization measures.

13. Other similar uses

C. Buildings and Uses Permitted Conditionally. The Planning Commission,
subject to the procedures and conditions set forth in Section 16 , may
grant a conditional use permit for buildings and uses which are allowed
in the applicable management unit but not permitted outright in Para
graph B. above.

D. Specific Approval Criteria. In addition to the general approval cri
teria set forth in Section 16.1, the following criteria shall apply to
the consideration of a conditional use permit in this district.
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1. The proposed use must be permitted (outright or conditionally)
in the underlying zone.

2. The proposed use must be listed as an allowed use in the ap
plicable management unit as adopted in the Florence Compre
hensive Plan.

3. The proposed use must not conflict (irreconcilably) with a use
listed higher in priority for the applicable management unit.
Such conflict might be taking a site needed for a higher pri
ority use, blocking critical access or line of sight.

E. Conditions. In addition to the general conditions listed in Sections
16.J and 16.K, special conditions may be required.

,. To preserve critical access or line of sight as for navigation
aids or view.

2. To protect from hazards such as river and ocean flooding, tsu
nami, river bank and shoreline erosion. and land slides.

3. To protect wildlife habitats, scenic values, and foredunes or
other critical landforms.

( 2 )
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SECTION MARINE DISTRICT (M)

A. Purpose. The Marine District is primarily intended to provide for
water-dependent commercial, recreational and industrial uses. In
addition, this District provides for certain water-related uses which
are most appropriately located near a water-dependent use or in areas
near the estuary. Such water-related uses may not be directly depen
dent upon access to a water body, but do provide or use goods or
services that are directly associated with water-dependent uses. It
;s intended that this District be developed to benefit the economy of
the Florence area, consistent with the Florence Comprehensive Plan and
other plans which may be adopted by the City of Florence and the Port
of Siuslaw.

B. Definitions.
if conflicts
ordinance.

The following definitions apply to this Section only
exist. shall supersede other definitions contained in

and,
this

ACCESS: Contact with or use of the water required for water-dependent uses.

AQUACULTURE: The propagation and harvesting of aquatic life.

COASTAL WATERS: Territorial ocean water of the continental shelf and the
estuary.

DREDGED MATERIAL DISPOSAL SITE: A site identified as a dredged spoil site
in the Siuslaw River Dredged Material Disposal Plan. A site is per
manently designated until removed in a revised Siuslaw River Dredged
Material Disposal Plan (or the site has reached its capacity to hold
spoils material). Temporary use of the site is allowed (quote
from section in Comprehensive Plan)

MARINA: Public or private piers, docks. boat launching and moorage facili
ties used for commercial or pleasure-craft. including fueling and other
similar service activities.

MARINE REPAIR: An activity involving major alteration, disassembling. re
assembly or other physical change or modification to water craft,
including, but not limited to engine work. painting, welding. structural
repair or modification and other similar uses.

MARINE SERVICE: A retail activity involVing the sale of goods and services
for consumption by the boating public. including. but not limited to,
fuels and lubricants, maintenance activities not involving physical and
structural change to the craft, and other similar uses.

MITIGATION SITE: A site (identified in the Comprehensive Plan) which is to
be reserved for use to restore or create an area of similar biological
potential in compensation for an area destroyed through dredge or fill
activities.

RECREATION: An activity requiring water access for fishing, swimming, boat
ing, etc. Although water access might be de~ired for a recreational
purpose. it would not be required unless the use of the water body was
an integral part of the activity.
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REQUIRES: When applied to a use requlrlng water access, it is assumed
that by its very nature (e.g., fishing, navigation. boat moorage), ')
or at the current level of technology, the use cannot exist without ~

water access.

SOURCE OF WATER:
ing, or other

Water which must be appropriated for cooling, process
integral functions of a permitted use.

•

WATER BORNE TRANSPORTATION: Uses of water access w~ich are themselves
transportation (e.g., navigation), which are necessary to support
water-borne transportation (e.g., moora~e, fueling, servicing of
ships, terminal and transfer facilities), or which require the receipt
of shipment of goods by water.

WATER-DEPENDENT: A use or activity which can be carried out only on. in
or adjacent to water areas because the use requires access to the water
body for water borne transportation, recreation or source of water.

WATER-RELATED: Uses which are not directly dependent upon access to a
water body, but which provide goods or services that are directly
associated with water-dependent land or waterway use, and which, if
not located adjacent to water, would result in a public loss of quality
in the goods or services offered.

C. Permitted Buildings and Uses. None of the uses intended for this Dis
trict are permitted outright; all are conditional uses.

D. Buildings and Uses Permitted Conditionally. The Planning Commission.
subject to the procedures and conditions set forth in Section 16. may
grant a conditional use permit for the following uses:

Water-Dependent Uses

"

to the above
detrimental l

and uses speci-

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
I 2 .
1 3 .
14.
1 5 .
16.

1 7 .

Aquaculture.
Bait and tackle shop (limited to 1,000 square feet).
Boat charter service.
Boat launching.
Dredge or fill activities, in connection with water-dependent
uses, in intertidal or tidal marsh areas when their effects
are mitigated according to state approved requirements.
Dry dock facilities for boat repair and maintenance and marine
railway facilities.
Loading or unloading facilities for products and materials
utilizing estaurine waters as a means of transportation.
Marina.
Marine service.
Moorage facilities.
Office in conjunction with a permitted use.
Public aids to navigation.
Public boat ramp.
Rental and fueling of marine equipment.
Wharves, docks and piers in conjunction with a permitted use.
Accessory buildings and uses normal and incidental to the buil!L
ings and uses permitted in this Section.
Other water-dependent buildings and uses similar
list. which shall not have any different or more
effect on the area or estuary than the buildings
fically listed.
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Water-Related Uses

18. Caretakerls dwelling for an approved use when it is deter
mined by the Planning Commission that the business requires
the on~site residence of such a person.

19. Cold storage or ice processing plants for sea products.
20. Holding areas for transshipment of goods by water.
21. Laboratory for research of marine products or resources.
22. Manufacture of items to be used in the extraction and pro

cessing of resources found in coastal waters.
23. Manufacture or repair of boats, barges, ships and related

marine equipment.
24. Manufacturing, assembling, processing, packing and whole

saling of sea products.
25. Public building or use which is essential to the physical.

social or economic welfare of the area.
26. Public utility or communication facility.
27. Public water-related outdoor recreation area.
28. Restaurant.
29. Retail sales of marine equipment.
30. Retail sales of sea products in conjunction with seafood

packing and processing.
31. Warehousing and storage facilities for marine equipment or

sea products.
32. Other buildings or uses which are water-related. and similar

to the above list. which shall not have any different or more
detrimental effect on the area or estuary than the buildings
and uses specifically listed.

E. Specific Approval Crfteria. In addition to the general approval cri
teria set forth in Section 16.1, the following criteria shall apply
to the consideration of a conditional use permit in this District.

1. The proposed use must be a water-dependent or water-related
use.

2. Where the proposed location is within a management unit as
defined in the Florence Comprehensive Plan. approval is sub
ject to the "a1lowed uses and priorities~ listed for that
management unit. Where competition for limited land area
exists, uses higher on the list have priority.

3. In the case of water-related uses, approval must be based on
findings that:

a. there are no alternative upland locations in other districts
which would be suitable for the proposed use; and

b. there are sufficient sites available to meet projected needs
for water-dependent uses, especially sites adjacent to the
estuary.

F. Conditions. In addition to the general conditions listed in Section
16.J and 16.K, special conditions may be required.

1. State and/or Federal permits for any dredge, fill, in~tallation

of pilings must be obtained, if applicable.
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2. Structures or veQetative plantings may be loequired to prevent
river bank erosion.

G. Property Development Standards.

1. Minimum lot Area. The minimum lot area shall be twenty-five
hundred (2500) square feet.

2. Minimum Lot Dimensions. The minimum lot width shall be fifty
( 50) feet.

3. Lot Coverdge. One hundred percent lot coverage is permitted,
exclusive or-setback requirements.

4. Setback Reguirements.

a. Front Yards are not required except where setbacks have been
established for road widening or other purposes.

b. Side Yards are not required except:
1. where setbacks have been established for road widening

or other purposes;
2. where the use abuts a resfdential dfstrict. In such

instances a buffer may be required; and
3. where required to preserve a visual corridor or public

access to the river.
c. Shorefront Setback Reguirements will be required for per~

manent structures in those in~tances w~ere sound engineer
ing practices require setback:
1. to comply with the National Flood Insurance Program;
2. to provide for shoreland stabilization or protection

measures;
3. to allow a buffer strip for areas of geological insta

bil ity.

5.

6.

7.

Building and Structural Height Limitations. The maximum build
ing or structural height shall be twenty-eight (28) feet.

Fences, Hedges, Walls and land$Capin r. The Design Review Board
may require that a fence, hedge, wal or landscaping be main
tained within the Marine District or with abutting Districts.

Parking and loading Space. Refer to Ordinance No. 579 for spe
cific park1ng requirements.

a. Ingress and egress for parking and loading shall not en
danger or impede the flow of traffic.

b. The required off-street parking shall not be used for
loading or unloading operations d~ring regular business
hours.

8. Visual Clearance. (Refer to Section 28 for definition.)

a. At the intersection of two streets, minimum vision clear
ance shall be twenty (20) feet.

b. At the inter~ection of an alley and a street, minimum
clearance shall be ten (10) feet.
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9. Signs. In accordance with the Florence Sign Ordinance No. 526.

10. A vegetative strip adjacent to the estuary shall be maintained,
insofar as possible, consistent with permitted uses.

11. Utility Systems and Public Facilities. The necessary utility
systems and public facilities must be available with sufficient
capacity to serve the proposed use.

12 . Design Review.
tionally, shall
this Ordinance.

All uses either permitted outright or condi
be subject to the Design Review provisions of

H. Any applicant for a use shall furnish evidence of compliance with, or
intent to comply with, appropriate permit and rule requirements of:

1. Port of Siuslaw;

2. Oregon State Department of Environmental Quality;

3. Division of State Lands;

4. United States Army Corps of Engineers; and

5. All other State and Federal agencies having interests appli
cable to the proposed use.
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